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Abstract 

This investigation is centred around three metapragmatic labels designating valued 

speech practices in the domain of ‘playful language’ in Persian. These three 

metapragmatic labels, used by speakers themselves, describe success and failure in use 

of playful language and construe a person as pleasant to be with. They are hāzerjavāb (lit. 

ready.response), bāmaze (lit. with.taste), and bānamak (lit. with.salt). Each is surrounded 

and supported by a cluster of (related) word meanings, which are instrumental in their 

cultural conceptualisations. 

The analytical framework is set within the research area known as ethnopragmatics, 

which is an offspring of Natural Semantics Metalanguage (NSM). With the use of 

explications and scripts articulated in cross-translatable semantic primes, the 

metapragmatic labels and the related clusters are examined in meticulous detail. This 

study demonstrates how ethnopragmatics, its insights on epistemologies backed by 

corpus pragmatics, can contribute to the metapragmatic studies by enabling a robust 

analysis using a systematic metalanguage.  

Chapter 1 establishes the relationship between speakers’ metapragmatic knowledge and 

the speech practices they perform. ‘Speech practices’ are defined to refer to ‘things people 

do with words’ in certain contexts due to the native skills and knowledge they have 

(habitus), which can be grouped by the speakers themselves under a descriptive 

(metapragmatic) label. These labels can shed light on nonpropositional knowledge of 

speakers, i.e. on emic (or insider) understandings. Relatedly, rather than conducting the 

research under the banner of the linguistics of humour (in a broad sense) in Persian, the 

general category of playful language is preferred, as a significant definitional 

improvement. ‘Playful language’ has its own conventions which are different from the 

conventions of ‘normal’ interactions, and this depends on the participants recognising the 

intention behind the play. Besides, the cultural significance of ‘playful language’ in 

Persian is emphasised with a review of the concept of bāzi (play) and other historical and 

modern linguistic and non-linguistic evidence.  

Chapter 2 studies hazer javābi, Chapter 3 bāmaze , and Chapter 4 bānamak, respectively. 

Hāzerjavābi shows that there is a perception in a conversational setting that a speaker has 

satisfied the expectation of providing a response in a shorter than expected span of time 
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t. While it is often not faster than normal talk, the verbal content that has been produced 

in time t is deemed (by observers) to be of a higher verbal/mental quality than the one 

that other, ‘normal’ speakers produce in time t. This can be interpreted as being bāmaze 

or bānamak. 

In Chapter 3, I propose a metalexical test to explore issues of polysemy and [active] 

metaphor in relation to maze (taste) and namak (salt). The examination indicates that the 

intentional aspect of the speech practices, as well as the necessary recognition of the 

intention by others present, are major components of perception of ‘having maze’. The 

recognition is confirmed with laughter. The ethno-epistemology of maze, via channelling 

the active metaphor of good maze (gastronomical taste), is illustrated in a mental script 

to the effect that people “want more” to hear or to be with that person. 

Chapter 4 presents a corpus-informed examination of namak and its cultural 

conceptualisation in Persian. This situates the concept of namak (salt) in the centre of 

Persian hospitality, sociability, and mutuality, within the Persian cultural schema of adab 

(roughly, politeness). The explication of the concept reveals that its conceptualisation 

hinges on the components ‘this is good, I want more’, which is the active metaphor 

component behind sharing namak with others.  

In addition, failed humour and dispreferred speech practices in the context of playful 

language are expressed using labels such as bimaze (lit. without.taste) and binamak (lit. 

without salt), as well as maze-rixtan (lit. taste.pouring), namak-rixtan (lit. salt.pouring), 

bāmaze.bāzi.dar-āvordan (lit. with.taste.play.out-bring), etc. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

 

 

1.1.  Premise 

This study argues that there are some valued ways of interactions in Persian2 language. 

As a linguaculture that values sociality and building relations based on being amusing, 

speakers tend to use three strategies, among others, in interactions, so that both parties of 

the interaction can mutually feel good and cherish being together. The successful 

execution of these strategies is described with a set of metapragmatic labels as follows: 

to be hāzerjavāb (lit. ready.response), bāmaze (lit. with.taste), and bānamak (lit. 

with.salt). All three are labels (tags) used by speakers to convey the perception of the 

qualities of an amusing speaker. This perception - shared in a linguaculture - is referred 

to as ethno-epistemology in this thesis, the knowledge of speakers about interactions 

because of their membership in the speech community. Being such an amusing speaker 

is culturally valued and others want to spend more time with this person as per the broader 

conventions of interaction in the society. 

I share Ye’s (2019) criticism that many major theories of pragmatics (in particular, 

politeness theory) hold an assumption that models of social interaction are based on the 

‘society of strangers’ (cf. Givón, 2005), “which revolves around an imagined ‘Model 

 
2 This study deals with Persian (Farsi) as the official language of Iran. Persian is called Farsi in Iran, Dari 

in Afghanistan, and Tajiki in Tajikistan. Each main dialect has numerous sub-dialects and accents. This 

study, hence, investigates the standard version of Persian (Farsi) in Iran. It is called ‘standard’ because 

almost all my examples are coming from written sources.  

Following Haspelmath’s (2017) arguments about the necessity of principles for language names, I have 

opted for using Persian consistently throughout this work. While natively known as Farsi or Parsi, Persian 

is the English word for this language and it also presents the continuity of the linguistic system from (at 

least) the 10th century to today.  
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Person’ who is a rational individual with ‘basic face wants’” (Ye, 2019: 2). Ye puts 

Chinese in a different category known as, interestingly named, the ‘society of intimates’. 

She explains that in this category “values and norms of verbal interaction in the wider 

social realm are modelled primarily on those of the in-group members” (Ye, 2019: 2).  

The major issue with politeness theory is that it builds its assumptions on interactions 

being based on face-saving and face-threatening acts. Research has shown that a major 

part of human interactions is for positive relationships, caring, assistance, mutual 

appreciation and praise among others (cf. Bowe, Martin, & Manns, 2014: Ch 3), rather 

than merely face-saving and face-threatening acts. 

Persian is, in a sense, similar to Chinese culture as an ancient tradition with a strong 

presence of literature and allusion to literature in people’s talk and lives. In Chinese, 

according to Ye (2019), the model of family is the determiner of interactions, while in 

Persian, I argue here, the ability to amuse and entertain others is more valued than 

considerations of face-based politeness. 

There is a famous historical account that puts Iran next to China, Korea, Vietnam and 

Egypt as the only ‘historic nations’ of the world, and the rest of nations as modern entities 

(cf. Hobsbawm, 2012: 137). This long-standing history as a national identity has resulted 

in a strong tradition of storytelling in Iran (and perhaps in other similar countries). 

Storytelling needs certain speech qualities to keep your audiences amused and interested. 

Page (1979) presents a review of the centuries-old history of professional storytelling 

(naggāli) in Iran. She reports that a good storyteller is described by storytellers and 

audiences alike as well-versed (vāred) in his material with good memory of Persian lyric 

poetry (Page, 1979: 199). 

Page (1979) concludes that the practice of storytelling in Iran “incorporates many other 

things, such as voice quality, time span of performance, and audience interest” (p. 213). 

To add to her points, storytelling – not professionally – has existed in families, with a 

grandparent or sometimes a parent who tells folk stories to children. For all, being 

amusing in the society of intimates has become highly valued. Thus, being hāzerjavāb 

(lit. ready.response), bāmaze (lit. with.taste), and bānamak (lit. with.salt) – as the main 

three strategies – have been more valued in Persian interactions and if one can present 

them well, the considerations of politeness (as defined in pragmatics) come second. I will 

present numerous examples in the following chapters to establish their status in the 

discourse.  
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These interactional strategies or qualities have not been extracted by mere observation. 

They are, in fact, the most frequent metapragmatic labels that used by insiders themselves. 

In line with the methodology of this thesis (i.e. ethnopragmatics), I am presenting main 

ethnopragmatic scripts and explications that capture the valued collective 

conceptualisation of Persian speakers about ‘amusing speakers’ in their culture. This will 

be elaborated in detail in the subsequent sections of this chapter, which is followed by 

case analyses in the next chapters.  

On this account, this thesis intends to make beneficial contributions to three broad areas 

of linguistic inquiry. Primarily, it is defined and nourished in the area known as 

ethnopragmatics, which is an offspring of Natural Semantics Metalanguage (NSM), as 

defined in section 1.5. This study will demonstrate how ethnopragmatics can contribute 

to metapragmatic studies in terms of a robust analysis using a systematic metalanguage. 

Besides, I have complemented ethnopragmatics with the support of corpus linguistics and 

insights from philosophical linguistics. This makes the methodology as rich as the content 

of analysis.  

On the other hand, this thesis falls into the broad linguistic field known as humour studies: 

the study of playful use of language which frequently adopts English terms such as 

‘funny’, ‘humour’ and ‘joking’ as foundational categories and descriptors (Goddard, 

2017; Goddard and Mullan, 2020). Thus, instead of conducting a research on linguistics 

of humour (in a broad sense) in Persian, I propose ‘playful language’, as a definitional 

improvement, as it will be defined in 1.2, in the context of what I introduce as ‘speech 

practices’. This is where this study plays an important role in providing insights on valued 

ways of verbal interactions in Persian – whose playful language has not been studied 

deservedly.  

Finally, this thesis contributes to Persian linguistics, and especially pragmatics of Persian. 

Not only does such a study enrich literature on Persian pragmatics, but it also adds 

valuable insights to pragmatics, in general, by expanding the literature to a non-European 

language. The main argument of this thesis asserts that speech practices in the domain of 

‘playful language’ in Persian are highly valued. As introduced above, there are three main 

metapragmatic labels used by speakers themselves to describe such use of language: 

hāzerjavāb (lit. ready.response), bāmaze (lit. with.taste), and bānamak (lit. with.salt). I 

argue that being ‘ready to respond’ (roughly quick wit), having maze (taste) and namak 

(salt), as defined in this thesis, are emic attributes – in terms of labels – of a speaker who 
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is extremely good at playful language in Persian. As any complex lexical items, these 

metapragmatic labels are surrounded and supported by a cluster of (related) word 

meanings, which are instrumental in any metapragmatic analysis. In subsequent chapters, 

I will present unique linguistic tests, evidence, definitions, and analyses to paint a portrait 

of metapragmatics of playful speech practices in Persian.  

This chapter sets the scene for the study. It will work as an introduction, literature review, 

definition of major concepts, and methodology. In doing so, section 1.2 introduces the 

idea of ‘language play’ and why I prefer ‘playful language’ and what it means. Then in 

section 1.3, I will make it clear why use of ‘humour’ is  not apt, especially in the case of 

non-European languages.  In section 1.4 I will introduce the focus of this thesis in the 

form of three metapragmatic labels whose significance will be clarified in the context of 

what I define as ‘speech practices’. Section 1.5 is an extensive discussion of theories and 

the preferred methodology. After explaining ethnopragmatics, I will move to the 

importance of metalanguage, which will serve as the starting point to elaborate on 

metapragmatics. In the final part of 1.5, I compare my approach with three similar but 

different approaches that could have been used for this study. I argue that the utility of 

ethnopragmatics lies in its systematic metalanguage. Section 1.6 explains the importance 

of corpus for pragmatics, theories and methods in this field and introduces my purpose-

built corpora. I supplement this chapter with a brief review of major studies on Persian 

pragmatics in 1.7, as well as some advanced issues in this domain. Some concluding 

remarks will end this chapter before three chapters of case studies, namely Chapter 2 on 

hāzerjavāb, Chapter 3 on bāmaze, and Chapter 4 on bānamak. 

1.2. Playful Language  

The first necessary step is to clearly define the context of use for these adjectives 

(metapragmatic labels), i.e. ‘playful language’. It corresponds to a domain of social 

interactions that will be referred to in almost every section of this thesis. The concept of 

playful language has been chosen to deliberately avoid the ethnocentrism packed in the 

concept of ‘humour’. In so doing, this section defines playful language in the context of 

previously studied ‘language play’ and then in the next section (1.3), I will enumerate the 

reasons for why using ‘humour’ in this study (and many others) is not appropriate. 
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To use the English analogy, there is funny in English which comes from fun, something 

or someone has fun or is fun. The concept of funny is the indicator of the perception of 

something or someone being amusing, in English cultural conceptualisation having fun. 

Huizinga (1949) argues that the fun-element is the essence of play in English. “No other 

modern language known to me has the exact equivalent of the English ‘fun’. The Dutch 

"aardigkeit" perhaps comes nearest to it” (Huizinga, 1949: 3). Similarly, it is hard to find 

Persian concepts to point at the essence of play in Persian language without almost 

entirely relying on maze (taste), namak (salt), and hāzerjavābi (ready response) – and 

their related, derived vocabulary.  

There are some insights about ‘play’ in the literature. Play is what children do much of 

the time and they learn and develop through it. Play is also a voluntary activity. That 

means the need for play is only urgent to the extent that the enjoyment of it makes it a 

need. “Play can be deferred or suspended at any time. It is never imposed by physical 

necessity or moral duty. It is never a task. It is done at leisure, during ‘free time’(Huizinga, 

1949: 8). Play also has its own rules, which are different from ordinary or real-life rules. 

More specifically, language play is a play with and in words. It first became the object of 

linguistic investigation in the context of language learning both for children and as L2 

(Cook, 1997; Crystal, 1996). Haugh (2016) highlights the general understanding of 

language play, in earlier works, as it is aimed at “mutual entertainment and enjoyment for 

participants, rather than the accomplishment of particular interactional business or 

forming and maintaining interpersonal relationships” (Haugh, 2016: 143). 

Haugh (2016) also reports that Bateson (1955) is probably the first academic study on 

playful interaction where Bateson notes that “actions can be accompanied by different 

metamessages, including claims to playfulness”, with which the play “involves some 

form of pretence where the actions, in which we now engage, do not denote what would 

be denoted by those actions which these actions denote” (Haugh, 2016: 147; after 

Bateson, 1955: 41). To elaborate this, actions normally denote some things but when they 

are done in play, they denote things that they do not normally denote. This addition of 

‘pretence’ tries to make a distinction between human playful interactions and playful nips 

in animals (ibid).  

Contrary to the early assumptions (e.g. Cook, 1996, 1997; Crystal, 1996, 2001) that 

language play functions as a device to entertain and have fun, numerous recent studies 
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show that there is often ‘blending’ and ‘lamination’ at work, which means speakers’ use 

of language play may serve playful and serious functions at the same time (Haugh, 2016; 

Gordon, 2008; Knospe, Onysko & Goth, 2016), similarly presented in studies on verbal 

humour (Attardo, 1994; Martin, 2007; Dynel, 2011; Bell, 2012). 

To clarify the ambiguity in the concept of ‘language play’, Cook (1997) distinguishes 

between ‘play with language’ versus ‘play in language’ (p. 2000). Play with language 

refers to cases in which “the language itself is manipulated for play” (Bell, 2012: 191; 

also Chiaro, 1992) such as wordplay, crosswords, punning, while play in language refers 

to instances in which the language is used to engage in play (Bell, 2012; also cf. Norrick, 

2016), such as verbal humour, including teasing and sarcasm. It is hard to find many 

examples in either of two groups; however, the only point evident in all these studies is 

that it is difficult to distinguish between what is known in the literature as language play 

as opposed to conversational humour (cf. Cook, 1997, 2000; Coates, 2007; Dynel, 2011; 

Haugh, 2016). 

Further to that, Bell (2016) defines ‘language play’ as a broader term as opposed to the 

specific term ‘humour’. She implies that there is a semantic (and conceptual) affinity 

between ‘creativity’, ‘language play’, and ‘humour’, then adds that each of the three terms 

can be seen as one side of a continuum (Bell, 2016: 2). Her definition hinges on the 

assumption that, unlike creative language use, to play with language typically assumes 

that the behaviour is pleasurable (Bell, 2016: 3), which is in line with Crystal (1996; 2001) 

and Cook (1996, 1997, 2000). However, humour, according to Bell, “is the most specific 

of the terms, as it involves non-serious and often creative utterances that are intended to 

elicit a specific type of pleasurable emotion: mirth” (Bell, 2016: 3).  

Many lay speakers as well as linguists, myself included, cannot define what ‘mirth’ is. It 

is definitely more complex, semantically speaking, than humour or joking. This is an 

important reason for why I do not intend to use humour or other culture specific English 

terms, such as mirth, jocularity, joking, non-seriousness, etc. I will elaborate more on my 

reasons for avoiding ‘humour’ in section 1.3. Nonetheless, I propose ‘playful language’ 

in the context of language play as a contender to be used, if not universally, but in the 

case of this study on Persian.  

Before I present my definition of ‘playful language’, there are other points raised in the 

literature that I need to review. One is the notion that playfulness might vary in different 
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contexts; from more playful to more serious (non-playful). For example, Bell (2016) 

argues that “it is also important to note that each of these terms, while universal in terms 

of human experience, is also ultimately defined differently across cultural groups and 

through time” (p. 2). The second part of Bell’s argument, in my opinion, negates the first 

part. That means if such terms (she mentions playful, serious, funny, etc.) are defined 

differently across cultural groups and time, then they cannot be universal; unless there is 

a varying degree to universality of concepts. While the title of Crystal’s (2001) book on 

the topic is ‘language play’, Crystal abandons that in paragraph two of his book and starts 

referring to the object of his investigation as ‘ludic language’, without defining either in 

detail, accurately. 

Sherzer (2002), another notable study on the topic, introduces ‘speech play’ and defines 

it as “speech play is the manipulation of elements and components of language in relation 

to one another, in relation to the social and cultural contexts of language use, and against 

the backdrop of other verbal possibilities in which it is not foregrounded” (p. 1). What 

Sherzer discusses is too broad, and has limited convergence with ‘playful language’, 

because it covers both the serious and the non serious, both intentional and unintentional 

play, as he further adds “[it] can be conscious or unconscious, noticed or not noticed, 

purposeful or nonpurposeful, and humorous or serious” (ibid: 2). 

One thing shared in many studies is the indifference to the fact that they are dealing with 

English language, comparing English ‘language play’ with English verbal humour and so 

on. Notwithstanding, there are also notable exceptions such as Haugh (2016) who makes 

it very clear that he is dealing with English speaker’s perspective: 

 

To present the definition, I begin with restating that I prefer not to use ‘language play’ 

because in its meaning, it refers to a play with/in language. However, ‘playful language’ 

refers to a distributed system of play-related acts and practices, i.e. a semiotic system with 

“Language play from an English speaker’s perspective thus generally combines 

elements of fun and enjoyment with pretence. Language play can thus be 

understood as falling under the broader umbrella of ‘non-seriousness’, which 

encompasses a wide range of evaluative frames that are related to but distinct 

from playful and jocular, including laughable, cheeky, flippant, facetious, 

absurd, irreverent, mock, sportive and so on” (Haugh, 2016: 144). 
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distributed conventions among members of a linguaculture. Although I argue that this 

category has the potential to be used in a wider manner (especially in comparison with 

‘humour’), it is the most suitable term for elucidating the pragmatics of Persian. Further 

application is pending careful examination on several languages at least. 

I will explain in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 the importance of bāzi for description of playful 

practices that are intended to make others laugh3. Moreover, the concept of ‘playful’ in 

English seems to be the suitable equivalent, in this study, for the concept of šuxi in 

Persian, which governs the meta-category of non-seriousness in the language. Šuxi is one 

of the Persian concepts which evades translational attempts, but it satisfies all the 

characteristics of ‘playful language’ that I am listing here. While English speaker has had 

to highlight the lack of seriousness, there is an independent category in Persian under the 

banner of šuxi, which does not depend on the Anglo concept of ‘seriousness’. The non-

seriousness implicit in the technical use of ‘humour’ has its culture-specific flavour in 

šuxi in Persian, but it is unconceivable to think of ‘šuxi studies’ instead of the field of 

‘humour studies’. As elaborated in 1.3, the main reason is that they are based on and 

coming from two different cultural settings whose pragmatic aspects of language are 

sanctioned by their cultural systems (cf.  Wierzbicka 1987, 1991, 1996b; Sharifian, 2005). 

There are two reasons for suitability of ‘playful language’ in comparison to other 

contenders such as humour. The first reason concerns the semantic status of components 

of this concept: ‘play’ and ‘language’. I argue that both bāzi (‘play’) and zabān 

(‘language’) have molecule status and perhaps can be cross-translatable pending further 

studies4. The second reason is conceptual: ‘playful language’ provides an overarching 

conceptual frame which includes a semiotic system of engaging in play. Language is 

based on conventions. The serious use of language is generally more common; this is the 

language which is explicitly taught and learned. While playful use of language seems to 

be a violation of the standard conventions, it is built on its own conventions reflected in 

the intentions of the initiator and perception of receivers. Not to mention that it can be 

preferred at many times. Both reasons need a little more elaboration. 

To elaborate the first reason, play has been argued to be a universal human concept (cf. 

Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2016). Goddard and Wierzbicka (2016) maintain that if not 

 
3 In expressions such as bā.maze bāzi dar-āvordan (lit. with.taste play in-bring; roughly ‘to joke around’) 

or bā.namak bāzi dar-āvordan (lit. with.salt play out-bring; roughly ‘to joke around’). 
4 Goddard (2011) has argued that ‘language’ is a rather culture-specific concept. 
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universal, meaning of play is likely to be found in all or most languages. Play in this sense 

is associated with ‘games’ (Wierzbicka, 1996a), ‘children’ (Goddard & Wierzbicka, 

2016) and ‘pretend play’ (Brown, 1991). Goddard & Wierzbicka’s explication of the 

concept is based on the prototypical scenario that “children [m] do this at many times”, 

and the reason for that is “they do it because they want to feel something good, not 

because of anything else” (2016: 218). An extended conceptualisation of this scenario is 

reflected in the conception of play as something which is not serious, not real, and just 

for fun. Play offers a general conceptual frame for all activities that are done to have good 

time and to pass the time. Garvey (1977) also offers a useful description of play when she 

defines play as a teaching activity which is: 1) positively valued by the player; 2) self-

motivated; 3) freely chosen; 4) engaging; and 5) which "has certain systematic relations 

to what is not play" (p. 5). Furthermore, some neuroscientific studies show that the 

enjoyment of playful language activates the same region of brain that represents and 

controls reward-related behaviours (Goel & Dolan, 2001: 238), which is an indicator of 

the cognitive affinity of play and humour (playful language). 

One might question the cognitive/semantic relationship between ‘play’ in children and 

‘play’ in adults. However, as pointed out above by Garvey (1977), the elements of play 

in both age groups are almost the same: the differences seem largely due to cognitive 

development as a human grows older; i.e. the mind can handle more complex play, 

especially with words and their conventions. The brain functions, as shown by Goel and 

Dolan (2001), seem to be very similar in terms of the activation of the same region of 

brain.  

Thus play-related acts and activities, which are common in different forms in different 

places, are called ‘playful’ here. The playful has its own language: system of meaning 

making without which no ‘joke’ makes any sense. I take ‘language’ as this meaning 

making system, which is even argued as an innate aspect of being human (Putnam, 1967; 

Chomsky, 1988; Pinker, 2003) or a general semiotic system (De Saussure, 1916; 

Halliday, 1978).  

However, it is important to clarify if ‘language’ has (near) universal status like ‘play’. 

The idea of language here goes beyond the ‘language concept’ which is associated with 

places and peoples (cf. Goddard, 2011a). In Goddard’s (2011a) lexical semantics of 

‘language’, the definition of language is possible thanks to the universal prime WORDS.  

He rightly points out that ‘language’ in English is polysemous (like in many other 
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languages) and explicates five senses of languages based on the universal prime WORDS. 

All five explications share this component, which is instrumental in my analysis 

(Goddard, 2011a: 43-48):   

 

The universality of WORDS has been discussed in Wierzbicka (1996a: 107–108),  

Wierzbicka (2002a: 99–101), and Goddard (2011a). Goddard argues: 

 

There is an ambiguity in the use of WORDS in these explications. WORDS in these 

expressions do not mean any sequence of words, but a systematic and conventionalised 

sequence of words. This is evident because people ‘want’ to say some words to other 

people, and other people ‘know’ these words. The intentional (wanting) and the epistemic 

(knowing) aspects of WORDS entail that there is a system of conventions for these WORDS 

and they are not any words.  

Therefore, the idea of ‘language’ in the concept of ‘playful language’ is WORDS with its 

own conventions (of play). I do not find any reasons to avoid the use of language in this 

sense. In fact, this sense of language as faculty of human mind and the medium of our 

communication has been discussed at least since Plato. As a result, it makes more sense 

to stick to the same concept for consistency while we are aware of the polysemy of the 

concept of language.  

Moreover, the conventions of ‘playful language’ make it possible for linguists to study 

and group such practices. Norrick (2016: 12), for example, points out that the patterns of 

‘‘when people want to say something to other people, they can say it with 

words.  

other people can know what these people want to say, because they know these 

words”  

“It should be sufficient […] that the status of the concept of WORDS is starkly 

different to that of language. The “language concept” is a complex one, 

culturally constructed and lexicalised in only a subset of the world’s languages. 

WORDS, on the other hand, is a universal human concept, which (along with 

other semantic primes) can enable us to breakdown the language concept into 

simple and cross-translatable terms” (Goddard, 2011a: 52). 
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playfulness, in English, can take the form of proverbial phrases, clichés, one-liners, 

allusions, stock responses and puns, etc. Playful language can also serve other purposes 

apart from being (just) a play, for example to negotiate, disguise or modulate sensitive 

social actions (Haugh, 2016), to provide enjoyment and relaxation among adults (Cook, 

1997; Béal & Mullan, 2013), to reinforce group boundaries and relationships (Ritchie & 

Schell, 2009), or to develop proficiency in an L2 learning environment (Bell, 2005; 

Pomerantz & Bell, 2011). Playful language, as McDowell (1981) observes, can even 

transform verbal routines of ordinary discourse, and hence disrupts/replaces the 

coherence of ordinary talk. 

Like any conventional systems of meaning making, it is possible to discuss ‘intentions’ 

and ‘perception’ with regard to playful language. More importantly, even though the 

standard or normal language is non-playful, there is good evidence that in many cultures 

the playful is preferred. This is especially applicable to Persian.  

Kozintsev (2010) puts forth that humour is a variety of ‘disorderly play’ as opposed to 

orderly language in a Saussurean sense. While he writes that irony and humour are 

opposed to bona fide communication (p. 145), Kozintsev uses Attardo’s (1994: 284-5) 

description of humour as “cooperative noncooperation” to shape his notion. This notion, 

in my opinion, seems to be an unjustified word play. Although the production of humour 

and/or its recognition has its own conventions of comprehension, they do not convey 

disorder or noncooperation. Often times, the intention to play is recognised and ‘play’ed 

along in a cooperative fashion by others. Wierzbicka (1992: 239) makes the examples of 

‘bastard’ in jocular speech. She writes that the meaning of ‘bastard’ is “always bad 

(pejorative), although this very badness can be exploited in jocular insults” (Wierzbicka, 

1992: 239). This exploitation is a form of play. 

The equivalent of ‘play’ and ‘language’ in Persian are bāzi and zabān respectively. Zabān 

has a polysemy and it can refer to tongue and language. Besides, when a system is referred 

to, it is possible to talk about the underlying zabān (language), for example zabān.e 

cāmpiuter (language of computer), zabān.e sinemā (language of cinema). Bāzi (lit. play, 

game) seems to be an important concept in the cultural conceptualisation of playful 

language for Persian speakers.  

Bāzi came to my attention as an important concept in the Persian universe of meaning 

making when it was used by a translator, Payam Yazdanjoo, in 2006. He translated, the 
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American philosopher, Richard Rorty’s monumental book Contingency, Irony, and 

Solidarity (1989) to pišāmad, bāzi va hambastegi. The concept of irony and being an 

ironist, in this book, is the foundation of being a citizen of a utopian liberal democracy. 

The concept of irony was translated to bāzi (as in the title and throughout the book) and 

the ironist was translated to bāzi.bāvar (lit. play.believer), a person who believes in 

play/game. I was amazed at how the concept of bāzi (in Iran, in Rorty’s sense) was 

accepted by the elite, unlike other translations of the same concepts into Persian5.  

To sum up this section, I am not proposing ‘playful language’ as a substitute for ‘humour’ 

at this stage. But I am proposing clarity in analysis and consistency in methodology. If I 

had used the meta-category of humour for this study on Persian, it would ignore the 

intricacies of pragmatics of Persian. Playful language, on the other hand, is clearly defined 

and, as I will show, completely suits the nuances of ethnopragmatics. On this note, in the 

following section I will explain why ‘humour’ should be avoided if possible. 

1.3. Why not ‘Humour’?  

Most of the discussion so far falls into a recently delineated field of studies known as 

Humour Studies. It is important to put my arguments in the context of this field so that I 

can explain why ‘humour’ is not the suitable category for this thesis.  

Humour Studies (or more commonly in other places ‘Humor Studies’) is an 

interdisciplinary area of research on ‘humour’. While originated mostly by psychological 

work in the late 20th century, it now covers many disciplines with two international 

journals and many book volumes. Milner Davis (2019) introduces the field as an effort to 

study ‘humour’, which in itself is a new use of this word, i.e. “as an umbrella term for the 

plethora of phenomena and outcomes associated with amusement, laughter and smiling” 

(p. 16). 

There have been unsolved debates on many topics, such as humour, laughter, sense of 

humour, and comic styles in this new field (cf. Wickberg, 1998: Attardo, 2001; Chafe, 

 
5 For example see: https://www.bbc.com/persian/arts/story/2006/12/061227 a mk rorty.shtml, where the 

author argues the translation of irony to bāzi is a mistake by the translator. 
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2007; Davies, 2011; Holmes, 2000; Lockyer & Pickering, 2005; Ruch, et al. 2014). It is 

sometimes argued that humour, joking, or even sense of humour are human universals 

(for example, Fry, 1994). If not entirely wrong, it is a controversial postulation with 

limited evidence and a few adherents. It is, I believe, hard to claim that ‘humour’, as such, 

exists in all languages by pointing at socially meaningful acts that people in every culture 

perform (linguistically or not) to induce (social) laughter among their peers. This socially 

induced laughter is valued as I understand. It is a prominent example of ‘having good 

time’ in a variety of cultures. The “value” of such intended behaviour is why it is 

attempted by many to repeat. 

Here I am deliberately excluding the unintentional social laughter from this discussion, 

because the hallmark of humour is that it is strategic and intentional. It is possible and 

often common that something happens or is done by someone (often unintentionally), 

which is different from what most people usually do at many times. This might create 

laughter and I am not interested in this type of social laughter for three reasons: a) it is 

not intended, b) it is not valued, i.e. other people do not want to repeat it intentionally or 

otherwise, c) it can often cause bad feelings (such as shame, pity, cruelty, etc.) in one 

party which is the opposite of ‘having good time’. It is also in line with some studies on 

the fear of being laughed at (gelotophobia) in many cultures (cf. Proyer, et al. 2009, 

comparing 73 cultures). 

As an example, it was a rainy day, I was walking fast to the bus stop which was a haven 

for at least five people from raindrops. Three steps before the stop, I stumbled over and 

fell into a puddle. As I quickly regained my balance everyone was laughing. They thought 

the sequence of events were ‘funny’, but they stopped laughing and looked elsewhere as 

soon as I turned my head towards them to check if they were laughing or not. This is an 

example of unintentional social laughter, which is neither strategic as far as this linguistic 

study is concerned, nor valued as the ‘human judgment’ is concerned.  

With regard to the concept of ‘value’, people value things because of reasons most of the 

times they cannot easily point at. Social laughter, playful language, and socially construed 

‘delight’6 are suitable candidates in the category of valued practices. Humour, for 

instance, might be (and there is good evidence that it is) a culture-specific English word 

(cf. Goddard, 2017, 2018a; Goddard & Cramer, 2017). That said, as one can deduce, 

scholars have over the years discussed the definition of ‘humour’ and if the (near) 

 
6 Goddard (2018a) uses the concept of ‘delight’. 
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equivalent concepts for ‘humour’ are valued in many other languages too (cf. Bell, 2015; 

Attardo, 2001; Pons, 2014). 

Hence, without spending time and effort on finding ‘humorous’ and ‘funny’ practices, I 

have focused on the relationship between playful language and social laughter. I outlined 

the reasons to prefer playful language in the previous section. Hence, I looked at examples 

of playful language in Persian which, as desired, lead to social laughter. They include 

speech practices, speech acts, multi-modality, etc. Not only is playful language valued in 

Persian, but performing it well constitutes being a good speaker of the language. I have 

identified three qualities of one’s speech which are described with three metapragmatic 

labels. I will introduce these labels in three groups, but each makes a cluster of words 

which help to spell out the cultural conceptualisation of these labels and their 

corresponding practices. 

1.4. Which Metapragmatic Labels 

I begin this section with repeating the main argument of this thesis. This study examines 

the playful language in Persian through a careful examination of three metapragmatic 

labels and the cluster of words around them. There is good evidence that these three labels 

are the necessary (if not entirely adequate) attributes of a favourable Persian speaker. 

Favourable here refers to both speakers (who want to be like this) and audience (who 

want to be with this person more). These three metapragmatic labels concerned in this 

study are as follows: 

 
7 For all transliterations throughout this work, I choose to use Alefbâ ye 2om (the 2nd alphabet) a Latin-

based script developed by Hamid Farroukh as a ‘parallel script for the Persian language’. I will explain 

more in 1.7.2. Also see: http://alefbaye2om.org/  

hāzerjavābi7 (lit. ready response) – dictionary translations: quick-wit, 

repartee, quip 

bā mazegi (lit. being with taste) – dictionary translations: funniness, sense of 

humour 

bā namaki (lit. being with salt) – dictionary translations: funniness, cuteness 
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All three, as listed above, are in the form of a noun to refer to the general corresponding 

concepts while the upcoming analysis will mainly deal with their adjective forms. They 

are consistently called ‘labels’ in this study because certain valued speech practices and 

speakers are literally ‘labelled’ by Persian speakers themselves using these three. The 

methodological advantage of focusing on metapragmatic labels is that they provide the 

linguist with the opportunity to study their frequency, uses, and meanings at once. 

Hazerjavābi is the subject of Chapter 2, bā mazegi Chapter 3, and  bā namaki Chapter 4. 

There are different derivational forms associated with any of these, which, mostly make 

up the cluster of words related to each label. They will be discussed in detail in their 

corresponding chapters. Essential to note that these labels are being analysed 

methodologically utilising ethnopragmatics in an attempt to present a bigger picture of 

the suitability of ethnopragmatics for a metapragmatic study of speech practices in all 

languages. I will enumerate the methods and strengths of ethnopragmatics in 1.5. But 

before that, I will explain why these three metapragmatic labels are the focus of this study. 

1.4.1. Their Significance  

This study unofficially started when, during another study of ‘humour’ in Persian, I asked 

a group of native speakers of Persian (n. 12) to write down words which come to their 

mind to talk about a person who can say things/words because of which they can laugh 

and feel good. I avoided using words like ‘funny’, ‘humour’, etc. and their Persian near 

equivalents. 

Among the top five most frequent adjectives to describe and/or recognise a person doing 

so was the following adjectives: 

 

All three are the metapragmatic labels (in adjective form) that I am concerned with in this 

study. Their status as frequently used metapragmatic labels to refer to playful language 

in Persian was quite interesting. More interestingly, they all are, linguistically, what 

hāzerjavāb (dictionary translations : quick-wit, repartee, quip, etc) 

bāmaze (dictionary translations : funny, with sense of humour, laughable) 

bānamak (dictionary translations : funny, cute, laughable)  
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Goddard, Taboada and Trnavac (2019) call “cognitive evaluative adjectives”, which in 

these cases project distributed judgement. “Evaluational adjectives, and the language of 

evaluation generally, pose fascinating challenges for semantic description, both on 

account of their inherent subjectivity and because of the sheer number of subtly different 

meanings involved” (Goddard, et al. 2019: 308). This “sheer number of meanings” will 

be one of the fascinating topics of the next chapters. 

Both accounts identified by Goddard, et al. (2019) can be applied to these three adjectives. 

As it will be shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, bāmaze and bānamak show this versatility 

in referring to people, words, as well as incidents in various contexts. Hāzerjavāb, on the 

other hand, can be only a complement of a human subject because it directly corresponds 

to answering, an activity done by humans in the form of responding (see Chapter 2).  

All three, nonetheless, comprise the most part of the repertoire of Persian speakers to 

evaluate playful language, ‘funny’ people and things, and all the ways of speaking that 

make us laugh. The cluster of words around them are mostly derivations of each label. 

Hāzerjavābi, as a metapragmatic label can make a verb with addition of the light verb 

kardan (to do) as in hāzerjavābi-kardan. A person can be bāmaze (lit. with.taste) and 

bānamak (lit. with.salt) when they succeed in playful practices. When they fail or the 

practice backfires, they are labelled as bimaze (lit. without taste) or binamak (without 

salt). A person can ‘pour maze’ (taste) or ‘pour namak’ (salt) where everybody else is 

serious. Above all, ‘play’ (bāzi) can be added to make a compound verb construction 

which denotes some form of playing around with language. The example for that is 

bāmaze.bāzi.dar-āvordan (lit. with.taste.play.out.bring) and bānamak.bāzi.dar-āvordan 

(lit. with.salt.play.out.bring). These words and expressions will be subject of rigorous 

semantic analysis and the related labels form a broader metapragmatic examination. 

Therefore, to close this section with a strong claim, I argue that these three metapragmatic 

labels are what Persian speakers have at their disposal (conceptually and linguistically) 

to talk about and evaluate (meta-) playful language. My small-scale survey will be 

supported by corpus data in the subsequent chapters.  

1.4.2. Speech Practices  

Throughout this work there seems to be a relationship between what speakers do with 

words (speech practices) and how they describe them (metapragmatic knowledge). This 

section is dedicated to a brief explanation on what I mean by ‘speech practices’. I am 
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asking what the relationship is between metapragmatic labels and speech practices 

designated the above-mentioned labels and more importantly what a ‘speech practice’ is 

in the context of ethnopragmatics. It is important to delineate the differences with similar 

but different categories such as speech acts. 

All three main focus points of this study, hāzerjavāb, bāmaze and bānamak, qualify for 

the status of metapragmatic labels. Simply stated, they are labels that speakers use to 

describe the use of their language, i.e. gateways to the (ethno)epistemology of the 

pragmatics of their language. This is in agreement with what Goddard (2020) puts forth 

as the key data for ethno-epistemology: Words and their uses in ordinary discourse 

provide innumerable clues to assumed categories and societal attitudes, including 

categories and attitudes connected with “knowing”. 

Moreover, these labels correspond to a set of social practices which are, primarily, verbal 

in nature. I tend to group them as ‘speech practices’ that cover a wide array of things 

people do with language. The same metapragmatic labels can, at times, refer to non-verbal 

practices and incidents, which would not be a subject of a linguistic study as this one. For 

example, ironic, which is an English metapragmatic label in many situations, is used for 

a series of natural events that are construed to be ironic. Some of them, nonetheless, might 

be helpful to be mentioned as they help determine the meanings of these labels and/or 

concepts. This is something that I will return to in my case studies: Chapter 2, Chapter 3, 

and Chapter 4. 

My definition of speech practices is following thinkers of philosophical practices 

(Wittgenstein, 1953; Bourdieu, 1977; Taylor, 1985) and interactional practices 

(Gumperz, 1982; De Fina, Schiffrin & Bamberg, 2007), who all agree on the importance 

of focusing on practices in the study of social phenomena, such as language. They 

all contend that practices highlight what Schatzki (2001: 10) 

calls nonpropositional knowledge. 

In addition, my definition of speech practices is informed by Austin’s (1962) theory of 

speech acts and Bourdieu’s (1977) theory of habitus. I propose that ‘speech practices’ are 

a set of things people do with words in certain contexts due to the native skills and 

knowledge they have (habitus), which can be grouped by the speakers themselves under 

a descriptive (metapragmatic) label. The study of these groups of speech practices can 

shed light on nonpropositional knowledge of speakers, or what is tend be called in cross-

cultural communication as emic (or insiders’) understanding (Goddard, 2006; Dynel, 
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To highlight the differences, speech practices are not centred on institutionalised social 

activities, but merely on contexts of native social interactions. To narrow down the 

semantic possibilities of ‘context’, I should add that context is “the product of specific 

ways of behaving [which] participants in an interaction are constantly and mostly 

implicitly preoccupied with defining the context against which their actions should be 

interpreted” (Duranti, 2001: 28). Therefore, social practices approach extends its scope 

to all social interactions with an emergent context which is grouped under one label by 

speakers themselves. Many pragmatic studies have shown the inseparability of linguistic 

practices and metalinguistic conceptualisations whenever language is used. I will provide 

more details in 1.5.3. 

This ‘speech practices’ approach is closely related to the framework and methodology of 

this thesis, i.e. ethnopragmatics. In the following section, I will enumerate the strengths 

of this approach and then compare it with some other possible alternative approaches for 

such a study, namely Cultural Linguistics, Ethnomethodology, and Ethnography of 

Communication. 

1.5. Ethnopragmatics  

The framework of this study is ethnopragmatics as defined within the framework of 

Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM, henceforth). I will introduce the fundamental 

principles of NSM shortly in 1.5.1. Major NSM publications include – but not limited to-  

Wierzbicka (1972, 1988, 1992, 1997, 2006a, 2014a); Goddard (2008, 2011b, 2018b); 

Goddard and Wierzbicka (2014a); Gladkova (2007, 2010), Ye (2017); Levisen (2012); 

Peeters (2006), Wong (2000), Ameka (1994). Here I attempt to explain what 

ethnopragmatics is first, and then what strengths it brings to the table. Then I will discuss 

what I mean by metapragmatic knowledge, and why ethnopragmatics suits such a study 

of metapragmatics. I will also briefly compare this approach with three similar 

approaches. 
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1.5.1. The Ethnopragmatic Approach 

Ethnopragmatics8 gained popularity after Goddard’s (2006) edited volume, 

“Ethnopragmatics: understanding discourse in cultural context”. The list of publications 

used the brand and methodology has been growing since then (Arab, 2020; Farese, 2020; 

Gladkova, 2013a; Gladkova & Romero-Trillo, 2014; Goddard, 2006; Goddard & Cramer 

2017; Goddard & Ye, 2014; Levisen & Waters 2017; Thompson, 2019; Vo, 2020; 

Wierzbicka, 2006b). It has devised as a specialised methodology originating from NSM. 

Goddard and Ye (2014) even describe it as a reconceptualisation of the approach to 

‘cross-cultural pragmatics’ inaugurated by Wierzbicka (2003). Goddard (2006) has 

defined the field in a clear contrast to the so-called universalist paradigm of the study of 

languages in use, such as Grice’s (1989) maxims of communication, Sperber and 

Wilson’s (1986) relevance, or Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness theories. 

Wierzbicka (2003) criticises these approaches and argues that these linguists “have 

tended to assume that the ways of speaking characteristic of mainstream white American 

English represent 'the normal human ways of speaking', and that, apart from minor 

variations, they can be expected to be the same as those prevalent in any other human 

society” (p. 67). In addition, Goddard (2006: 18) claims that the universalist approach 

underestimates the cultural shaping of speech practices, their analyses are framed in terms 

that are alien to the speakers concerned, and the approach fails to take note of other 

important and relevant cultural phenomena. While the universalist approaches take an 

etic perspective to language for granted, and fail to account for the unique cultural 

understanding of insiders of the language, ethnopragmatics attempts to take an emic point 

of view to “describe and explain people’s ways of speaking in terms which make sense 

to the people concerned, i.e., in terms of indigenous values, beliefs and attitudes, social 

categories, emotions, and so on” (Goddard & Ye, 2014: 66).  

Ethnopragmatics takes into account non-linguistic evidence, such as that produced in 

ethnographic and sociological studies, as well as linguistic evidence. Chapter 2 and 

 
8 To the best of my knowledge, the label ethnopragmatics was used by Alessandro Duranti as early as the 

1990s as an approach to blend ethnography of communication and pragmatics (cf. Duranti 1993, 1994, 

2015). Peeters (2016) lists different approaches with an ethno-perspective and the ‘ethno-prefix’ at the 

beginning of their names (such as ethnolinguistics, ethnolexicology, ethnosyntax, etc.). He does not take 

Duranti’s contribution into account, but defines ethnopragmatics as “the study of culturally salient 

communicative behaviours [that] relies on linguistic as well as non-linguistic evidence, with a view to 

discovering whether any cultural values, previously known or newly discovered, underpin these 

behaviours” (Peeters, 2016: 151). 
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Chapter 4 of this study especially employ non-linguistic evidence to help inform the 

linguistic analysis. Goddard (2006) enumerates a few questions that one could ask to 

begin an ethnopragmatic study, such as, “what is distinctive about these particular ways 

of speaking?”, “why – from their own point of view – do the people concerned speak in 

these particular ways?”, and “what sense does it make to them?” (p. 2).  He touches upon 

the same issue in a more philosophical wording, noting that, like every language, 

“contemporary Anglo culture has a folk epistemology” (ibid). English has been elevated 

to play the impartial language of science and thus this is a clear example of ethnological 

ethnocentrism. 

Based on such an understanding, projects lacking an epistemological sensitivity result in 

some “inadequacies, exclusions and marginalisation” and, while they present attempts at 

“producing knowledge of non-European experiences”, they impose their own 

epistemological categories (Savransky, 2017: 12). Course (2010: 248) also refers to an 

increasing awareness that “even the foundational assumptions of Western epistemology 

are neither as transparent nor as self-evident as was previously assumed, but rather pertain 

to a highly specific naturalist ontology” (cf. Descola, 1996; Keane, 2007). There has been 

an awareness of ethno-epistemologies with regard to language studies recently too (cf. 

Mizumoto, Ganeri, & Goddard, 2020). 

Goddard (2007a) maintains the strength of ethnopragmatics to overcome this 

Anglocentrism in epistemology. To do so, he relies on the methodological tools provided 

by the foundation of this approach, that is, NSM explications, to justify the robustness of 

ethnopragmatic analysis:  

 

The methodological attractions of this approach can be itemised as follows: (i) 

Any system of semantic representation has to be interpreted in terms of some 

previously known system and since the only such system shared by all language 

users is natural language itself, it makes sense to keep the system of semantic 

representation as close as possible to natural language. (ii) Clear and accessible 

semantic representations enhance the predictiveness and testability of 

hypotheses. Most other systems of semantic analysis are hampered by the 

obscurity and artificiality of the terms of description. (iii) To the extent that the 

system is intended to represent the cognitive reality of ordinary language users, 

it would seem problematical to employ symbols whose meanings are 

completely opaque to language users themselves (Goddard, 2007a: 145). 
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Ethnopragmatics, hence, as defined by Wierzbicka, Goddard and colleagues, explores 

cultural categories and qualities that are salient in a language. These indigenous ways of 

words, categories, and qualities of being are explicated in terms of semantic primes and 

molecules with a reductive syntax (e.g. Bromhead, 2017, 2018; Gladkova, 2013b; 

Goddard, 2006; Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014a; Goddard & Ye, 2014; Levisen, 2012; 

Peeters, 2006; Wierzbicka, 2003). The endeavour has argued that using English-specific 

terminology as the starting point of a scientific investigation results in an Anglocentric 

view of the phenomena (Wierzbicka, 2014). This is what NSM avoids and makes it a 

preferred method for capturing insiders’ cultural understanding and conceptualisation. 

The NSM approach is a systematic approach to lexical semantics, based on a highly 

constrained metalanguage of 65 primitive word-meanings (aka semantic primes), which 

appear to be lexically expressible in all (or most) languages. For example, it is believed 

that ‘someone’, ‘something’, ‘this’, ‘people’, ‘say’, ‘want’, ‘feel’, ‘good’, ‘if’, ‘because’, 

and so on exist in every language. The exponents of NSM semantic primes of different 

languages are available, such as in Arabic, Persian (See Table 1 and Appendix 1), French, 

German, Russian, Finnish, Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese, Ewe (West Africa), Koromu 

(Papua New Guinea)9, to name a few, and they have been used by NSM scholars.  

A semantic explication is a paraphrase intended to present “an attempt to say in other, 

simpler words (the metalanguage of semantic primes and molecules) what a speaker is 

saying when he or she utters the expression being explicated” (Goddard, 2013: 250). An 

explication offers the insiders’ understanding of the expression, while being based on 

universal concepts shared among all languages. According to Goddard (2013: 250–251), 

a good explication will satisfy at least three conditions: (1), it should make intuitive sense 

to the native speakers; (2), it has to be framed entirely in semantic primes (and molecules); 

and (3), it has to make sense as a whole. 

As a result, I use ‘ethnopragmatics’, as a methodology, to refer to explications of 

metapragmatic knowledge of speakers, which reveal culture-internal ideas, i.e., shared 

values, norms, interactive priorities, and assumptions of the speakers. Ethnopragmatics is 

characterised by a concern with cultural particularity, and typically produces highly 

specific and fine-grained descriptions (Goddard, 2004; Wierzbicka, 2002b; 2003). 

 
9 For the full list, see: https://bit.ly/2ymsuzi  
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Such explications are produced using cross-translatable semantic primes and molecules. 

Semantic primes exist as the (conceptual) meanings of lexical units (not lexemes). 

Exponents of primes may be words, bound morphemes, phrasemes, or portmanteaus. 

They can be formally complex and have combinatorial variants (allolexes) since patterns 

of polysemy and allolexy are language specific (Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014a: 12-15). 

In addition to primes, there are semantic molecules. Semantic molecules are non-

primitive meanings that “can function as units in the semantic structure of other, yet more 

complex words” (Goddard, 2010: 124). Based on Goddard’s (2010) definition, the notion 

is similar to ‘intermediate-level concepts’ in Moscow School of Semantic (Apresjan, 

1992; Mel’čuk, 1989). These molecules, hence, can be decomposed using semantic 

primes. For example, to explicate walk or run, there is a need to use semantic molecules 

such as ‘feet [m]10’ and ‘ground [m]’ (cf. Goddard, 2010; 2007b; Goddard & Wierzbicka, 

2007, 2009; Wierzbicka, 2006, 2007a). The most frequent semantic molecule being used 

throughout this thesis is LAUGH [m], which is a near universal concept.  

It is useful to briefly compare LAUGH [m] with XANDIDAN [m], the corresponding 

exponent for the molecule in Persian. Similar to English, the verb xandidan refers to the 

act of laughter (haha), in contrast with smile, grin or other similar facial expressions. 

According to Wierzbicka (2014) all languages do not have words exactly matching 

‘laughing’ in meaning (cf. Ye (2006) for Chinese as an example). Wierzbicka (2014: 152-

154) shows that the lexical distinctions exist in various languages (e.g. the Chinese word 

xiao), but laughing as a concept is distinct because “when someone ‘laughs’, other people 

can both hear it and see it” (ibid: 153). 

On the topic of the syntax of NSM, each prime has well-specified syntactic 

(combinatorial) properties; i.e. ‘universal combinatorial properties’ or ‘a conceptual 

syntax’ (cf. Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2002). It is important to repeat that semantic primes 

are conceptual meanings and not their lexical realisations in a language, for example 

English. There is a need for further cognitive research to prove they are the ‘alphabet of 

human thoughts’ (cf. Wierzbicka, 2011). However, the hypothesis is a practical contender 

to the relatively failed attempts of Gottfried Leibniz’s (1710) of alphabet of human 

thoughts, Bertrand Russell’s (1919) reconstructing of ordinary language without non-

 
10 [m] is the marker for semantic molecules in explications.  
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referential expressions (cf. Clack, 1972), and Ludwig Wittgenstein’s early atomism 

(1922). 

Having said that, the attraction of this approach comes from the fascinating systematic 

approach it provides for semantic and pragmatic work. It provides a metalanguage (in the 

form of a mini-language) that can stand alone, provides clarity and cross-translatability 

as well as being intelligible to speakers concerned. Table 1 presents the complete list of 

the Persian exponents of the metalanguage.  

 substantives بدن ,آدم)ها(~افراد ,چیز)ی( ,فرد)ی(~کس)ی( ,تو ,من

MAN, TO,  KAS )I)~FARD(I), ČIZ)I(,         AFRĀD~ĀDAM(HĀ), BADAN 

I,       YOU,    SOMEONE,     SOMETHING~THING, PEOPLE,           BODY 

 relational بخش  ,نوع

substantives 
NO', BAXŠ 

KIND, PART 

ی( )دیگر ,همان ,این  determiners 

IN,      HAMĀN,        DIGAR(I) 

THIS, THE SAME, OTHER~ELSE 

 quantifiers همه ,بعضی/مقداری ,کم ,خیلی/زیاد ,دو ,یک

YEK, DO,   XEYLI~ZIYĀD,   KAM,          BA’ZI~MEQDĀRI, HAME 

ONE, TWO, MUCH~MANY, LITTLE~FEW,     SOME,               ALL 

 evaluators بد  ,خوب

XUB, BAD 

GOOD, BAD 

گبزر  descriptors کوچک  ,

BOZORG, KUČAK 

BIG,           SMALL 

 mental predicates شنیدن ,دیدن ,حس/احساس کردن ,نخواستن ,خواستن ,دانستن ,فکر کردن

FEKR-KARDAN, DĀNESTAN, XĀSTAN,    NAXĀSTAN,  

THINK,                       KNOW,         WANT,    DON’T WANT  
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FEEL,                                 SEE,        HEAR 

HES/EHSĀS-KARDAN, DIDAN, ŠENIDAN 

 speech درست ,حرف~کلمات ,گفتن

GOFTAN, KALAMĀT~HARF, DOROST 

SAY,               WORDS,                TRUE 

 ,actions, events حرکت کردن  ,اتفاق افتادن ,)کاری( کردن/انجام دادن

movement 
(KĀRI) KARDAN~ANJĀM-DĀDAN, ETTEFAQ-OFTĀDAN, HARKAT-

KARDAN 

DO,                                                                HAPPEN,                       MOVE 

 ,location )کسی/چیزی( بودن ,وجود دارد ,)در جایی( بودن

existence, 

specification 

(DAR JA’I) BUDAN, VOJUD-DĀRAD, (KASI/ČIZI) BUDAN 

BE (SOMEWHERE),     THERE IS,            BE (SOMEONE/SOMETHING) 

 possession مال من )بودن( 

MĀL-E MAN (BUDAN)  

(IS) MINE 

 life and death ُمردن ,زندگی کردن

ZENDEGI-KARDAN, MORDAN 

LIVE,                                DIE 

~)چه( وقتی کی   time لحظه ,برای مدتی ,مدت کوتاهی ,مدت زیادی ,بعد ,قبل ,االن ,

(ČE) VAQTI~KEY, AL'ĀN,   QABL,      BA’D,    MODDAT-E ZIĀDI,  

WHEN~TIME,           NOW,   BEFORE, AFTER,     A LONG TIME 

MODDAT-E KUTĀHI, BARĀY-E MODDATI,    LAHZE 

A SHORT TIME,              FOR SOME TIME,         MOMENT 

 place لمس کردن ,داخل ,سمت ,نزدیک ,دور ,زیر ,باال ,اینجا ,جایی که

JA'I KE,               INJĀ,       BĀLĀ,   ZIR,       DUR,   NAZDIK, SAMT,  

WHERE~PLACE, HERE, ABOVE, BELOW, FAR,    NEAR,    SIDE, 

DĀXEL, LAMS-KARDAN 
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INSIDE,     TOUCH 

~نه -ن   logical concepts اگر ,بخاطر این~چون  ,توان)ستن( ,شاید ,

NA,   ŠĀYAD,  TAVĀN )ESTAN(,   ČON~BE XĀTER(E), AGAR 

NOT, MAYBE,      CAN,                    BECAUSE,                      IF 

تر ()بیش  ,خیلی  intensifier, 

augmentor 
XEYLI, (BIŠ)TAR 

VERY,     MORE 

 similarity ِمثل

MESL 

LIKE~AS 

Table 1. Exponents of Semantic Primes in Persian 

 

There are instances that two Persian exponents correspond to a single English exponent 

of semantic primes. For example, there are two allelexes for the prime SOMEONE in kasi 

and fardi depending on the syntactic context, the exponents for the prime BECAUSE are  

čon and be xātere, and the exponents for FEEL are hes kardan and ehsās kardan.  

Allolexy “designates situations in which several different words or word-forms 

(allolexes) express a single meaning in complementary contexts” (Goddard, 2002a: 20). 

These types of allolexy presents mostly language-specific case categories of arguments 

of the NSM predicates. This shows, according to Goddard and Wierzbicka (2014a), that 

languages do not realise the frames in an analogous fashion. For example, the patient and 

instrument roles of DO can be indicated in other languages by case-marking, 

postpositions, verb serialization, or purely by word-order. 

Exponents of semantic primes in Persian present their own nuances. One common prime 

in many explications is SOMETHING whose exponent is čizi in Persian. The verb (and also 

prime) DO, in English, takes the complement SOMETHING in the predicate structure. In 

Persian, kardan (do) takes the complement kār (work), which is an idiosyncratic allolexy 

for semantic prime SOMETHING in Persian.  

The other distinctive feature of Persian exponents of semantic primes is Persian complex 

predicates in the form of Light Verb Constrictions (LVC). In an LVC, there are a coverb 

plus a verb and it is a common feature of some languages, such as Australian, East 
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African, Iranian, and Oceanic languages (Amberber, Baker & Harvey, 2010). Persian 

complex predicates have been subject of numerous studies (e.g. Dabir-Moghaddam, 

1997; Family, 2006; Folli, Harley & Karimi, 2005; Goldberg, 1996; Karimi, 1997; 

Karimi-Doostan, 2005; Megerdoomian, 2002; Müller, 2010; Sheik & Sharifi, 1975; 

Vahedi-Langrudi, 1996). 

Some semantic primes such as mental predicates, THINK and FEEL have exponents in 

Persian in the form of LVC: fekr-kardan (lit. thought-do; THINK), ehsās-kardan (lit. 

feeling/emotion-do; FEEL). As listed in Table 1,  kardan (DO) as a lexical verb is itself a 

semantic prime. This gets more complicated when even kardan appears in the form of an 

allolexy: kardan (DO) versus anjām-dādan (lit. accomplish-give; DO). Other exponents 

on this list include: ettefāq-oftādan (lit. incident-fall; HAPPEN), harkat- kardan (lit. 

motion/movement-do; MOVE),  and zendegi-kardan (lit. life-do; LIVE). 

For an ethnopragmatic study like this, the use of semantic explications supports the 

(ethno)pragmatic work. The main analyses are mostly presented through ‘cultural scripts’ 

and ‘ethnopragmatic scripts’. ‘Cultural scripts’ are “shared understandings (of a given 

community of discourse), especially evaluative and prescriptive or prescriptive ones, 

articulated in universal human concepts” (Wierzbicka, 2006a: 35). Moreover, it “refers 

to a particular technique for articulating cultural norms and values in a fashion that is 

clear, precise, translatable, and accessible to cultural insiders and cultural outsiders alike” 

(Goddard, 2012: 1039). Ethnopragmatics that deals with cultural scripts is the most 

common and popular form (cf. Cook, 1994; Goddard, 2009a, 2009b; Goddard & 

Wierzbicka, 1997, 2004; Hasada, 2006; Travis, 2006; Wierzbicka, 1996c, 2002b, 2003, 

2006b, 2012; Wong, 2004; Ye, 2004, 2006). 

The analytical technique of this research consists mostly of leveraging explications of 

metapragmatic labels. Since these labels are gateways to the ethno-epistemology of how 

Persian is valued to be used, they take the form of ‘ethnopragmatic scripts’. Goddard 

(2004) also uses ethnopragmatic scripts and defines them to be “a specialized kind of 

cultural script … that concern culture-specific ‘ways with words’ rather than other aspects 

of speaking or thinking” (2004: 1216). Goddard’s uses ethnopragmatic scripts in a study 

on active metaphors in English because such a “script is intended to represent a chunk of 

ethnopragmatic ‘common knowledge’ of English; that is to say, knowledge about a 

certain valued speech practice which speakers of English and other European languages 

share in virtue of having been socialized into a particular linguistic culture” (ibid). I will 
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complement that with corpus insights and frame it in a more linguistic articulation as 

metapragmatics is a reflection on how groups of people describe and evaluate their use 

of language.  

To sum up this section, I argue and will show that ethnopragmatic scripts are suitable 

methods for metapragmatic research. Before elaborating on metapragmatics, I will briefly 

discuss why metalanguage is important and how use of a systematic metalanguage helps 

ethnopragmatics to achieve its analytical aims. 

1.5.2. The Importance of ‘Metalanguage’ 

I explained how the metalanguage of NSM is a mini language in itself, with cross 

translatable building blocks of primes and molecules and a universal syntax. This section 

is dedicated to what metalanguage is and why it is important. 

Metalanguage, simply put, is the language used to describe language and how language 

is used. Most instances of metalanguage (for descriptive or reflexive purposes) is not 

systematically designed and often fall short of the desired tasks. This shortcoming has 

been the main drive of many linguistic theories to find a scientific metalanguage for 

linguistic inquiry.  

Jakobson (1960) writes about a distinction which had been made in modern logic (since 

Alfred Tarski around mid-20th century) between two levels of language: “object language 

speaking of objects and metalanguage speaking of language” (Jakobson 1960: 355, 

emphasis mine). He maintains the dual nature of metalanguage as a necessary scientific 

tool utilised by logicians and linguists as well as an everyday tool for lay speakers (ibid).  

In a metalinguistic study, the researcher is supposed to bridge between the metalinguistic 

understanding of speakers on one hand, and the (neutral) scientific metalanguage on the 

other. It is fair to add that without exceptions “the meaning of an expression in a language 

is what a competent speaker of the language understands by that expression” (Platts, 

1979: 43). Moreover, the metalanguage speakers use to describe their language goes 

beyond descriptive functions, and also “creates, structures, and forms language and 

ongoing speech” (Mertz & Yovel, 2009: 250). Different speakers have various degrees 

of awareness about the metalanguage at their disposal (cf. Mertz & Yovel, 2009) and it 

should be the linguist’s aim to identify, describe, and analyse them carefully. Because of 

that, an adequate description of this metalinguistic understanding is very important.  
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The NSM approach claims that it is providing “a mini-language which corresponds to the 

intersection of the common core of all languages. This intersection of all languages has 

been discovered empirically, through extensive cross-linguistic studies” (Wierzbicka, 

2009: 4). This metalanguage consists of a well-specified vocabulary from which phrases, 

sentences and texts can be constructed according to well-specified grammatical rules 

(Goddard &, Wierzbicka, 2014a), which reflect conceptual understanding in a self-

explanatory fashion. This is what Wierzbicka highlights as part of the philosophical quest, 

at least since Leibniz (1710), for clarity and accuracy in exploring human mind: 

 

To support that with a comparison, let’s take the examples of metalanguages which 

explicate using formulas like NP+VP (Chomsky, 2013) or the use of arrows to indicate 

trajectory and motion (Langacker, 1986). They are not self-explanatory; they do not mean 

anything to the language users themselves and provide limited suitability. Whereas the 

fundamental argument of NSM approach is that “there is no metalanguage other than 

words themselves (in one language or another) – or at a pinch derivative of words such 

as logical symbols – for expressing thoughts about words” (Hanks, 2007: 6). Such a 

metalanguage guarantees that analysis steers between the dangers of ethno-centrism 

(especially Anglocentrism). 

To sum up this section, metalanguage is used by speakers regularly. By extension, any 

linguistic work is dealing with the issue of metalanguage, i.e. talking about language. But 

a distinction needs to be made between the ordinary speakers’ description of language 

and the scientific metalanguages employed by linguists. Therefore, when it comes to a 

metapragmatic study, it is crucial to deliberate on the choice of the metalanguage of 

analysis. I argue that ethnopragmatics is a suitable method of analysis for metapragmatics 

due to its utility of metalanguage. This requires us to take a deeper look at metapragmatics 

and what it examines.    

I truly think that languages are the best mirrors of the human mind, and that an 

exact analysis of the signification of words would show us better than anything 

else the workings of the understanding (Wierzbicka, 1980: 7, after Leibniz, 

1710). 
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1.5.3. Metapragmatics 

Metapragmatics to pragmatics is what metalinguistics is to linguistics, which has roots in 

Jakobson’s (1960) notion of metalanguage. Dynel (2017) provides a definition as “the 

focus of metalinguistics is the analysis of language users’ expressions describing a chosen 

communicative phenomenon, whilst metapragmatics appertains specifically to the 

understandings of behaviours that give rise to these labels” (Dynel 2017: 75; after Taylor, 

2015). In simple terms, metapragmatics, according to this definition, is what the 

competent speakers of a language know about how the language is used11. 

Haugh (2018) presents a more precise definition, which I take here as the most 

comprehensive and relevant one: “Metapragmatics is concerned with the study of 

reflexive awareness on the part of participants in interactions, and observers of 

interactions, about the language that is being used in those interactions” (Haugh 2018: 

615). The precision of this definition comes from taking account of, first, the necessity 

for the awareness to be reflexive, i.e. when there is no way speakers themselves can know 

about how language is used, that cannot be an example of metapragmatic knowledge. 

That means metapragmatic knowledge is the awareness of the speakers themselves about 

how their language is used. Either they can (often) explicitly talk about it, or it is 

nonpropositional but realised in sets of metapragmatic labels, which in turn describe 

speech practices. This is an important distinction, especially to exclude studies where the 

linguist claims to ‘discover’ how indigenous speakers use their language. Second and 

related to the previous one, metapragmatics is the awareness of either the participants of 

the interaction or their lay observers about the use of language. Again, this points to the 

fact that metapragmatic knowledge (or awareness) exists in the minds of speakers 

themselves (also can be expressed) and it is not something that only a researcher 

discovers. 

Metapragmatic (also Metalinguistic) knowledge of speakers is represented partly in 

metapragmatic labels. I use the adverb ‘partly’ here because there are examples of the use 

of metapragmatic knowledge without the use of such labels; for example, Haugh (2018) 

 
11 There is an important anthropological account on metapragmatics introduced by Silverstein (1976, 1979, 

1993) who was inspired by Jakobson. Silverstein presents a broad view of metapragmatics with which he 

tries to anchor linguistic (and non-linguistic) forms to context (Culpeper & Haugh, 2014: 240) which is 

different from the more cognitive linguistic view (that this thesis offers) that defines metapragmatics as the 

speakers’ reflexive knowledge of how they use their language.   
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investigates the disclaimer “just kidding” in English as the (explicit) exhibition of 

metapragmatic knowledge in interactions.  

Thus, metapragmatic labels are gateways to folk beliefs about language, language 

attitudes and language awareness, and these “representations may enter public 

consciousness and come to constitute structured understandings … of how language 

works, what it is usually like, what certain ways of speaking connote and imply, [and] 

what they ought to be like” (Jaworski, Coupland & Galasinski 2004: 3). 

More important for this type of research is the relation between metapragmatics and 

language ideology. This means that “metalanguage can work at an ideological level, and 

influence people's actions and priorities in a wide range of ways, some clearly visible and 

others much less so” (Jaworski, et al. 2004: 3). This is clearly in line with correlation of 

speech practices (as discussed in 1.4.2) and the metapragmatic labels referring to them. 

In other words, this corresponds to the language ideology and what I am seeking to study 

in this thesis, that there are valued and preferred ways of speaking in Persian, which 

deserve special attention and treatment.  

Language ideologies are “coherent patterns of meaning-making which are felt to be so 

commonsensical that they are no longer questioned, thus feeding into taken-for-granted 

interpretations of activities and events” (Verschueren, 2000: 450; cf. Verschueren , 1995). 

A major example, very relevant to this study, is that classical Persian poetry is 

significantly used and referred to in models of interaction (see Chapter 2 for a few 

examples). This tendency in Persian speech caused Rosen (1898) to criticise the Persian 

character, which was an obstacle for him to write a comprehensive grammar of colloquial 

Persian. “It is owing to this [Persian] love of display that the simplest subjects are mostly 

expressed in bombastic style, and quaint turns of speech are constantly drawn from the 

archaic or classical language” (Rosen, 1898: XII). The other example is the use of the 

three metapragmatic labels that I am studying here. When I illustrate the importance of 

all three for pragmatics of playful language in Persian, it will be a valid question to 

wonder why none of them have been the subject of a rigorous linguistic or cultural study. 

To sum up, while using ethnopragmatic methodology for metapragmatic research is very 

limited as of yet (e.g. Goddard’s (2018a) study on joking, kidding, teasing), 

metapragmatic studies have seen a surge in recent years (cf. Caffi, 1994; Verschueren, 

1999, 2004; Haugh, 2018; Taylor, 2015; Hübler and Bublitz, 2007; Dynel 2017; 

Sinkeviciute 2019; Culpeper & Haugh, 2014; Kádár & Haugh, 2013). These studies are 
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mostly built on Verschueren’s insights (1999) on the topic. He defines metapragmatics as 

to be “metalevel, where indicators of reflexive awareness are to be found in the actual 

choice-making that constitutes language use” (Verschueren, 1999: 188). His definition 

was, in turn, based on Lucy’s (1993) notion of reflexive capacity of language, which is 

claimed to be unique to human language (Lucy, 1993: 9), i.e. to be able to “use language 

to communicate about the activity of using language” (ibid). 

While all the above-mentioned metapragmatic studies concern English, they do not 

follow the same analytical methodology. The claim in ethnopragmatics pertains that it is 

possible to accurately and systematically explicate the metapragmatic knowledge of 

speakers through ethnopragmatic scripts and explications built on the metalanguage of 

semantic primes. However, I understand that a critic of this approach might disapprove 

of this method and suggest alternatives. I would like to mention that there are three strong 

alternatives for conducting a metapragmatic research of this kind. They all provide 

systematic approaches to spelling out metapragmatic knowledge, but they cannot provide 

a more appropriate methodology than ethnopragmatics. I will discuss them briefly in the 

next section and enumerate my reasons why I prefer not to use them here. 

1.5.4. What Are the Differences? 

One important factor for this study from the readers’ point of view is the methodological 

similarities and differences with other approaches. Here I compare the methodology of 

this study with three other approaches that I could have used, but I chose not to, namely 

Cultural Linguistics, Ethnomethodology, and Ethnography of Communication. To make 

it clear at the beginning, I believe that the methodological selection was not due to 

analytical superiority but more because of the utility and suitability of the method. There 

are other situations that I would recommend or leverage any of these approaches for a 

linguistic inquiry. I will try to explain this further. 

 1.5.4.1. What is the Difference with Cultural Linguistics? 

Cultural Linguistics (with capital C and L) is known with the works of Sharifian (cf. 2011; 

2015) and Palmer (1996), and their contribution to linguistics. Sharifian (2015) writes 

that Cultural Linguistics explores the interface between language, culture, and 

conceptualisation (after Palmer, 1996; Sharifian, 2011). The focus in this approach is to 

identify ‘conceptualisations’ of speakers which “have a cultural basis and are encoded in 

and communicated through features of human languages” (Sharifian, 2015: 473). Using 
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Talmy’s (1983: 225) definition, Sharifian argues that conceptualisation is “a process that 

involves the systematic selection of certain aspects of a referent scene to present the 

whole, disregarding the remaining aspects” (Sharifian, 2011: 3). So labels in cognitive 

linguistics such as schemas (e.g. Bartlett, 1932; Bobrow & Norman, 1975; Rumelhart, 

1980) and categories (e.g. Rosch, 1978) or such products of human cognition collectively 

are referred to as conceptualisations in Cultural Linguistics (cf. Sharifian, 2011: 3). 

Sharifian (2011: 5) focuses more on ‘cultural cognitions’ and argues that cultural 

conceptualisations embody group level cognitive systems such as worldviews, and in 

addition, they are dynamic, distributed and emergent; which means “cultural 

conceptualisations may develop at various levels of a cultural group, such as family and 

clan” (Sharifian, 2011: 5) and “cultural cognition embraces the cultural knowledge that 

emerges from the interactions between members of a cultural group across time and 

space” (Sharifian, 2015: 476). Applying this model to metapragmatics, Sharifian’s model 

accounts for different levels of reflexive knowledge among members of the group while 

they generally share the competence of performing the practices.  

Sharifian (2015) points out that linguists have not had “an analytical framework for 

breaking down cultures and examining their components, so that features of human 

languages could be explored in terms of the relationship between language and culture” 

(2015: 477), whereas Cultural Linguistics provides such an analytical framework. 

The analytical framework of Cultural Linguistics is to investigate and pronounce cultural 

cognition and cultural conceptualisations of people concerned. Cultural linguistics does 

this task very well by avoiding “the abstractness of the notion of ‘culture’ and instead 

focuses on exploring culturally constructed conceptualisations” (Sharifian, 2015: 477). 

On the other, another advantage of Cultural Linguistics is that its approach is 

multidisciplinary and draws on several disciplines, such as cognitive science and 

cognitive linguistics, for its analytical tools, such as ‘cultural schemas’, ‘cultural 

categories’, and ‘cultural metaphors’ (cf. Sharifian, 2011, 2015). 

To talk about the differences with ethnopragmatics, it is worthwhile to take a look at an 

example of applied Cultural Linguistics. Sharifian (2010) identifies an Australian 

Aboriginal cultural schema as ‘singing’, which is salient in the phrase ‘to sing someone’. 

Aboriginal cultural schema of ‘singing’ is “the ritual used to cast a charm on someone 

with potentially fatal consequences” (Sharifian, 2015: 485). The analysis of schema of 

‘singing’ (also other nine more Aboriginal schemas in his paper) appears in the form of a 
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paraphrase using English words and grammar: “according to the schema of Singing, a 

man may fall in love with a girl and as a result would try to obtain her hair, photo, or 

something in order to ‘sing’ her” (Sharifian, 2010: 3373). 

Therefore, while the identification of cultural conceptualisation by leveraging the 

analytical tools of ‘cultural schemas’ and ‘cultural categories’ is a valuable contribution 

to the study of language and culture, there is a need for Cultural Linguistics to develop a 

metalanguage which can reduce dangers of cultural bias (in terms of imposing foreign 

schemas and categories), as well as enabling a systematic approach. 

 1.5.4.2. What is the Difference with Ethnomethodology? 

The second methodology that could be considered as an alternative for a study of 

metapragmatics is ethnomethodology. It was originally a branch of sociology, but with 

significant ramifications in linguistics to the extent that Conversation Analysis is known 

as its offspring (cf. Rawls. 2000; Golato & Golato, 2018). Similar to previous section, I 

review the main tenets of this approach and then briefly make comparison.  

Ethnomethodology, in principle, argues that social reality is described and constituted by 

ordinary language at the same time (cf. Coulon, 1995). This definition is naturally close 

to the notion of metapragmatics but written from the point of view of a sociologist. 

Following on, ethnomethodology is defined to be “the analysis of the ordinary methods 

that ordinary people use to realize their ordinary actions” (Coulon, 1995: online). 

Garfinkel, who is known as the founder of this approach, expounds ‘ethnomethodology’ 

to refer to “the investigation of the rational properties of indexical expressions and other 

practical actions as contingent ongoing accomplishments of organized artful practices of 

everyday life” (Garfinkel, 1967: 11). In simpler words, ethnomethodology is the study of 

‘methods’ that people – of a group – use to achieve the meaningful, patterned, and orderly 

character of everyday life (cf. Rawls, 2000: 122), which goes beyond the expression of 

metapragmatic knowledge of/by speakers. 

It is important to note that ethnomethodology is not a methodology and does not offer 

some set of research methods, but a study of methods taken by people to produce social 

order. Rawls (2000: 122) also reminds that ethnomethodologists generally take “total 

immersion in the situation being studied” as their approach. 
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Garfinkel co-authored with Harvey Sacks – a founder of Conversation Analysis – On 

Formal Structures of Practical Action (1970), which “stands as a statement of the joint 

theoretical interest of ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis” (Rawls, 2000: 127). 

The research agenda they establish in this book contends that even the most mundane of 

practical actions have formal, observable, structures. According to Rawls (2000) “while 

the idea is necessarily pursued differently [by either of them] in studies of conversation 

per se and studies of practical activities that involve other sorts of practice along with 

conversation, the principle is the same” (Rawls, 2000: 127). 

The hallmark of their approach comes into sight in the paragraph where they discuss the 

indexical properties of natural language which they tend to focus on: 

 

It seems ironic that while they insist on methodic observation of everyday activities and 

interactions, there are no methodological  tools except observation. This shortcoming 

extends to its offspring in linguistics too. Conversation Analysis is mind blowing in terms 

of the level of details that they can discover and highlight by analysing naturally occurring 

human interactions (cf. Sidnell & Stivers, 2012; Sidnell, 2012; Sacks, Schegloff, & 

Jefferson, 1974).  

Conversation Analysis presents rigorous data gathering methods and meticulous 

techniques of transcribing interacting data. As Levinson (1983: 29) puts it about 

Conversation Analysts, in their dealing with conversational data, heavy reliance comes to 

be placed on transcriptions and, as in phonetics, what notational systems should be used. 

The example below attests to the level of details in CA which is taken from Sidnell (2012: 

80; after Drew, 1981: 249): 

The indexical properties of natural language assures to the technology of 

sociological inquiries, lay and professional, the following unavoidable and 

irremediable practice as its earmark: Wherever and by whosoever practical 

sociological reasoning is done it seeks to remedy the indexical properties of 

practical discourse; it does so in the interests of demonstrating the rational 

accountability of everyday activities; and it does so in order that its assessments 

be warranted by methodic observation and report of situated, socially organized 

particulars of everyday activities, which of course include particulars of natural 

language. (Garfinkel & Sacks, 1970 [1986]: 158) 
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The detailed transcription is accompanied by a paragraph of description and paraphrase 

of what Roger and/or Mother said, intended and inferred. Therefore, on the basis of what 

I presented in this section, while there is a great amount of systematicity in how 

ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis approach the linguistic phenomenon, there 

is no systematic metalanguage to rely on for the purpose of explicating intricacies of folk 

interactions as it is conceptualised by people concerned. Moreover, there is an insistence 

in ethnomethodology on basing the analysis entirely on ‘the talk’. Haugh (2012b) makes 

this critique and adding that Conversation Analysts often place (cultural) meanings, 

evaluations, sociocognitive underpinnings of conversational interaction outside of the 

direct scope of their analytical interests. Ethnopragmatics, on the other hand, provides a 

systematic methodology of analysis for such intricacies and metapragmatic awareness. 

 1.5.4.3. What is the Difference with Ethnography of Communication?  

While originally known as ethnography of Speaking by Hymes (1962), ethnography of 

communication is concerned with the description and study of human communication 

through social practices and their underlying beliefs. The monumental resources of the 

approach are now classics in this field, namely Gumperz and Hymes (1972) and Hymes 

(1974). 

There are a few key concepts in this approach, which they all seem to begin with speech 

community, i.e. "a community sharing rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech 

and rules for the interpretation of at least one linguistic variety" (Hymes, 1972: 54). 

Further, communication in a speech community, of various size, is organised in terms of 

speech events, which are “activities or aspects of activities that are directly governed by 

rules or norms for the use of speech" (ibid: 56) and there are certain situations associated 

with speech. There are also less developed concepts that Hymes lists such as speech acts, 

speech styles and ways of speech. 
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Ethnography of communication involves describing these events in terms of the 

components which make up their content and context (Farah, 1997: 126). To analyse 

speech or communicative events, Hymes (1974) suggests eight components as in 

SPEAKING, i.e. S for setting and scene, P for participants, E for ends, A for act 

sequence, K for key, I for instrumentalities, N for norms of interaction, and G for genres. 

These components of analysis are related while some of them are more developed and 

subject of more attention in an ethnographic study of communication. 

Recent followers of the approach such as Carbaugh and Boromisza‐Habashi (2015) are 

also concerned with linguistic resources speakers use in context, various media used in 

communication, and the way (non)verbal signs create/reveal social codes.  

An ethnographer of communication might study speech events, situations, etc. and 

identify metapragmatic use of language. They would put the metapragmatic expression 

in the context of larger communicative event. While they are equipped with a robust 

methodology to describe internal intricacies of communication in different cultures, the 

description is achieved at the price of losing some of the subtleties when there is no clear 

metalanguage for scientific and systematic analyses.  

Ethnography of communication shares the lack of a systematic metalanguage with 

Cultural Linguistics and Ethnomethodology. But Bromhead (forthcoming) is wedding the 

insights of Carbaugh’s research on discourse and communication (aka Cultural Discourse 

Analysis (CuDA), cf. Carbaugh, 2007) with the systematicity of the ethnopragmatic 

metalanguage. Her work is promising in this respect as it will improve ethnography of 

communication significantly.   

To close this section, I would like to reiterate that I value the contribution of all these 

three approaches to the study of culture and language. In addition to them, I have taken 

into account the insights of numerous studies in linguistic anthropology (e.g. Boas, 1911; 

Sapir, 1939; Labov, 1972; Geertz, 1973; Duranti, 2015; Silverstein, 2004). As Mannheim 

(2015) notes, linguistic anthropology has challenged the previously held concept of 

language and the science of linguistics, which informed my methodology and analysis 

greatly. However, since the approach has not dealt specifically with metapragmatics, I 

have not found any comparable points to elaborate except general but helpful insights.  

These insights are being constantly leveraged throughout this thesis to enrich the analysis, 

but as mentioned earlier, ethnopragmatics is the preferred method for a study of 
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metapragmatics in a (non-English) language on the grounds of utility, systematicity, and 

comprehensiveness. Furthermore, Ethnopragmatics has shown to be one of the most 

corpus-savvy approaches in cultural pragmatics. I will elaborate more on this note and 

corpus pragmatics in the next section. 

1.6. Corpus Pragmatics   

This section discusses what corpus pragmatics is and how corpus has been used in this 

study. This part is divided into three sections: first, I will review some theories and 

approaches to corpus pragmatics, then I will describe the most relevant features of Sketch 

Engine, the online corpus reader that I primarily used for my research, and finally a 

description of my corpus data is presented. 

1.6.1. Theories and Methods 

Corpus linguistics, as a general approach to the study of language, involves studying 

language by means of looking at corpora (plural for corpus), a large collection of real-life 

language use (cf. McEnery & Wilson, 1996). “To date, most corpora consist of texts that 

are represented in written form – as words, though some corpora contain sound files, 

pictures or video data, or combinations of all of the above” (Baker, 2010: 6). Having said 

that, there have been many advances in computer processing of large bodies of linguistic 

data in recent years.  

According to McEnery and Hardie (2013) Corpus Linguistics, historically speaking, 

emerged as a technique in late 1950s based on previous tendencies among some linguists 

to study frequencies of words and letter sequences. The difference then was that the 

technology was advanced enough around 1960 to produce machine-generated 

concordances.  

Since then corpora has played an important role in many areas of the study of language 

in terms of what is known as corpus-based studies, where corpus data is used to support 

the arguments. Baker (2010) points to a divergence among corpus linguists who think 

Corpus Linguistics is just a methodology or some other linguists who believe it is an 

approach to linguistics. Nonetheless, as far as we can be sure of the corpus-based 
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methodology has “found especially fertile soil in the areas of functionalist linguistic 

theory, cognitive linguistics, and psycholinguistics” (McEnery & Hardie, 2013: 739). 

Another important recent surge is the use of the corpus in pragmatics, which created an 

exclusive area referred to as Corpus Pragmatics, which in turn has recently resulted in an 

inaugural journal with the same title12. Jucker (2013) defines Corpus Pragmatics as the 

“studies of language use that employ large, computer-readable collections of language” 

(Haugh, 2018, after Jucker 2013: 1). While it is still a recent strand of the general 

approach, Corpus Pragmatics has gained momentum in many studies of pragmatics in the 

last decade (cf. Haugh, 2018; Rühlemann & Aijmer, 2015; Clancy & O’Keefe, 2015; 

Culpeper & Hardaker, 2016: 126; Jucker & Taavitsainen, 2014; Romero-Trillo, 2008). 

The popularity of the corpus among scholars of pragmatics is due to the fact that it makes 

it possible to identify and analyse the functions of linguistic forms across large tracts of 

data, which is, as Haugh (2018) puts it, the raison d’être of corpus pragmatics.  

Among these studies a few have exclusively showed interest in utilising the corpus to 

study metapragmatic labels, such as Haugh (2018) who also calls them ‘metapragmatic 

labels’ (also Culpeper & Haugh, 2014), Hübler and Busse (2012) who choose to call them 

‘meta-communicative lexicon’, Jucker and Taavitsainen (2014) call them 

‘metacommunicative expressions’, and Culpeper and Hardaker (2016) call them 

‘metapragmatic comments’. 

Culpeper and Hardaker (2016) focus on a label such as rude, and to find its instances in 

the discourse: “the basic mechanism for investigating these labels is straightforward: 

search for the label and then consider aspects of the context” (Culpeper & Hardaker, 2016: 

125-6). This is also what Waters (2012) does in a semantic investigation of rude via 

Google searches. There are more tools now available to study various aspects of 

metapragmatics, for instance, collocations, collocational networks and prosody, keyness, 

and so on. Doing so, Culpeper (2011: Chapter 3) uses the online program Sketch Engine, 

(which I am using for this thesis too) to explore rude in English. He addresses “the 

question of ‘who is considered rude?’ by retrieving the collocates that tend to fill the 

subject complement slot in sentences” (Culpeper & Hardaker, 2016: 126). Similarly, 

Sketch Engine team (Kilgarriff et al. 2014) report on systematic examinations of 

 
12  Corpus Pragmatics: International Journal of Corpus Linguistics and Pragmatics, 

https://www.springer.com/journal/41701  
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collocates of rude and impolite using Word Sketch highlighting (meta)pragmatic 

differences between these labels as used by English speakers.  

Haugh’s study (2018) on corpus-based13 metapragmatics, which is in close relation to my 

thesis, examines the occurrences of Just Kidding as a metapragmatic label in corpora and 

how it can indicate metalinguistic awareness of participants in the interaction. He 

maintains the utility of the corpus for pragmatics in terms of two form of analysis that it 

provides (Haugh, 2018: 623): 

 

This bi-form integration has assisted my work in drawing a clear picture of the 

metapragmatic labels and the cluster of derived words around them. The most important 

contribution of the corpus to metapragmatics is the clarity it gives regarding the semantics 

of the labels. This is a weak spot of some studies which rely entirely on the intuition of 

researchers to delineate the meanings and uses of the labels. In other words, “systematic 

studies of semantic fields are thus important since metapragmatic labels clearly do not 

exist in isolation, but are inevitably related in various ways to other labels […] also […] 

because the relative diversity of such sets is arguably an indication of what social value 

is placed on the communicative aspect to which they refer” (Haugh, 2018: 626). As a 

result, I am putting the labels in the context of word clusters which are frequently used 

with. Thus, a comprehensive metapragmatic research employs corpus to be able to draw 

 
13 There has been a distinction between corpus-based studies (also called corpus-assisted) on one hand and 

corpus-driven studies on the other. Corpus-based studies only use corpus to examine and test their 

arguments, theories and examples, while corpus-driven studies go beyond such minimal use of corpus and 

they are built on insights extracting from corpus evidence. Tognini-Bonelli (2001) discussed the differences 

in detail. This thesis is a corpus-based study. 

An important characteristic of studies in corpus pragmatics is that they typically 

integrate horizontal and vertical forms of analysis (Rühlemann & Aijmer 2015: 

12). Horizontal analysis involves employing qualitative methods to examine the 

function(s) of particular linguistic forms in their locally situated, sequential 

contexts. Vertical analysis, on the other hand, involves employing quantitative 

methods to identify recurrent patterns in the use of particular linguistic forms 

across different discourse contexts. The integration of these perspectives is 

generally accomplished in an iterative manner, in which the focus is on 

examining the co-textual patterns of a linguistic item or items (Clancy & 

O’Keefe 2015: 235). 
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more precise conclusions on sequential mechanisms as well as the interpersonal 

implications, i.e. the co-text and the context of use.  

The final point in this section is a touch on the notion of metapragmatics in use which is 

defined by Hübler and Bublitz (2007: 1) as the pragmatics of meta-utterances being put 

to communicative practice. When it comes to corpus assistance, there are three types of 

metapragmatic lexicon (or labels) in use that can be subject to a corpus study. Haugh 

(2018) as well as Culpeper and Hardaker (2016: 126) and Jucker and Taavitsainen (2014: 

12) identify them as follows: 

 

The metapragmatic labels that I will be discussing in this study belong to the third type 

because they all refer to ‘valued’ speech practices. Evaluative acts and activities refer to 

“the interpersonal attitudes and evaluations participants are (taken to be) instantiating” 

(Culpeper & Haugh, 2014: 267). I will explain this further in the context of evaluative 

adjectives in the following chapters.  

Ethnopragmatics has showed in several studies how corpus data can enrich its 

methodology and its analysis of emic understandings and cultural conceptualisations.  

Goddard (2006) and also Goddard and Ye (2014) highlight the use of corpus data as one 

type of linguistic evidence for the approach because large corpora make it possible to 

investigate the linguistic usage that is “not subject to deliberate monitoring and 

adjustment in a very real sense, [where] linguistic usage functions as an ‘index’ of routine 

ways of thinking” (Goddard, 2006: 15; cf. Boas 1911; Whorf 1956; Slobin 1996, 2000). 

Here I mention some distinctive corpus-based ethnopragmatic studies before moving to 

discussing my corpora. Travis (2006) uses a small-scale corpus of naturally occurring 

conversation in Columbian Spanish, which is leveraged to discuss ethnopragmatics of 

two Colombian key words: confianza and calor humano. Gladkova (2013a) provides a 

detailed investigation of the contextual use of some terms in the Russian National Corpus 

a) Pragmatic acts and activities (e.g. apologise, compliment, joke, tease, 

threaten) 

b) Inferential acts and activities (e.g. allude, hint, imply, mean, insinuate) 

c) Evaluative acts and activities (e.g. aggressive, considerate, friendly, polite, 

rude) 
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(RNC) in an ethnopragmatic investigation of social categories in Russian. Trnavac and 

Taboada (2020) use Simon Fraser Opinion and Comments Corpus (SOCC) to evaluate 

English positive appraisal in online news comments. Karlsson (2020) explores Swedish 

‘list constructions’ in conversations by utilising a corpus of naturally occurring phone 

conversations between friends. They are all excellent examples of the use of the corpus 

for ethnopragmatics.  

1.6.2. Corpus on the Sketch Engine  

This section has a specific aim, that is, to introduce the Sketch Engine14 considering those 

corpus techniques and tools that I used for this study. I used the Sketch Engine to read 

my corpora, analyse data and generate results. It is needless to say that corpus linguistics 

entails many more tools, techniques and methods than I am describing in this section. 

Moreover, Sketch Engine provides the opportunity to conduct many other inquiries than 

I am outlining here. 

The Sketch Engine is a corpus tool which was launched in 2004 (cf Kilgarriff et al. 2004, 

2014). The Sketch Engine website describes itself in a boastful, marketing language on 

its main webpage as follows: 

 

 

When I started my research, there were no corpora of Persian on the Sketch Engine. I 

compiled my own tailor-made corpora in 2017 and uploaded them to the portal. Initially 

I had complied and built my corpora for AntCont15, Lawrence Anthony’s corpus software 

(cf. Anthony, 2006). After AntConc failed to read the compiled Persian corpus, which is 

written in (Persian) Arabic script, I moved my data to the Sketch Engine. 

 
14 https://www.sketchengine.eu/  
15 https://www.laurenceanthony net/software/antconc/  

Sketch Engine is the ultimate tool to explore how language works. Its 

algorithms analyse authentic texts of billions of words (text corpora) to identify 

instantly what is typical in language and what is rare, unusual or emerging 

usage. […] Sketch Engine contains 500 ready-to-use corpora in 90+ languages, 

each having a size of up to 30 billion words to provide a truly representative 

sample of language. 
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At first the Sketch Engine had limited capability of reading Persian16 and displaying 

results because the underlying syntax of Persian had not been defined to the system. Most 

of my data analysis happened during this period. Even when I attended one of the Sketch 

Engine team’s workshops in 201817, this was a topic of discussion between me and the 

team members. 

Recently the Sketch Engine has been improved with respect to many non-Latin scripts 

and it now offers greater ability for researchers to use more advanced CQL (Corpus Query 

Language). Hence, to the advantage of the research, I have recently managed to conduct 

more complicated queries on my data. I mainly used three tools on the Sketch engine for 

this study: Word Sketch (and Word Sketch Difference), Concordance, and Query type 

using CQL.  

The word sketch (see Table 2) is “the function that gives the Sketch Engine its name […]: 

a one-page summary of a word’s grammatical and collocational behaviour” (Kilgarriff et 

al. 2014: 9). 

 
16 For challenges of corpus compiling and annotation of Arabic scripts (like for Persian) see Kilgarriff et 

al. 2014: 19-20. 

17 May 7-11, 2018. Lexicography Workshop (with focus on Sketch Engine, Aboriginal languages, and 

dictionary making). The Goldfields Aboriginal Language Centre, Kalgoorlie, WA. 
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Table 2. Word sketch for English catch, verb (from corpus enTenTen12) (Kilgarriff et al. 2014) 

 

Table 2 shows the word sketch for the English verb catch. The first number in front of 

the collocate is ‘frequency’ which shows how many times this collocate was found and 

the second number, is the ‘typicality score’ that indicates how strong the collocation is. 

The higher the score, the stronger the collocation. A low score means that the words in 

the collocation also frequently combine with many other words18 (cf. Kilgarriff et al. 

2014). For example, looking at the first column in Table 2, from data of corpus 

enTenTen12, catch has collocated more frequently with eye and attention, respectively. 

However, catch and glimpse have the highest typicality score which shows these two 

words (or lemmas) appear together at a higher score in comparison with their collocations 

with all other words. ‘Word sketch difference’ compares two word sketches and provides 

a comparative overlook.  

‘Concordance’ is a tool which is used when the researcher needs more than word sketch 

and word sketch difference. Especially when they want to know “where and how, for 

 
18 These explanations are taken from the Sketch Engine guides: 

https://www.sketchengine.eu/documentation/statistics-used-in-sketch-engine/  
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example, was catch used with pant? They can do this by clicking on the number, and 

seeing the concordance” (Kilgarriff et al.2014: 10) 

 

 

Figure 2. Concordance for caught with pants (Kilgarriff et al. 2014) 

 

The concordance in Figure 2 is easy to read for all. However, in the case of my study, the 

display of many word sketches and concordances are intelligible only for the reader 

familiar with Persian. There is no way (not at least now) to transliterate the whole corpus 

for the sake of readability. However, whenever I present figures or graphs extracted from 

my corpora, I try to (re)tell the highlights of the data in words after the figures. 

The final tool that I have used at times, as will be seen in Chapter 3,  is ‘Query type’ using 

CQL (Corpus Query Language), with which one can specify a lemma (with optional word 

class, e.g. verb, noun, adjective) or a specific phrase or word form (with an option to 

match for case), etc. (cf. Kilgarriff et al. 2014: 11-13). This means that - as long as the 

machine can read the syntax of a language - we can enter a query, for example, for a word 

(such as an adjective) which always comes after a certain word class, and before a certain 

phrase. 

I will not use all three for every metapragmatic label that I am studying in the following 

chapters. But each one will be used as it suits the analysis best. Next, I will provide an 

overview of the corpora that I have used for this study.  
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MT1 Maze on Twitter, 

Version 1 

All hits for maze on 

Twitter between 

January and March 

2017 

5,241 

Table 3. List of the tailor-made corpora 

 

I compiled a diachronic corpus and a synchronic corpus for maze and later for namak (see 

Table 3). I also cross checked all of them, where necessary, in a much larger corpus 

(Talkbank19). For hāzerjavābi, Talkbank was used alongside various other evidence. I 

will explain each corpus in the next three sections. 

1.6.3.1. Diachronic Corpus 

A diachronic corpus is essential for a comprehensive study of Persian language. Persian 

classics and poetry are present in daily conversations. It is very common for speakers to 

cite a stanza in the middle of a normal interaction. “Poetry and poetic devices are the main 

vehicles of discourse and rhetoric in Iranian culture since it is believed that to know the 

ultimate truth, one has to suspend rational processes, transcend beyond the mind, and 

enter the heart” (Atoofi, 2011: 3364). It is therefore highly valued and a display of status 

to know poetry to recite them. Besides, most proverbs and common expressions in Persian 

are lines of Persian classical poetry that have become fixed expressions in the discourse. 

Having that in mind, I decided to compile a corpus of Persian poetry to see what namak20 

(salt) and maze21 (taste) – and their derivations – meant diachronically. Persian poetry is 

the most wholly well-maintained and cherished form of language and it made sense to 

start the historical work with that. 

Persian poems had already been computerised, so I used the computerised versions on 

Ganjoor website22 to search for my key words: maze and namak. Appendix 2 shows the 

number of each poet’s poems in the corpus of namak and maze accumulatively. 

I found about 1200 poems in which the keyword namak appeared at least once either 

independently, as a bound morpheme, or in a noun phrase. This included, but not limited 

to, bānamak (lit. with.salt), binamak (lit. without.salt), namak rixtan (lit. salt pouring), 

 
19 https://talkbank.org/  
 نمک  20
 مزه 21
22 http://ganjoor.net/  
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etc. (see Chapter 4). I picked 400 random samples for the corpus. All file/poems were 

labelled with a code. The codes were listed in a separate document which shows the 

source of the poem, the poet, and the date. They were stored in .txt files using UTF-8 

encoding system. These files were uploaded to the Sketch Engine portal and named NL1 

(Namak Literature 1) to show that it was the first version of the corpus23. 

The same was done for maze (taste). I looked for maze and its derivations among all the 

collection of Persian Poetry on Ganjoor website. This included, but not limited to, bāmaze 

(lit. with.taste), bimaze (lit. without.taste), maze rixtan (lit. taste pouring), maze parāndan 

(lit. taste throwing), etc. (see Chapter 3).  The number of hits was very limited compared 

to namak. All cases (114 in total) were selected and stored as part of the data. This corpus 

was named ML1 (Maze Literature 1) and uploaded to the Sketch Engine for use. 

1.6.3.2. Synchronic Corpus 

For the contemporary data, with respect to maze and nanamk, I chose to compile a sample 

of language use on Twitter. The process of building this corpus had two stages. In the 

first stage, I ‘crawled’ all the instances of the use of maze and namak (and their 

derivations) on Persian twitter. I limited the results to the time frame between January 

and March 2017.  

To ‘crawl’ the data, I did not use my own twitter account so that my followers’ private 

content could not be stored. Thus, I created a new twitter account without any followers. 

Then I typed maze [ مزه] and namak [نمک] separately in the search box on twitter.  

All tweets were labelled with a code and were stored in .txt files using UTF-8 encoding 

system. These files were uploaded to the Sketch Engine portal and named MT1 (Maze 

Twitter 1) for the corpus of maze and NT1 (Namak Twitter 1) for the corpus of namak. 

All four corpora have ethics approval as attached in Appendix 3. 

There was a specific mindset behind the choice of Twitter as the source for corpus 

building as opposed to other platforms to collect naturally occurring linguistic data. 

Although the socio-linguistic aspects of having to write in 140 characters24 need a 

separate research (cf. Tumasjan, Sprenger, Sandner, & Welpe 2010; Burnap, Gibson, 

Sloan, Southern, & Williams 2016; McCulloch, 2019), it has had some useful 

 
23 This will prove to be useful for future studies where amendment of the corpus is necessary.  
24 Twitter changed its policy on the number of characters in October 2018 and increased the maximum 

characters in each tweet to 280. See: https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/basics/counting-characters  
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consequences for this study (for the linguistic utility of tweets, see Veale, 2016). This 

economy of limited characters forces Twitter users to encapsulate their ideas in the 

shortest sensible form. This squeeze of ideas occurs in the phonological, morphological, 

and syntactical levels, and even sometimes an alphabetic significance is replaced by an 

indexical sign (cf. Gawne & McCulloch, 2019). Therefore, users seem to try hard to only 

use those words and signs crucial for meaning making. It is reasonable to think that 

frequent appearance of a word (or sign) on Twitter shows how important the word is in 

the universe of meaning in that language.  

In addition to this, social media is becoming more and more informal in the register of 

language as they have already become the means for almost everyone to constantly 

express their ideas. The shift from a more formal register and genre of writing in the early 

stage of social media (blogs) to more and more informal ones (on Twitter and Facebook) 

has been discussed in Media Studies (Seargeant & Tagg, 2014). With such an assumption, 

the corpus of maze and namak on Persian Twitter was built.  

I will discuss how I used each corpus and what corpus tools (such as word sketch, 

concordance, advance query type) in the following chapters with reference to the 

metapragmatic label in focus. In the next section, I briefly introduce Talkbank corpus and 

conclude the corpus pragmatics. 

1.6.3.3. Talkbank Corpus  

TalkBank is multilingual corpus directed by Brian MacWhinney at Carnegie Mellon 

University (cf. MacWhinney, 2000). TalkBank Persian corpus25 was created from Persian 

blogs collected by Shlomo Argamon’s research group at IIT and shared it with Brian 

MacWhinney‘s group at Carnegie Mellon (cf. Rasooli, Kouhestani & Moloodi, 2013). 

Unlike my purpose-built corpora, Talkbank is tagged based on part of speech of lemmas, 

which makes it possible to make advance query using CQL. This corpus has more than 

five hundred million tokens.  

Since it is a large-scale corpus and it is tagged, it has been very useful for this study. I 

will provide two examples here to emphasise on the contribution of a well-built corpus to 

a (ethno)pragmatic study.  

 
25 See: https://www.sketchengine.eu/talkbank-persian-corpus/.  
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Figure 3 shows the concordance of the adjective bāmaze (lit. with.taste) whose dictionary 

translation would be funny or amusing. The results show that this adjective shows a 

frequency of 4 per million, i.e. 2198 hits in the entire collection of data. 

 

 

Figure 3. Concordances of bāmaze in Talkbank corpus 

 

What is more, it presents a clear view of the context in which the adjective (in Chapter 3, 

this metapragmatic label) is used. If I change the tool to the word sketch, Figure 4 shows 

bāmaze is collocated most with which nouns (as modifiers) and which adjectives (as 

modifiers), etc.  
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Figure 4. Word sketch for bāmaze 

 

To conclude this section, I will leverage and present corpus evidence whenever necessary 

throughout this thesis. The corpus does not drive the trajectory of the arguments, but I 

sometimes rely on corpus to prove that my arguments are sound. While Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 4 are highly based on corpus data, Chapter 2 enjoys a stronger dependence on 

overwhelming data coming from folk history and anecdotes. Before diving into the case 

studies, I will review notable previous studies on Persian pragmatics.  

1.7. Persian Pragmatics  

This section intends to provide what is regularly known as literature review in thesis 

writing even though I have already discussed many relevant studies in previous sections 
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as part of clarifying my methodology. Thus, here I place my study in the broader context 

of previous studies on pragmatics of Persian language. Obviously, there are many studies 

in this area and what I am presenting here includes the most relevant or notable ones. 

1.7.1. Review 

Sharifian plays an important role in Persian pragmatics with his Cultural Linguistics 

theory. A few linguistic studies on Persian keywords (written in English) have been done 

by Sharifian (2011). He studied sharmandegi (being ashamed), shekaste-nafsi (modesty), 

adab (courtesy), āberu (face), tārof (ritual courtesy, offer), del (heart/stomach), nafs 

(self), češm (eye), and negāh (look). While he does not call any of them ‘cultural 

keywords’, he tries to paraphrase them in English as evidence of what he calls ‘cultural 

schemas’ (see 1.5.4.1).  

There are also a few other more semantic examinations of Persian cultural concepts; Good 

(1977) conducts a medical semantic study on the phraseme nārāhati.ye qalb (malaise of 

the heart) in Persian. Asjodi (2001) compares Persian tārof with Chinese liamo in the 

context of Politeness Theory (Brown & Levinson, 1987). It is also worth mentioning 

Beeman’s (1986) book on sociology of Iranian communications, which is a good 

anthropological example of analysing Persian cultural concepts.  

In some notable studies on issues in pragmatics, Parvaresh and Tayebi (2018) raise some 

conclusions on impoliteness and moral order by looking at an Iranian case study. 

Although an excellent study in terms of depth and accuracy, they divide their Persian 

evidence into categories such as ‘having prudency’, which is hard to explicate in English, 

let alone Persian. Of course, they later mention that they are referring to Persian hayā, 

which they admit “is roughly translatable as ‘prudency’” (Parvaresh & Tayebi, 2018: 

100). 

Tayebi (2018) studies implied impoliteness in the case of Persian tikkeh, which is a very 

interesting case study. She defines it as “any utterance in the right situational context can 

be evaluated as a TIKKEH” (Tayebi, 2018: 93), but immediately relies on a semantically 

complicated English term such as insinuation, that is defined as forms of not saying 

explicitly and directly what we mean (ibid). This concept is related to hāzerjavābi 

(Chapter 2). Other related, notable studies on Persian pragmatics include Parvaresh, 

Tavangar, Rasekh, and Izadi (2012), Sharifian and Tayebi (2017), Parvaresh and 
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Sheikhan (2019). Also Saeli and Miller (2018) explore how speakers of Persian use their 

pragmalinguistic repertoire to enact societal norms in intergender exchanges. 

Although Persian lexicon has been studied in numerous semantic or pragmatic studies, it 

has not been subject of an ethnopragmatic examination much. Most of them (e.g. 

Karimnia & Afghari, 2010; Zamanian & Hashemi, 2012; Taheri & Jahangardi, 2013; 

Afrashi & Taheri, 2012),  as Bert Peeters categorises26 them, are done without extensive 

expertise of the NSM primes and syntax, or not been supervised by NSM scholars. Arab 

(2020), which is mostly extracted from Chapter 2 of this thesis is the only completely 

methodological NSM or ethnopragmatic study on Persian. Sahragard’s (2000) PhD thesis 

is another strong example that is on politeness in Persian using NSM as the analytical 

methodology.  

Even though semantics and pragmatics, in general, are not widely popular among Iranian 

linguists, some have focused recently on key words in Persian, mostly published in 

Iranian academic journals. For instance, Afrashi & Moghimizadeh (2014) studied šarm 

(shame) and Afrashi, Zoorvarz & Asi (2013) investigated xašm (anger), both from a 

cognitive metaphor perspective but using corpus evidence. Karimnia (2012) conducts a 

cross-cultural pragmatic study of offers in English and Persian, and Hashemi (2013) 

presents an ethnopragmatic analysis of the cultural scripts for objections and responses to 

objections in Persian versus English. 

1.7.2. Issues in Persian Linguistics 

A very important issue for a linguist who works on Persian (or some similar languages) 

is how to deal with the script, the transliteration and the interlinear gloss. There is no clear 

set of guidelines for Persian, so this brief section intends to clarify a few methodological 

choices that I have made.  

Making non-English data accessible for publication is generally challenging in 

pragmatics (Egbert, Yufu & Hirataka, 2016; Davidson, 2009; Hepburn & Bolden, 2013), 

because there are no agreed upon conventions (Slembrouck, 2007; Nikander, 2008). Most 

of the literature on this deal with transcription of spoken data into written signs, as done 

by Conversation Analysts. But the script incompatibility in my study necessitates that I 

have a system of transliteration in place. Transliteration refers to “the act of representing 

 
26 Peeters has created the webpage https://nsm-approach net/ to collect all NSM related studies. He has a 

rating system which rate a research on how properly NSM has been applied.  
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a given string in a language with a formal representation from a different code (e.g., 

script) following the phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules of this new code” 

(Dimitropoulou, Duñabeitia & Carreiras, 2011: 729-30).  

In a footnote in section 1.4., I briefly mentioned that I have chosen Alefbâ ye 2om (the 

2nd alphabet) as the most suitable script for transliterations of Persian. Alefbâ ye 2om is a 

Latin-based script developed by Hamid Farroukh as a ‘parallel script for the Persian 

language’.  

This script is accurate and readable for almost every linguist. Most alternatives, especially 

IPA, require training. Furthermore, IPA has been questioned because it is entirely “based 

on the Roman alphabet and assigns phonetic values based on European orthographic 

conventions” (Bucholtz, 2000: 1456), many times incompatible with non-European 

sound systems.  

Alefbâ ye 2om takes into account idiosyncrasies of Persian phonological and 

morphological systems. There are vowels like ā for the common Persian sound [ɒː] and 

consonants such as š and ž for [ʃ] and [ʒ] respectively (cf. Alefbā-ye 2om, 2014). It also 

provides solutions for tashdid (Arabic loanwords with emphasised consonant), 

allomorphs can be transcribed accordingly based on their pronunciation, and the use of 

apostrophe ( ' ) for the Arabic loan phoneme ( ع) in the form of a voiced pharyngeal 

fricative [ʕ] as in the word مسئول transliterated as mas'ul with the pronunciation /mæsʕʊl/ 

meaning responsible. Example [1] shows how most of the upcoming examples are 

displayed.  

 

Line 1 shows the Persian phrase in Persian script. Line 2 is the transliteration of the 

Persian phrase using Alefbâ ye 2om. Since Persian is a right-to-left language, it is very 

[1] 

چیزی را چشیدن  یمزه 1    

2 maze.ye    čizi           rā      česidan  

3 taste.LIG something OM   taste.INF 

4 a common metaphor for ‘to try something’ 
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hard (if not impossible) to match the words in the Persian script [1] with the 

transliteration, gloss and translation [lines 2, 3, And 4]. Therefore, for simplicity and 

readership, I usually use only line 2 in examples and the most important original Persian 

scripts are added to the appendices where necessary. 

Line 3 is the interlinear gloss which I will explain further shortly. There are a few 

examples that gloss is not necessary, but other than that all examples in this thesis are 

accompanied with their gloss. The list of abbreviations used for the gloss is found on page 

xiv. Finally, line 4 is the best translation I could find for the example. There are instances 

which I have found a better translation elsewhere, or I had doubts about a translation, 

which are all explained following the example. I will illustrate through examples that how 

helpful each of them is for a study in (ethno)pragmatics. 

On the topic of how researchers in pragmatics choose to transcribe their non-English data, 

Egbert, et al. (2016) have done a meta-study which shows a differential treatment of 

English and non-English data. Their study shows that 45% of the articles which handle 

only English data do not refer to the studied language at all which is another example of 

English being perceived as the neutral language of science (cf. section 1.5). “In contrast, 

94% of the authors publishing on non-English data signify the language” (Egbert, et al. 

2016: 98), but these researchers often create their own system and hence, there are many 

types of transcripts of non-English data in the literature (ibid). Most of the pragmatics 

literature on the difficulty of transcription, in general, produced by scholars of 

Conversation Analysis simply because they deal with this challenge often in their studies 

of non-English (more precisely, non-Latin-based) scripts.  

There are some arguments in the field that any transcription is a socio-political act, as it 

is a representation of the intricacies of cultures and linguistic conventions. Slembrouck 

(2007) rightly points to the technological affordances and constraints, on which I briefly 

touched on in my corpus analyses in section 1.6. As it is impossible to transcribe the 

whole corpus or all corpus tools to Persian, the selected examples must be picked out 

carefully considering the affordances and constraints. Similarly, Haberland (2012) 

emphasises that transcription (and translations) must perform what he calls 

“entextualization”, i.e. a special case of creating a ‘text’ from an utterance. 

The other important aspect of the examples is the accuracy and adequacy of  the 

interlinear glosses. The first question that needs answering is if they are required for 

(ethno)pragmatics at all. The short answer is yes. Most idiosyncrasies and culture-
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specificities of language use are captured in a well-produced gloss. It is an extension of 

Goddard and Wierzbicka’s (2014b) warning not to take “shared morphology = shared 

semantic” when the gloss is concerned; i.e. the need to be clear about both aspects. 

Equally so, it is crucial not to impose categories and meanings from one language onto 

the other (cf. Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014b).  

Following such advice, I take the conventions and abbreviation used by Mahootian and 

Gebhardt (1997) for my glosses throughout this study. Although their descriptive work is 

not entirely based on Persian dynamics, they manage to present comprehensive 

descriptive tools (see the list of abbreviations). 

Another warning by Goddard and Wierzbicka is regarding the status of interlinear glosses 

in a study. “When each word receives only a single standard gloss, as frequently occurs, 

the gloss is effectively just an identifying label for the lexeme, but it is all too easy to fall 

into thinking that each gloss represents a ‘meaning’” (Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014b: 

100; also cf. Mosel, 2006: 50-51). This, among many reasons, may discourage the linguist 

from thinking about polysemy, an essential consideration for ethnopragmatics (cf.  3.2.2).  

An interesting and relevant observation by Goddard and Wierzbicka (2014b) is the 

importance of gloss for bound morphemes. All three metapragmatic labels consist of 

bound morphology and they appear in different compositional syntax. For instance, the 

bound morpheme bā- (lit. with) added to maze and namak to make the core labels, as bā- 

added to maze makes bāmaze. I try to shed light on the semantic value of these bound 

morphemes in upcoming chapters. 

What is more, the other issue that arises as a challenge is the translation of data into 

English. This becomes dire, especially when I am discussing polysemy and metaphors. 

The implications of translating data from one language or script to another have been 

discussed methodologically before (cf. Coulmas, 1989; Daniels & Bright, 1996). Nida 

(1945:194) also instructs that linguists ought to be constantly aware of the contrast in the 

entire range of culture represented by the two languages. Therefore, I have highlighted 

the inadequacies of translations below the gloss in numerous occasions throughout this 

thesis. They are usually accompanied with the ethnopragmatic script or semantic 

explication which spells out what and how it means to the insiders. This is another 

advantage of ethnopragmatic methodology. 
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1.8. Concluding Remarks 

The whole argument in this Chapter is around justifying that ethnopragmatics is an 

extremely suitable methodology to study metapragmatics. In so doing, I introduced my 

case studies, i.e. three metapragmatics labels - hāzerjavāb, bāmaze and bānamak- salient 

in the context of playful language in Persian referring to highly valued speech practices. 

Chapter 2 will elaborate and examine hāzerjavāb, Chapter 3 discusses bāmaze and having 

taste and Chapter 4 analyses bānamak and being with salt before Chapter 5 which raises 

the conclusions of this study.  

I defined what I mean by ‘playful language’ and ‘speech practices’. I reviewed the tenets 

of ethnopragmatics and previous metapragmatic studies. I compared ethnopragmatics 

with three robust alternative methodologies, namely Cultural Linguistics, 

Ethnomethodology, and Ethnography of Communication, and I concluded that 

ethnopragmatics is more suitable on the ground of its systematic metalanguage of 

analysis. I also introduced the concept of ‘corpus pragmatics’, reviewed corpus tools with 

special attention to the Sketch Engine and then I explained the corpora I built and used 

for the purpose of this thesis. The final section of this chapter dealt with a review of 

previous studies on pragmatics of Persian and then I clarified challenges and affordances 

of working on Persian pragmatics. This is time to begin the analysis of my case studies 

based on these preliminaries. Next chapter will take a detailed look into hāzerjavāb.  
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Chapter 2. HāzerJavābi: Playful 

Language Par Excellence 

 

2.1. HāzerJavābi: A First Look 

This chapter examines hāzerjavābi (lit. ready response), a metapragmatic label referring 

to some valued speech practices in Persian. Hāzerjavābi is one of the valued ways Persian 

speakers take to be amusing in interactions. The term hāzerjavābi is a metapragmatic 

label for situations in which a person responds to the previous utterance—or sometimes 

the previous incident—quickly (as perceived by others present) and with the best possible 

words in the context at hand (as it seems to observers). 

Unlike similar labels in English (such as retort or repartee), hāzerjavābi is not 

necessarily, or even usually, a quick comeback to an insult; rather it can happen (and be 

valued) in response to any form of utterance. For example, tikkeh in Tayebi’s (2018) 

study27 is one specific impolite instance of the general category of hāzerjavābi. 

Furthermore, the definitions of quick and best possible words distinguish hazerjavābi 

from any other kinds of response. This will be explored in more detail in section 2.4. 

The lexeme hāzer.javābi consists of two lexical units: hāzer, which can be glossed as 

‘present’, and javāb ‘response’, with a bound morpheme -i, which is a nominaliser affix, 

added to the latter. Overall, it can be glossed as ‘ready response’. The common related 

forms are hāzer.javābi (noun), hāzer.javāb (adjective), hāzer.javābi-kardan (verb, only 

in the form of a ‘light verb construction’ with kardan ‘do’ as the light verb). 

It is important to note that cognate forms are used in other neighbouring languages in a 

similar sense. They include Urdu (which uses the exact same phrase: hāzer.javābi), Hindi 

(where there is a small phonological difference: hājer.javābi), and Turkish (which 

displays Turkish morphological features: hazırcevaplık). 

 
27 “This expression and other synonyms are more-or-less interchangeably used to refer to an indirect 

communication of snide, spiteful, derogatory and disparaging remarks” (Tayebi, 2018: 93). 
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Hāzerjavābi is usually translated by means of a wide range of English equivalents, such 

as back talk, wisecrack, repartee, waggery, and wordplay.28 Other translations could 

include a wide range of English expressions from responding without thinking, answering 

quickly, riposting, and improvising, to adroitness and cleverness in reply, witticism, and 

ready wit. The concept of hāzerjavābi, which governs the pragmatics of the practice, 

contains some elements of each of the above English concepts, but it is accurate to claim 

it is not an equivalent of any single one.  

This chapter will present an examination of this metapragmatic label in Persian. I argue 

that this is the core concept of the ethno-epistemology of playful language in Persian. The 

first and foremost element of playful language in Persian is to find a (‘the best’) response, 

to a person or a situation, in ‘short’ span of time. Hence, I will be presenting several pieces 

of non-linguistic evidence as well as linguistic ones to show the cultural significance of 

this concept in Persian cultural conceptualisation. In the next section, I will present some 

examples from classical literature and two contemporary conversations to make the 

conceptualisation of the practice as clear as possible. Then section 2.2 discerns the 

differences with similar concepts and practices in other languages. 

2.1.1. Classical and Contemporary Examples 

A search for hāzerjavābi (n.) on the internet allows us to identify different aspects of the 

meaning of being hāzerjavāb (adj.). Translations of some of these examples are given in 

[2]: 

 
28 Based on a search on http://www.vajehyab.com   

29 Original source URL: http://www.cloob.com/timeline/answer 124707 1421948  

30 Original source URL: http://gizmiz.com/خاطرات-شما-از-حاضر -جوابي-ها/  

31 Original source URL: http://daneshgahezendegi.com/حاضر- جواب-بودن-؛ -یک-فن-سخنرانی-خاص-برای/  

[2] 

a. A counselling centre in our town has held a hāzerjavābi training course.29 

b. You can succeed in the critical moments of life by learning the skill of 

hāzerjavābi.30 

c. Apart from the benefits of hāzerjavābi in daily life, this art is a part of 

rhetoric.31 
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To find the above examples, I used the WebBootCat function on the original interface of 

the Sketch Engine. Based on the seeds (hāzerjavābi in different spelling forms) fed into 

the system, a search was conducted in the Persian content of the internet. While I did not 

intend to carry out an extended corpus query for this chapter, this minimal use of the 

Sketch Engine provided wider and more neutral results compared to the algorithm-driven 

results offered by Google, and other search engines.  

Example (a) shows that hāzerjavābi, as speech practices, is so highly valued among 

speakers that training courses are run for the public. Examples (b) and (c) point to the 

benefits of hāzerjavābi in social life, as well as to its aesthetic significance. Examples (d) 

and (e), on the other hand, show the delicacy required of this speech practice in social 

interactions. For example, children being (or described as) hāzerjavāb is a generally 

amusing event for members of the community, and videos of such incidents are popular 

on social media (see also Chapter 4 for the examples of such hāzerjavāb children being 

described bānamak (with.salt) as well).   

As a ‘rule of thumb’, a person who can pass such effortless and witty remarks in response 

to others is considered a more pleasing speaker of the language. This is actually how the 

play and humour are expected to be in Persian. This status seems partly due to characters 

in folk literature who are famed for their quick and funny responses. This is a type of 

evidence which is leveraged by scholars of ethnopragmatics to support their claims about 

the insiders’ conceptualisations (cf. Goddard, 2006; Goddard & Ye, 2014). Such tales of 

these figures, as known by the people, are filled with stories of hāzerjavābi and in-time 

responses. Like many classical genres in literature, there is often a didactic aspect. The 

folk figure Nasreddin (more widely known as Molla Nasreddin in Persian and Nasreddin 

Hodja in Turkish) is familiar to peoples of the Middle East, South Asia, and Central Asia. 

Nasreddin is involved in similar stories in different cultures, but the character might refer 

to more than one personality in the [hi]story (cf. Javadi, 2009; Marzolph & Baldauf, 

1990). The stories related to Nasreddin are “generally humorous, but in the subtle humor 

 
32 Original source URL: http://telegram-channels.blog.ir/1396/08/04/کانال-حاضر-جوابی  

33 Original source URL: http://sahebkhabar.ir/news/26308515/چگونه-با-حاضرجوابی-کودک-مان-مقابله-کنیم  

d. There is a thin line between being hāzerjavāb and being impolite.32 

e. Some children do hāzerjavābi to attract more of their parents’ attention.33 
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there is always a lesson to be learned” (Javadi, 2009). In European terms, Nasreddin was 

a practitioner of Socratic irony. The stories in which he features are recited by people in 

situations that remind them of the theme of these stories or of Nasreddin’s situational 

humour (see 3.5.3 for more on ‘situational irony’). It is often difficult for readers to 

ascertain if Nasreddin is stupid or clever in such situations, but what he does or says 

makes points about the nature of human life and social interactions. 

In one example (Hariyanto 1995: 11–12), among tens of such, Nasreddin takes a few 

baskets of grapes on his donkey to the local market. He sees a few other farmers, also 

with baskets of grapes for the market, sleeping by the road. He starts to take grapes from 

their baskets and puts them into his. One of the farmers wakes up and the following 

dialogue ensues:  

This story [3] provides a good example of the difficulty one may have in deciding if 

Nasreddin is acting cleverly or stupidly. Regardless, his response/reaction has been 

described by speakers with the metapragmatic label, hāzerjavābi; that is, he finds the 

contextually best possible response in a short time. This talent is the cornerstone of his 

wit and presents a genealogy of his praised humour. In the above example, his quick reply 

in that situation, where he is under pressure and in danger, makes the anecdote humorous 

and memorable.  

In addition, I have done a corpus query on the hits for hāzerjavābi (n) and hāzerjavāb 

(adj) in the whole collection of Persian poetry on Ganjoor (see 1.6.3.1). With no 

exceptions, showing hāzerjavābi is collocated with very positive adjectives and the only 

[3] 

Man: What are you doing? 

Nasreddin: Oh, I’m half mad. Sometimes I do strange things and do not know 

what I am doing. 

Man: Really? Then why don’t you sometimes take grapes from your baskets 

and put them into our baskets? 

Nasreddin: You don’t understand me, I said I am half mad, not totally mad. 
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time a negative tone is present surrounding hāzerjavābi is where ‘bad luck’ has stopped 

someone to be hāzerjavāb34. 

In more recent times, numerous stories have emerged of the first cross-cultural 

communications and visits of Iranians to the West, or of Westerners to Iran, containing 

different understanding and practices of humour.35 Gail (2011) discusses various versions 

of the events surrounding an Iranian envoy’s visit to the UK in the 19th century. She 

recounts the encounter of Mirza Hasan (a member of the delegation) with the British host 

who seemingly lionised him for his wit, a type of wit (called ‘bons mots’ in the source) 

that could have occurred in this cross-cultural encounter (Gail 2011: 67): 

 

What is described in these stories of bons mots and jokes was also observed by other 

Westerners who studied Persian literature and culture. Kuka (1923: xiv) was among the 

first scholars to suggest that in Persian “we may not come across good specimens of 

sustained irony like that of Swift”, but in “Repartees and Epigrams, and in the display of 

fine Fancy, the Persians can stand comparison with any nation”. It was probably difficult 

for him to contrast the differences between the Persian form of quick responses and 

repartee, but this study will do so in section 2.2 onwards. 

Apart from the numerous examples from the written literature, I present two recent 

examples of conversations to show the characteristics of the corresponding speech 

practices. As in every case in metapragmatics (see 1.5.3), both examples were identified 

as cases of hāzerjavābi at the time they were posted on the internet by speakers 

themselves and have been widely viewed.  

In brief, they indicate that a response should have three elements to qualify for 

hāzerjavābi. First, it must be quick, but this does not mean it must be produced in less 

 
34 Saib Tabrizi (1592-1676) Divan, Ghazal No. 2389: https://ganjoor net/saeb/divan-

saeb/ghazalkasa/sh2389/  
35 The most notable and influential one was J.J. Morier’s The adventures of Hajji Baba of Ispahan (1824). 

[4] 

Mirza Hasan was asked in London if it is true that Iranians worship the sun.  

He replied, “Oh yes, Madame, and so would you in England too, if you ever 

saw him!” 
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than 200 milliseconds, the gap between turns in most languages (see 2.5.1). Rather, the 

response must be produced in a smaller time span than a person would normally take to 

produce the same content. Second, it is phrased in ‘good words’, in the sense that it is the 

best response (or at least one of the best) that could be produced in this context. Third, 

other people acknowledge and appreciate the previous two points and feel good because 

of it.  

The example36 [5] is taken from a televised interview where a little girl answers some 

questions. The interviewer asks, “What are your favourite dishes?” She quickly names 

her favourite dishes: “Ooh, I mean like tuna can, I mean like chicken, kebab, I mean like 

chicken kebab, pickle kebab.” The interviewer interrupts her and asks, “What is a pickle 

kebab?” The girl’s face shows that she understands she has made a mistake, but quickly 

(roughly less than 200 ms) replies with “Oh, well, I mean any food that is better if it has 

pickles with it” (for the Persian transcript, see Appendix 4). This video has been uploaded 

with the title “hāzerjavāb girl” on a popular content website. 

The other example [6] is a short conversation extracted from the talk show Dorehami 

(literally, a ‘get-together’), which is hosted by a comedian (Mehran Modiri). The show 

was aired from March 2016 to April 2018. An audience of around 300 sits in front of the 

show host, who might interact with them or ask them to walk up onto the set and respond 

to questions. 

In one episode of this television show,37 Modiri invites two members of the audience on 

stage in order to ask them some humorous questions. While Modiri’s questions are 

probably prepared, the participants’ responses are not. The on-the-spot and quick 

responses of one of the participants present two examples of hāzerjavābi (printed in bold). 

The translation below shows an extract of the exchange (for the Persian transcript, see 

Appendix 5). The host (M in the transcript) asks for the meanings of some idioms in 

Persian. One of the two participants (P in the transcript) quickly answers the questions 

while referring to how (poorly) the host is dressed. 

 
36 https://www.aparat.com/v/IbB9F/جواب حاضر   دختر

37 http://nodud.com/entertainment/joke/1502605141.408156   

[6] 
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Both of these examples [5 and 6] qualify as hāzerjavābi, and both have been labelled as 

such by internet users. The example of the girl [5] more fully satisfies the first and the 

third elements (i.e., quickness and positive perception), while the latter examples [6] from 

the TV show satisfy the second and third elements (i.e., good words and positive 

perception). It is necessary to emphasise that in neither case is the speed (quickness) a 

 
38 Literally ‘Saturday–Sunday’; means ‘dishevelled, not matching’. 

39 Literally ‘hitting six’; means ‘being nuts’. 

M:  Somebody is šambe-yešambe,38 what does it mean? 

P:  It means they were wearing different pieces of outfit, one on top of 

the other, then one item of clothing is showing underneath the other; for 

example, an outfit that is not matching—like this (he goes towards M and 

points at and touches his clothes). This is šambe (Saturday); this is yešambe 

(Sunday). 

[Audience are laughing loudly] 

[P puts his hands on his chest (to show respect)] 

[M looks at the audience bewildered and surprised] 

[The audience applauds] 

M [surprised]:  He used me as an example? 

[Everybody laughs] 

M [pointing at his clothes]:  So this is šambe? This is yešambe?  

P:  Exactly. Yes. 

M:  OK. I’ll talk to you later. Someone šiš mizane:39 what does this mean? 

P:  šiš mizane? It means he can’t match his clothes. 

M:  Hmm. 

P:  For example, he wears cotton trousers with a T-shirt [referring to 

M’s outfit again]  [Everyone laughing]  No offence to you. 
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pre-determined gap between the two parties’ exchanges, but a perception of quickness in 

relation to the linguistic content produced. 

2.2. Distinguishing Hāzerjavābi from Similar 

Concepts in Other Languages 

Prior to looking at hāzerjavābi in more detail, it is helpful to distinguish hāzerjavābi from 

similar-but-different concepts in other languages and cultures. Quick replies are common 

in many languages, whether they are specifically valued or not; however, in most cases 

they are. Several languages and cultures appreciate speakers who quickly and effortlessly 

use a verbal response in a communicative setting. Some examples below show that this 

quickness does not essentially mean a response right after someone says something or 

even right after something happens, but it is often perceived as ‘a response in time’. A 

satisfactory definition of the concept ‘in time’ depends on a perceptual consensus among 

speakers that hinges on the dynamics of how people interact (see 2.5.1). 

Hence, some of the most important similar concepts of hāzerjavābi are enumerated in this 

section, and their differences clarified. The main challenge here is an inadequacy of 

definitions offered for such concepts. The definitions are mostly vague, based on 

etymology, and fall into the trap of semantic circularity. Notwithstanding these similar 

concepts easily cloud the judgment and analysis of hāzerjavābi so they need clarification. 

There seems to be a rhetorical inclination to readiness and quickness in responding that 

can be traced back, at least in the Western world, to one of the earliest intellectual groups 

who attempted to articulate the art of speaking: the Sophists. As orators, the Sophists used 

rhetoric more than any other art and so are deemed to be the “master rhetoricians” (Paul 

2014: 44) in history. In order to be the masters of rhetoric, they needed to be interested in 

“the problem of time in relation to speaking” and in “the temporal dimension of the 

situation [that speech] addresses” (Poulakos, 1983: 38–39). The Sophists, more 

specifically Gorgias and Protagoras, discussed the power of the opportune moment 

because “if what is said is timely, its timeliness renders it more sensible, more rightful, 

and ultimately more persuasive” (ibid.: 40). Speaking, for a rhetor, is a temporal choice, 

and “unless they [the ideas spoken, R.A.] are voiced at the precise moment they are called 
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upon, they miss their chance to satisfy situationally shared voids within a particular 

audience” (ibid.: 39). 

The Sophists insisted on the importance of the temporal dimension of speaking; that is, 

the notion of kairos. Kairos is defined as “the opportune moment” (Poulakos, 1983: 36), 

“the uniquely timely, the spontaneous, the radically particular” (Miller, 2002: xiii), and 

“the right or opportune time to do something, or right measure in doing something” 

(Kinneavy, 1986: 80).40 Kairos, in short, governs the correct time at which the speech 

could be most effective.  

In addition to this concept, a few other concepts and tropes in Western literature refer to 

quick comebacks and responses, such as retort, repartee, quip, riposte, bons mots, and so 

on. It is interesting that different cultures share the fact that the anecdotal examples of 

such tropes and techniques are told with admiration (cf. Grothe, 2005).  

Consultation of dictionaries and previous literature establishes that retort, repartee, bons 

mots, and riposte evolved from Latin into English, while rejoinder is a French legal term. 

Retort is defined as “turn back, twist back, throw back, say or utter sharply and 

aggressively in reply” (etymonline, 2018), and it usually refers to an aggressive, short 

reply. Bon mot denotes “witticism, clever or witty saying”; it originates from French and 

literally means ‘good word’; mot itself is a borrowing of Vulgar Latin muttum, from Latin 

muttire ‘to mutter, mumble, murmur’ (ibid.). Riposte means “a quick thrust after parrying 

a lunge”; it is a fencing term from the French riposte, and originates in the Latin 

respondere (ibid.). Rejoinder originates from the Middle French noun use of rejoindre, 

“to answer to a legal charge” (ibid.). As for repartee, which comes from the French 

repartie and is mostly defined as ‘quick remark’, it refers to a rapid and witty response in 

conversation, “especially one that turns an insult back on its originator; […] The term 

may also be applied to a person’s talent for making witty replies” (Baldick, 2008). 

Many times, a repartee fails, or a speaker cannot find the appropriate response in time. 

The French philosopher Denis Diderot (1713–1784) coined a phrase for the latter 

situation, l’esprit de l’escalier, which literally translates in English as ‘staircase wit’. It is 

used to refer to the fact that “a witty remark or retort often comes to mind after the 

 
40 For other senses of kairos, see Paul (2014), and also Sipiora & Baumlin (2002). 
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opportunity to make it has passed […] i.e., a witty remark coming to mind on the stairs 

leading away from a gathering” (Knowles, 2005). 

The above-mentioned concepts are helpful in showing that quick replies are not unique 

to one or two languages. Nonetheless, the definitions are inadequate and similar as they 

all seem to be quick responses designed to turn an insult back to the speaker. Bon mot, a 

rare concept in use (see below), is the only term that probably has unambiguously positive 

connotations in English. 

The other concept that appears to be used more in conversational English, and has been 

under the scrutiny of some linguists, is quip. Haugh and Weinglass (2018: 534) explore 

quips in two varieties of English (American and Australian) and maintain that “quips can 

be broadly defined as witty, one-liners”. They further define jocular quips as playful or 

light-hearted comments on, or responses to, another speaker’s just-prior serious talk, 

which are designed to initiate a non-serious side sequence (ibid.; after Jefferson, 1972). 

Norrick (1984: 199) also defines a quip as a reaction to “a situation, but not directly to 

any other utterance”. Besides, “quips are short, sometimes witty, and often ironic 

comments about the on-going action, or the topic under discussion” (Holmes & Marra, 

2002: 75) and they often involve exaggeration (ibid.). 

From a methodological viewpoint, these definitions seem unsatisfactory. Defining 

concepts of this kind is a challenging semantic task because of their high cultural 

significance and often rare appearances in natural discourse. Unlike hāzerjavābi in 

Persian, the above terms are seldom used in daily conversations in English. As an 

example, the British National Corpus (BNC) displays 191 hits if the lemma is quip (2 per 

million); with only one exception, they are all found in printed books and periodicals. The 

frequency of bon mot in BNC is 0.01 per million (19 times in the whole dataset; all from 

written sources). Repartee (0.01 per million) shows only 39 hits, all from books, and there 

are 788 hits for retort (7 per million), all in written materials except for five, four of which 

were used in a documentary (probably based on a written script) and one educational 

radio program (again, probably written).41 Other less common concepts, practices, or 

metapragmatic labels are in use in English, such as comebacks, afterwit, sally, and so on; 

I will not review them here.  

 
41 All corpus examples from BNC have been accessed using the Sketch Engine from May to June 2018. 
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As the comparison shows, hāzerjavābi comes from Persian literature but in its modern 

use, it transcends limitations of social class, formal register, or the language of court. It is 

recognised and appreciated whenever a person can find the best and quickest response, 

especially while under pressure or having the lower hand in interaction. I will elaborate 

more in section 2.4. 

To sum up this section, I have initially examined hāzerjavābi, and have tried to define it 

in a conventional, dictionary-style way. I have also offered classical examples from 

literature, as well as two modern conversational examples, in all the speech practices were 

labelled so by the speakers. In the last section, I have enumerated three distinguishing 

elements of hāzerjavābi and compared it with other similar concepts in other languages. 

Hence, I will argue that, to avoid the semantic challenges that I have mentioned, the 

ethnopragmatic approach to metapragmatics provides us with more precise definitions 

and a clear picture of distributed conceptualisations. Before that I will put hāzerjavābi in 

the Persian historical and cultural context. 

2.3. Historical and Cultural Context 

Hāzerjavābi, as description of the performance of speech practices, has a long history in 

Persian classical literature, manifested in a variety of genres. The author of a notable 

paper on hāzerjavābi in Persian goes as far as claiming that “we see very often, in the 

history of Persian literature and poetry, that an in-time word and hāzerjavābi by a poet 

has changed the destiny of a nation or ethnicity, it has saved them from enormous 

bloodshed and plunder, and it has turned darkness into light” (Bagherzadeh, 1973: 951; 

my translation). 

Reference is made here to the many examples of hāzerjavābi before a king (or other 

person in authority) by a courageous individual. Mostly told as anecdotes, the hāzerjavāb 

speaker is the protagonist, and the eloquent hero in such narratives. The courage needed 

to be hāzerjavāb and to say something after the king has spoken commands admiration 

for ‘standing up to’ authority. However, kings are often softened by the charm of ‘the 

right answer’ and the intelligence of such wit at ‘the right time’. Bagherzadeh (1973) 

offers some examples of these incidents, labelled by speakers so, such as Rudaki (858–
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941 AD) speaking before a Samanid army general, which resulted in the general 

withdrawing his army, or Hafez (1315-1390) speaking before Tamerlane, an incident that 

saved the poet’s life. 

Ontologies of Persian literature contain other anecdotal evidence of hāzerjavāb people 

finding a quick response. Kuka (1923) presented several in a collection on Persian 

humour. One of the short stories features Khusro Parwiz [7], king of the Sasanian Empire, 

who reigned from 590 to 628, sitting in audience with Sheereen (his wife) (Kuka, 1923: 

225–226): 

 

Kuka, who collected these stories in the early twentieth century, probably preferred to use 

a phrase such as ready wit instead of the original hāzerjavābi, which is justifiable in 

translation. Regardless of the authenticity of this 7th century story, this is one of the 

examples of the long tradition and significance of being ‘ready to respond’ in Persian. 

Many of such folk stories or historical anecdotes in Persian are usually built up to end 

with a hāzerjavābi moment. Example [7] also confirms the claims that linguacultures 

have different categories and labels to describe playful language and placing them all into 

the English meta-category of ‘humour’ is in fact a disservice to the study in the first place. 

The punchline of such stories, such as [7] is the unexpected response that one character 

(mostly the inferior) finds, often in front of a superior person. Beeman (1981) reports in 

his fieldwork in central Iran in the 1970s on some folk improvisatory performances he 

[7] 

Khusro Parwiz once ordered 8000 direms to be paid to a fisherman, as a reward 

for bringing to him a very large fish. When the fisherman rose to depart, one of 

the direms fell from his hand and rolled on the ground; and he stooped to pick 

it up. Sheereen, who was with the king, whispered to him, “Look at the 

meanness of the fellow! How [he] does not let go even a single direm.” Khusro 

accordingly recalled the fisherman, and said to him, “Were not those 8000 

direms sufficient for you, that you stooped low to pick up even a single direm, 

that had rolled away from your hands?” “The reward of your Majesty has made 

me rich,” replied the fisherman, “but I was afraid that if the coin remained on 

the ground, the auspicious name of your Majesty on the coin might get trampled 

upon.” Khusrow was surprised at this ready wit and ordered that 4000 direms 

more should be given to the fisherman. 
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witnessed, where a clown figure performs in front of his boss, a traditional merchant. The 

performances were based on improvisation of actors, and most of the ‘humour’, according 

to his study, comes from the quick responses of the clown figure to the superior person, 

the merchant.  

Another setting where hāzerjavābi seems to play an important role in Persian descriptive 

repertoire of speech is, indeed, Persian poetry. Monāzere, a genre of verbal battle and 

dispute (cf. Abdullaeva 2014, Seyed-Gohrab, 2014) is a longstanding poetic form in 

Persian. The prototype of this poetic form is as follows: 

 

This [8] is the simplest form possible, and more complicated versions are seen in serious 

works of poetry. It is based on sequences of ‘the right response’ with the correct prosody 

and rhymes between two parties in a debate. Abdullaeva (2014: 254) argues that 

“evidence from antiquity in almost all languages of the Near and Middle East (Sumerian, 

Akkadian, Egyptian, Aramaic, Syriac, Middle Persian or Pahlavi, and Arabic) represent 

the debate between two sides” (cf. Reinink & Vanstiphout, 1991). He points out the 

ancient origin of this literary genre, which is reflected “for example in the Sanskrit Animal 

Fables, [and] continued in the Arabo-Persian Kalīla and Dimna” (Abdullaeva, 2014: 254).  

Abdullaeva (2014: 255) describes the role of verbal battles prior to real battles between 

two armies:  

 

One additional cultural phenomenon that probably adds to the value of practices grouped 

and labelled with hāzerjavābi is mošā'ere. The word refers to a poetry game known as 

bait bāzi in Hindi and Urdu. Bait bāzi is a game that “starts with the first player reciting 

a stanza of a poem off the top of their head, and the next player must recite another stanza 

[8] 

He1 said ………………….  (S)he2 said……………… 

He1 said…………………..  (S)he2 said………………. 

Their weaponry was their skill in eloquence, their audience was their soldiers, 

and the result of their verbal combat could be treated not simply as a rehearsal, 

inspiring soldiers and their generals to victory, but might itself have half 

decided the outcome of the battle for both armies. 
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of any poem which starts with the last letter of the verse used by the previous player” 

(Wikipedia, 2018). Mošā'ere is Arabic for the same game in Persian. Contestants have 

played the game in television shows, where the person who cannot find a stanza with the 

correct first letter within a certain time loses the game. The winners of this game are 

known as hāzerjavāb people. The frequency and significance of reciting poetry in various 

conversational settings in the Persian speaking community is a possible topic for further 

study.  

To conclude, I have illustrated the historical context in which hāzerjavābi, as referred to 

a group of speech practices, has developed. It would not be possible to fully illustrate the 

metapragmatic knowledge and understanding without knowing the culture. It is now time 

in the following section to explicate the metapragmatics of hāzerjavābi, as shared by 

speakers of Persian language. 

2.4. Hāzerjavābi: The Conceptualisation  

This section presents the ethnopragmatic script (see 1.5.1) to spell out the metapragmatic 

knowledge of speakers of Persian when they label speech practices as hāzerjavābi. The 

script below represents the insiders’ understanding (metapragmatic knowledge) and 

depicts the shared conceptualisation of the designated valued speech practices. Scripts 

such as this are useful to show the social cognition of culture-specific concepts, practices, 

and values (cf. Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2004). This one, in particular, shows that 

hāzerjavābi is conceptualized around three core components: first, a state of readiness (as 

though a person has prepared) to respond whenever possible; second, a notion of 

quickness, which is more of a surprising quality; and third, a positive evaluation in 

relation to the second component, that is, it is surprising and unexpected that a person can 

find such appropriate words in a short span of time. The proposed script for hāzerjavābi 

as a metapragmatic label runs as follows: 
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Each of the four constituents of script [A], (a) to (d), represents one aspect of the semantic 

dynamics of the concept and the pragmatics of the valued practice. It illustrates the 

epistemic setting in which this speech practice occurs and is perceived. It also accounts 

for the mental state of readiness, which is identified because of the shared metapragmatic 

knowledge. Component (a) hinges on the knowledge of readiness for coming up with a 

response unlike other responses, and provides the description of the speech practice. The 

distinguishing elements of a good response are that it is well articulated, or it contains 

high-quality tropes or unexpected inferences, i.e. it is ‘funny’ (see Chapter 3); in addition, 

this quality response has to be produced in a relatively short time. Other people would 

need much more time to come up with such pithy words, such appropriate tropes, or such 

unexpected inferences. 

Component (b) tries to illustrate the perception of such speech practices, in terms of 

admiration for the speaker’s mental ability or cleverness in conversation. Moreover, it 

represents the quality of being hāzerjavāb among speakers of Persian. Finally, (c) points 

to the social implication and perlocutionary effect of the speech practice that leads to the 

[A] Ethnopragmatic script for hāzerjavābi  

a. when someone here says something to me at one moment,  

   it is good if I can say something to this someone a moment after,  

  something not like other people say at many times  

   it is good if I say it with very good words  

  people often laugh [m] when they hear these very good words 

b. if I say it well, people here can think about me like this:  

 ‘this someone can think quickly [m],  

  this someone says things well with words’  

c. at the same time, they can feel something good because of it 

  as people often feel when they want to laugh [m] 

d. I want this 
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last line, (d), the attitude of speakers towards hāzerjavābi in general (discussed with 

examples in sections 2.1.1 and 2.3).  

There are some important considerations illustrated in the script. The first relates to the 

context in which one intends to perform the practice of hāzerjavābi. As shown in several 

examples above, the hāzerjavāb person is asked something, is addressed, or is part of a 

group of people at whom general remark is directed. This insight can also be derived from 

the lexical components of the concept; i.e. hazer and ‘javāb’ (‘ready’ and ‘response’). 

The nature of javāb (response) is to say (something) in return of an utterance (e.g. a 

question). Thus, in the absence of any “directed at” speech, hāzerjavābi would be framed 

as ‘trying to be hāzerjavāb’ out of the proper context.  

The second consideration concerns the gender of a hāzerjavāb person. Historically, 

hāzerjavāb persons have been male, as the public sphere was a male domain. As discussed 

above, it has recently come to pass that children (both male and female) can be admired 

as hāzerjavāb. While traditional social relations still dominate interpersonal relations (see 

Ch 4 for adab: the Persian schema of politeness), hāzerjavābi is less of a male domain 

anymore. 

The third consideration is about the power relations in a situation in which hāzerjavābi is 

most admired. Hāzerjavābi is, by definition, a clever act that not many people can 

perform. It shows the mental ability to be quick and to find good words (clever). This will 

be recognised and appreciated more if performed by a party with a lower interactional  

status, such as examples [3], [6], [7]. As I touched on before with example [7], concerning 

the king and the fisherman, shows of such hāzerjavābi in front of the (more) powerful are 

those recorded in the memory and history. 

The third consideration is supposedly the reason why hāzerjavābi has been so valued in 

Persian history. Persian culture, under the influence of Shiism42, has historically admired 

the weak and tended to oppose the powerful. This was part of the Shiism’s principles that 

challenged the authority of the Caliphs (Arjomand, 1988); the popular centuries-long 

rituals in which the cruelty of the Islamic rulers are condemned and the symbolic 

victimhood (of Imams) is mourned. As a result, any symbolic act, verbal or non-verbal, 

that challenges authority is open to being admired by the members of the linguaculture.  

 
42 According to Abbas Amanat (2009: 1), Shiism is “an essential core of Iranian identity and a dominant 

feature in the shaping of Iranian history”. 
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Appendix 6 presents the same ethnopragmatic script for hāzerjavābi using Persian primes 

to attest to the cross-translatability and suitability of the methodology of analysis. It is an 

attempt to show that there is a form of epistemic conceptualisation distributed 

heterogeneously (cf. Sharifian, 2011) among speakers of Persian that is valued if a person 

responds well and quickly. The diachronic evidence and contemporary conversations 

show that there is an inclination to be ready to respond quick and well. Both concepts of 

‘quick’ and ‘well’ are relative and have been discussed earlier, but speakers can identify 

such speech practices quickly. 

2.5. Conclusion  

The final part of this chapter consists of two subsections. The first aims at wedding this 

study with other linguistic studies on responses in different languages. The second makes 

some concluding remarks. 

2.5.1. Broader Issues 

It seems to be a convention of human knowledge that a response to an utterance needs to 

be produced in a certain span of time. If speaker B, in a communicative context, fails to 

produce a response to speaker A’s previous utterance in time t, both parties, and even 

other observers, feel unsettled. Experiments on turn taking have shown that the “language 

production system has latencies of around 600 ms and up for encoding a new word but 

the gaps between turns average around 200 ms” (Levinson & Torreira, 2015: 1–2). Some 

studies show that “the most frequent turn transitions occur with only a slight gap or 

overlap, regardless of the language” (Bögels & Torreira, 2015: 46). This has at least two 

implications: first, people start planning their response before the other speaker has 

finished, and second, the gaps between turns by two parties of a conversation are 

relatively very small. 

In general, the adjacency pair (two utterances by two speakers one after the other) in the 

context of turn taking is a fundamental analytical construction in Conversation Analysis 

(CA). Studies in CA have supported the general intuition that answers are the most 

common form of response (cf. Lee, 2013: 416). Moreover, some studies show that the 
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question–response sequence is “a universal unit of conversational organization and a 

pervasive type of sequence in all communities” (Stivers, Enfield & Levinson, 2010: 

2616). These findings support my initial claim that there is an expectation to receive a 

response and this expectation seems to be a part of the perlocutionary aspect of the speech 

act. Particularly in the case of the question–response sequence, if we take it as a universal 

unit, the addressee expects to respond, and the speaker expects to be responded to. This 

expectation might be satisfied with the semiotic of a smile in other cases; nonetheless, it 

is expected and performed on a daily basis in every language.  

The focus of this study, more specifically, went beyond the expectation of giving/getting 

a response in a certain time span. It tried to investigate ‘two sides of the same coin’ in the 

case of the metapragmatics of hāzerjavābi in Persian; one ‘side’ being a perception and 

the other a tendency, both can be easily ascertained in the discourse by speakers. There is 

a perception in a conversational setting that a speaker has satisfied the expectation of 

providing a response in a shorter span of time, as opposed to the expected time t. In most 

cases, however, the turn taking gaps in these cases are as usual (see the example of the 

child in section 2.1.1), but the verbal content that has been produced in time t is deemed 

(by observers) to be of a higher quality than the one that other, ‘normal’ speakers produce 

in time t, which in turn indicates the mental ability of the speaker.  

The other ‘side of the coin’ is a shared tendency among speakers of Persian to come up 

with a response to an utterance or an event more quickly – i.e. their knowledge of speech 

practices in practice (metapragmatics in use). Researchers in conversation studies stand a 

lot to gain from investigating this further, especially given the fact that studies of language 

production show that pre-articulation processes run three or four times faster than actual 

articulation (Levinson & Torreira, 2015; after Wheeldon & Levelt, 1995) and also 

because of the suggestion that production begins as soon as possible, that is, as soon as 

the speech act content of the incoming turn is clear (Bögels & Torreira, 2015). 

This salient tendency in speakers might be studied from a diachronic and also an 

ontogenetic perspective. The diachronic perspective would confirm the numerous 

examples of such a tendency in the history of a language, in its literature, and its art of 

rhetoric. Grothe (2005: 1) begins his survey of repartee in English by noting that the 

stories of (humorous) comebacks and quick replies are almost always told with a tone of 

admiration in folk literature, mostly to “pay homage to great wit, especially when that wit 
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is exhibited under pressure”. The ontogenetic perspective, on the other hand, would show 

how and why someone develops this tendency to master quick comebacks over time. 

In practical terms of human talk, it is impossible to have a sequence of repartees between 

two persons (e.g. repartee of confabulations43). However, a good speaker, in this case, is 

perceived (collectively by speakers) as someone who is good at contingencies of human 

interactions, and who has good words to say at the right time, that is, quicker than the 

usual time t for that content.  

2.5.2. Concluding Remarks 

This chapter applied an ethnopragmatic approach to study metapragmatics of Persian, 

with attention to hāzerjavābi and its corresponding speech practice. A number of 

examples and contextualisations were leveraged to clearly show the conceptualisation of 

the epistemic knowledge. They demonstrated that a response should have three elements 

to qualify for hāzerjavābi; first, it must be quick, i.e. it must have been produced in a 

much smaller time span than the average person would take to produce the same content. 

Second, it must be formed in good words, i.e. it can be seen as the best possible response 

that could be produced in a given context. Third, others must be in a position to appreciate 

(mostly with laughter) the previous two points and feel good because of it. The 

ethnopragmatic script in section 2.4 covered all these components and elements in a cross-

translatable metalanguage. It also depicted the tendency to be hāzerjavāb as well as the 

ways being hāzerjavāb is perceived.  

While I believe this chapter has already shown how ethnopragmatics suitably handles 

metapragmatic inquiries, I now move to Chapter 3 on bāmaze as another metapragmatic 

label. It will depict some other features and utilities of ethnopragmatics that were not 

necessary to employ in this chapter.   

  

 
43 The expression repartee of confabulations has been used by Lie (2012) while discussing Hegel's idea "Philosophy 

is always late", i.e. every thought is an after-thought.  
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Chapter 3. To Speak with Taste 

 

 

3.1. Introduction  

In Chapter 2, I explored the metapragmatics of hāzerjavābi where I looked at hāzerjavābi 

from a Persian speaker’s point of view, relatively independent of applying English 

vocabulary for semantic and/or pragmatic description. I placed hāzerjavābi in the context 

of Persian language and history to show how it is engrained in the Persian ways of being 

a well-received speaker and often (but not always) making other people laugh.  

The current chapter focuses on bāmaze (lit. with taste44) and examines the metapragmatics 

of having maze (lit. taste). Speaking bāmaze covers the wide array of speaking amusingly. 

It is indeed one of the three ways of being (perceived) amusing in interactions (see section 

1.4). Unlike hāzerjavābi, speaking with maze does not refer to a single way of speaking, 

but it is used as a metapragmatic label for all sorts of speech practices in the domain of 

playful language. When such (speech) practices are successful in interactions, they are 

recognised by the audience labelling it with the metapragmatic label: a bāmaze 

word/person. 

This chapter will investigate bāmaze in detail. I will start off with a semantic explication 

for bāmaze. As it falls within the literature on taste-related words and taste vocabulary 

semantics, I will briefly review a few important studies. It will be followed by a discussion 

on bāmaze being an active metaphor, that is there is a direct semantic relationship with 

maze (gastronomical taste) in the conception of people having maze in their speech. This 

requires some semantic analysis of maze (taste), to get grasp on its semantics and 

polysemous nature, which is supported by a brief discussion on lexical polysemy. I 

 
44 Gastronomical taste, as in ‘taste of food’. 
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identify three meanings for maze as a) descriptor of food, b) descriptor of experience, and 

c) descriptor of speech. Then I will move to the cluster of words that conceptually 

surround the metapragmatic label (being bāmaze). They include bimaze (lit. without 

taste), xošmaze (lit. good.taste), maze-parāndan (lit. taste-throwing), maze-rixtan (lit. 

pouring-taste). I will make recurrent use of my corpus data to show how they are used in 

natural discourse (metapragmatics in use). These discussions all lead to my concluding 

remarks on the importance of metapragmatics of ‘speaking with taste’, i.e. being bāmaze 

in interactions. 

3.2. Speaking with Maze (Taste) 

I argue that speaking with maze (taste) is one of the valued ways of participating in 

Persian interactions. The knowledge of what maze means and of how a person’s speech 

can exhibit it is shared among the speakers. While there are various ways in every 

language to make a funny or amusing remark, the evaluative descriptor that brings all 

these ways together is often unique and important for pragmatics. 

3.2.1. With Maze 

Bāmaze, as an evaluative adjective, plays the above role in Persian. It is similar to funny 

in English in terms of what it enables the speakers to accomplish. To clarify this point as 

a similar (but different) example, funny in English comes from fun, which, whenever used, 

denotes an exclusive element of ‘funniness’ to English, that is unique (to English) even 

in comparison with other European languages. Huizinga (1949) points to this ‘fun 

element’ from a comparative outlook. “No other modern language known to me has the 

exact equivalent of the English “fun”. […] We may note in passing that "fun" in its current 

usage is of rather recent origin. French, oddly enough, has no corresponding term at all; 

German half makes up for it by “Spass” and “Witz” together” (p. 3). He adds that it is 

precisely this fun-element in English funny that characterises the essence of play in this 

language (ibid).  
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Similarly, the playful language in Persian is judged based on having or lacking maze 

(taste). I propose that maze characterises the essence of play in Persian45. There is also a 

cluster of words derived from maze that enrich the conceptual repertoire of speakers to 

describe play in use. Bāmaze is the core concept with bimaze (lit. without taste) in the 

form of an antonym, but in fact, denoting the failed intention to show maze in one’s 

speech. Maze-parāndan (lit. taste-throw) and maze-rixtan (lit. taste-pour) are two speech 

act verbs which denote situations when one wants to show maze where they are not 

supposed to, thus it often backfires. A continuous manner of showing maze in series of 

light-hearted interaction will be labelled as a form of bāzi (play), being described with an 

action verb, such as bāmaze.bāzi.dar-āvordan (lit. with.taste.play.out-bring). I will 

elaborate them in their respective sections of this chapter. 

Primarily important is bāmaze (lit. with.taste), which itself plays mostly as a 

metapragmatic label, used to describe the form and/or the content of speech. Having said 

that, the adjective form is used to describe a person, an utterance (e.g. a joke, a story, 

etc.), or sometimes as incident. Example [9]46 below shows the use of adjective to 

describe a person because of their way of speech: 

 

The noun in [9] to which bāmaze is added is ham.sohbat (lit. mate.speak), which refers 

to a person you speak to or more a person who is good to speak with. Ham, as I glossed 

with the English suffix -mate, is a Persian prefix used to make compound nouns like 

 
45 It is crucial to note that namak (salt, Ch 4) also plays an important role. But namak comes from historical 

background where it donates ‘good manner of speech’. In addition, hāzer.javābi (as in Ch 2) denotes to the 

most important strategy in being with maze. 
46 In all examples, the word under investigation, its gloss, and its near equivalent are bold. Note that the 

translations are rough equivalents and they do not disclose the semantic nuances of the concept.  

 [9] Taken from MT1 

Sobune      ro   dar  dargāh   boxorid,       hamsohbat.hāye      xubi  

Breakfast OM  in    Dargah IMP.eat.2P, with.chat.PL.LIG good.INDEF  

ham  peydā mikonid       bā.maze  vo     šux.tab'e 

also   find-CONT.do.2P with.taste and witty.nature 

“Have your breakfast in Dargah, you’ll find good companies: amusing and 

witty”. 
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ham.otāgh (roommate), ham.safar (travel companion), among others. This is a recurrent 

motive in Persian speech that a ham.sohbat is a person who is bāmaze, because a person 

with maze can make a good ham.sohbat. Bāmaze also, very interestingly, appeared in a 

joint structure47 with šux.tab’e, a person with a witty nature48.  

Bāmaze in [9] has the status of a metapragmatic label. It describes how language (speech) 

is supposed to be used in interactions (for example over breakfast). More importantly, it 

captures the value attributed to having maze (taste) in someone’s speech. Example [10] 

shows the intention on the part of speakers to be bāmaze, which, as it appears, backfires 

frequently. Thus, this tweet is framed as a request for people not to try to perform (speech) 

practices in the hope of being recognised as having the quality of maze (the 

metapragmatic label).  

 

The other interesting aspect of [10] is the co-occurrence of being with maze (bāmaze     

budan) and xandundan (to have others laugh). There is a presupposition at work here that 

when one intends to be bāmaze, the expected outcome is to have others laugh. This is the 

expectation of the speaker (the illocutionary) and also the hearers (perlocutionary). As a 

result, a successful attempt to be bāmaze (the Persian quality of having maze) happens 

when illocutionary brings about compatible perlocutionary. This does not happen in [10] 

 
47 The “ADJ va ADJ” (va meaning ‘and’) is a common joint structure in Persian speech. Two synonyms 

come together with an and in between to emphasise on the emotional aspect of the description. It is also a 

frequently transferred structure by Persian native speakers to their second language. Atoofi (2011) presents 

some examples and analysis of this type of repetition in Persian discourse. 
48 šux.tab’e is roughly the Persian for the English ‘sense of humour’. A person who understands and 

appreciates jokes, wit, play and non-seriousness. 

[10] Taken from MT1 

Mote'asefāne  age   este'dādi      dar  bāmaze     budan   va     xandundan.e  

Regretfully      if      talent.IDEF   in   with.taste being   and  laugh.CS.INF.LIG  

bačehā   nadārid             talāš.e     bixod      nakonid 

kids       NEG.have.3P effort.LIG  in.vain NEG.do.IMP.2P 

“If you sadly don’t have the talent to be funny and make children laugh, don’t try 

in vain”. 
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even in the case of an audience of children that, one supposes, might be easier to have 

laugh. 

The native speaker can determine if an utterance or a person is bāmaze, based on their 

shared knowledge of playful language in their culture. Any jokes, witty remarks, or 

coincidences that satisfy the elements of playfulness and humour in Persian qualify for 

being bāmaze. A separate study would be needed to unfold the essence of (Iranian) 

“humour” and it has not been the focus of the present thesis (there have been some studies 

on this topic, namely Abedinifard, 2016; Ghodsi & Heidari-Shahreza, 2016; Heidari-

Shahreza, 2017; Marzolph, 2012; Masaeli & Heidari-Shahreza, 2016).  

For instance, I came across a joke where a university lecturer asks his student “What do 

your parents want from you in future?”, and the student replies “Grandchildren”. The 

reader familiar with Humour Studies would categorise this as a punchline joke which is 

best analysed within the incongruity theory (see section 1.3). We expect the student to 

reply with listing his parents’ dreams about his future in terms of success and career. But 

here comes the punchline where the student simply alludes to the general expectation of 

traditional families: they want their married children to have grandchildren. 

This joke, nevertheless, is labelled by Persian speakers on the internet49 as a bāmaze 

remark. The corpus data reflect such uses of these metapragmatic labels. They are often 

used a remark leads to laughter or to mental pleasure (see section 1.2). 

If laughter was the essence and the only valued attribute of being bāmaze, one might 

expect xandedār (lit. laugh.have), which roughly means laughable, to be a frequent 

adjective describing successful playful language. However, based on corpus inquiries, 

xandedār is not a frequent adjective in comparison with bāmaze. Maze nonetheless 

appears to be the essence of playful language in Persian – something that people can have 

(or lack), and that will often result in laughter.  

Before going further into this discussion, I would like to present the explication for the 

evaluative adjective bāmaze in a sentence like ‘Mina is bāmaze’. Using this base frame 

for spelling out the conceptualisation helps capture the meaning of ‘being with maze’ 

(bāmaze budan) as a metapragmatic indicator (see Appendix 7 for the Persian version).  

 
49 http://kallekadu.blogfa.com/post/8  
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The explication [B] for bāmaze is an appropriate explication for an evaluative adjective 

which is used as a metapragmatic label. Since there is a strong intentional component in 

being bāmaze, it precedes the epistemic knowledge articulating the conceptualisation. As 

in component a, the speech event/situation begins when Mina intends to take part in some 

speech practices with the valued attribute. The success of such speech practices is not 

guaranteed: it does not happen very often, as depicted in b.  Lines a, b and c illustrate the 

illocutionary of the speech practice, i.e. the intention to be bāmaze when Mina is with 

other people.  

Component d presents the locutionary of the event; Mina says something, based on the 

prior intention. It is important to keep in mind that intention is different from deliberation 

and it is formed instantaneously during interaction. The locutionary can vary in the form 

and length, but when uttered, it will lead to the next component in e. Other people’s 

laughter (or sometimes smile), as Mina wanted (intended), is the indicator of Mina being 

bāmaze. If Mina’s intention fails, then the speech situation is labelled differently with 

bimaze (see explication [C] in 3.1.2). 

[B] Explication for bāmaze (As is Mina is bāmaze) 

a) when this someone is with other people, this someone often thinks like this: 

b) “It is good if I say something now, not like people say at many other 

times 

    it is good if these people here want to laugh [m] because of it” 

c) this someone often says something because of this 

d) when other people hear this, they often want to laugh [m], as this someone 

wanted 

  because of this, other people often feel something good when they are 

with this someone 

e) because of this, they often want to be with this someone more 

f) People think like this: “it is very good if someone is like this”. 
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Components d and e describe the pleasure (of mind) that comes from playful speech 

practices. That is the main reason people partake in playful language instead of serious 

interactions. The conceptualisation of this pleasure is linked to the metaphor of maze 

(taste) in Persian, which is the essence of Persian ‘funniness’. Similar to the desire to have 

more good taste, others want to be with a bāmaze person more. This desirability is the 

key to understanding why speakers want to be like this. Often others want to be with them 

more. This is also the reason for the valued status of being so, as shown in line f.  

On the issue of pleasure and the subsequent value attribute, I have identified various 

examples in my corpora. One which has been ‘liked’ very much in MT1 is itself a very 

bāmaze remark using profane language. As per my ethical approval, I have de-identified 

the user named in this tweet. 

 

This example [11] has received a couple of criticisms for being sexist in assumptions, 

which I can agree with. However, from cultural linguistic point of view, it is fair to assume 

that this is one of the highest praises this person could have offered to user X’s bāmaze 

and also opportune (see Chapter 2) tweets.  

The other interesting observation to make in [11] is that user X’s avatar (his profile 

picture) is also bāmaze in addition to what he says in his tweets. This is an extended use 

of this attribute to pleasant faces that make you laugh. Consequently, in a case of a very 

funny cartoon, because what the image is ‘saying’ can make you laugh, you might use 

bāmaze by extension. 

 
50 The usual equivalent here is extremely unsatisfactory specially in this instance. 

[11] Taken from MT1 

Kārbar.e  X be     haddi       āvātāreš       va  kollan  neveštehāš     bāmaze     st 

User.LIG X to limit.INDEF avatar.his and totally writing.PL.his with.taste are 

ke   age  doxtar budam  midādam         beheš 

that if      girl     was.1S  DUR.give.1S to.him 

“The user X and his posts are so ?funny50 that if I was a girl, I would [easily] sleep 

with him”. 
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Bāmaze as an attribute of a person hinges on the recognition of the speaker’s intention: 

the person wants to be bāmaze. As a metapragmatic label, it refers to the success of the 

speech practices made in a speech situation. The recognition/success is realised in social 

laughter. The reason for this laughter is because this person said something with maze. 

There are many situations where someone wants to say something bāmaze but it fails. 

Next section addresses this distinction. 

3.2.2. Without Maze 

In the previous section, it became relatively clear, through examples and the explication, 

that the valued attribute of having maze (the epistemic) is the reason a person intends to 

perform certain speech practices to be (perceived) bāmaze. That means it is part of the 

shared knowledge (ethno-epistemology) of Persian speakers to be bāmaze when they are 

participants of an interaction. If it is successfully or skilfully done, it makes people present 

feel good. In addition to that, others want to spend more time with a person who is 

bāmaze. 

In the reality of human interactions, that is easier said than done. Often times an intent to 

be bāmaze can result in social laughter and amusement. It is different from the case of 

hāzerjavābi (Chapter 2). Hāzerjavābi is the metapragmatic label for a certain playful 

speech practice in the form of a response. Regardless of the success of hāzerjavābi (being 

produced in time t), it can be perceived bāmaze or not. Being bāmaze, however, equals 

the recognition of the intention to be so with laughter and wanting to hear more. 

When a speaker intends to be bāmaze, but they are not recognised as such or other people 

present do not want to laugh, the person and/or practice is labelled as bimaze (lit. 

without.taste). Bimaze is roughly the metapragmatic label for what is known in 

pragmatics as ‘failed humour’ (cf. Bell, 2009, 2015). In explication [C], I am illustrating 

the epistemic knowledge of speakers when they describe a person to be bimaze as a result 

of some speech practices they performed. 
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practices they perform (probably in the form of canned jokes) are bimaze too. Thus, the 

advice of this example [12] is to fake laughter to appreciate one’s parents’ efforts; i.e. an 

insincere acknowledgment of their having maze. 

The value of having maze in interactions is a socially entrenched process in Persian. It 

very well fits Agha’s (2003) description of ‘the social life of cultural value’. He defines 

such processes as a series of “processes of value production, maintenance and 

transformation — through which the scheme of cultural values has a social life, as it were, 

a processual and dynamic existence that depends on the activities of social persons, linked 

to each other through discursive interactions and institutions” (ibid: 231-232). 

This links to the cultural conceptualisation of maze in Persian. Maze literally means the 

gastronomical taste in the sense that some food has good maze (taste) and some does not. 

Something having taste in Persian has a close connection to this thing containing a good 

amount of salt (namak). I will explore this connection further in Chapter 4. Nonetheless, 

there is a conceptual relationship between food with good maze and people with good 

maze. The final components of explications [B] and [C] reiterates this collective cognition 

in terms of ‘wanting more’ and ‘not wanting more’, as it happens with relation to food. 

This relationship in the form of an active metaphor is the main topic of section 3.3. 

3.2.2.1. Bā and Bi 

This is a brief section where I provide an explanation of bā (with) and bi (without), which 

are added to maze to make bāmaze and bimaze and also, as we will examine in Chapter 

4, to namak (salt) to make bānamak and binamak. Both are prepositions and belong to 

the category of closed set items. The syntactic rule is that when bā or bi is added before 

a quality noun, it makes an adjective describing someone or something having or lacking 

that said quality. 

Based on a query in Talkbank corpus, the frequency of adjectives in Persian which begin 

with bā is about 1800 per million in this relatively large corpus of Persian language. This 

result is acquired by using CQL inquiry51 on the Sketch Engine (See 1.6.2). However, the 

vast majority of them do not consist of bā (preposition) + a noun to make up a compound 

adjective. Some examples of these non-compound adjectives are bāleq (lit. mature) or 

bālā (lit. up), which are one-word adjectives that happen to begin with letters bā [با].  

 
51 CQL phrase used: [word="با.*" & tag="AJ.*"] 
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Therefore, I started to count the result for compound adjectives in 20 random groups of 

100 hits. There are, on average, around 4 adjectives of this kind in every 100 adjectives 

starting with bā. The desired examples include adjectives such as bā.imān (lit. with.faith) 

meaning pious, bā.mohabbat (lit.with.affection) meaning kind, bā.savād (lit. 

with.literacy ) meaning educated.  

The same goes for adjectives starting with bi.  The frequency of adjectives in Persian 

which begin with bi is about 2600 per million in the same large corpus using a CQL 

inquiry52. The caveat here again is that bi in many of these adjectives is part of the word 

and not an added preposition. However, with same counting procedure, there are around 

40 adjectives of this kind in every 100 adjectives starting with bi. The desired examples 

include adjectives such as bi.jān (lit. without.spirit) meaning dead, bi.čāre (lit. 

without.excuse) meaning miserable, and bi.nazir (lit. without.like) meaning unique.   

It is important to be clear and consistent about treating these P+N constructions in a 

linguistic inquiry. I insist on taking them as compound adjectives in a semantic or 

(ethno)pragmatic study because the construction has a unified meaning and use. 

Having said that, in an analysis of Persian ezafe (ligature), Samvelian (2007: 606) offers 

an example of an adjective with preposition bi. 

 

As shown in [19], Samvalian categorises bi + noun as a preposition phrase (PP) rather 

than a compound adjective. While I do not think she is entirely wrong in syntax, the more 

suitable category of part of speech for bi.arzeš is (compound) adjective, due to its 

semantics.  

 

 
52 CQL phrase used: [word="بی.*" & tag="AJ.*"] 

[19]   

Det    N-EZ        AP-EZ           PP-EZ                               NP(Poss)  

in           ketab-e     kohne-ye        bi arzes-e                        maryam  

this        book-EZ   ancient-EZ    without value-EZ            Maryam  

'this ancient worthless book of Maryam’ 
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3.2.3. Bāmaze, Bimaze and Xošmaze 

I conclude this introduction to speaking with maze with a brief remark on bāmaze and 

bimaze in terms of their part of speech. Both are what Goddard, Taboada, and Trnavac 

(2019) call evaluative adjectives, which show the cognitive evaluation of speakers; e.g. 

excellent or impressive in English. Such adjectives are often subject to collocational 

restrictions or tendencies which can be valuable clues to semantic structure (cf. Barrios 

Rodríguez & Goddard, 2013). Using this insight, such metapragmatic labels in the form 

of adjectives fall in the category of ATTITUDE, under the subcategory of Appreciation 

(Goddard, et al. 2019; after Martin & White, 2005: 38), that is, Appreciation in terms of 

construing the value of things (e.g. fascinating or exciting in English). 

Both bāmaze and bimaze are compound adjectives (P+N), and they are used more 

frequently in their non-literal sense than their literal, gastronomical sense. While they 

appear to be antonyms, they are not, as I described their semantics in 3.2.2. 

 

The one-word equivalents in dictionaries always pose a challenge to illustrate the internal 

dynamics of concepts accurately. The array of equivalents lined up in an entry such as 

[13] causes more confusion than definition. Even though the equivalents can and do point 

at the domain or context in which the given word is used, the semantic description must 

rely on more precise techniques  

Corpus examination of the context in which each is used shows that while it is uncommon 

for bāmaze to be used to describe the taste of food, bimaze is often used in its literal sense 

for tasteless food53. The other compound adjective to describe tasty food is xošmaze (lit. 

good.taste, meaning tasty) which is the opposite of badmaze (lit. bad.taste). Corpus shows 

 
53 Qazāye bimaze (tasteless food) mostly refers to food with not enough salt. It seems to be a commonly 

held belief that salt is the main component of maze (taste) of cooked food.  

[13] 

bāmaze (lit. with.taste): Dictionary translations: amusing, funny, interesting, 

ironic, laughable, witty  

 

bimaze (lit. without.taste): Dictionary translations: bland, flavourless, insipid, 

tasteless, unfunny, unamusing, failed humour  
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that xošmaze (lit good.taste) is often used and referred to tasty food while bāmaze (lit. 

with.taste) is not used to describe food. Further, corpus shows that xošmaze is sometimes 

used meaning a person having maze (nonliteral sense). 

To further evaluate this, I will test bāmaze versus xošmaze with regard to the sense of 

maze which is inferred by either. Structuralists were fond of syntagmatic contrast in a 

sentence (cf. Bendix, 1966: 18; also Geeraerts, 2006: Ch 2), where you contrast two words 

in opposite sentences separated by a but, similar to the ‘logical’ test of Quine (1960: Ch 

4). For example, to test bāmaze for the semantic possibility of its referring to the literal 

gastronomical sense, we must contrast it with xošmaze. 

 

Both [14] and [15] present ambiguity (Lakoff, 1970), in the sense that two distinct 

meanings are associated with a given form (cf. Tuggy, 1993). Unlike most examples in 

the literature (e.g. Lakoff, 1966, 1970; Tuggy, 1993), instead of employing the VP-

deletion technique for detecting ambiguity, I have selected the deletion of subject in a 

copular sentence. The main reason is that the test is being applied on the adjectives only, 

and not on the interpretation of the predicate.  

In [14] I contrasted two adjectives when they are predicates of a non-human subject. 

While in [14] the first part reads as salad is tasty (xošmaze), the second phrase can 

potentially mean ‘tasty’, but it retains the funniness sense of bāmaze. The salad is 

construed to be more ‘funny’ (bāmaze) in this phrase than tasty. 

On the other hand, in [15] the contrast occurs between the two adjectives when they are 

predicates of a human subject. While the first phrase means Mina is not bāmaze (amusing, 

see explication [B]), in the second part xošmaze does not mean tasty anymore; it means 

[14]   

Sālād xošmaze nist, bāmaze ast 

Salad is not xošmaze, it is bāmaze 

[15] 

Mina bāmaze nist, ou xošmaze ast 

Mina is not bāmaze, she is xošmaze 
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‘funny’: good at playful use of words. The use of xošmaze, in [15], and in general, appears 

to be more sarcastic. 

The above sentence now has two semantic scripts which could be interpreted as follows: 

both bāmaze and xošmaze are used in their literal, gastronomical sense, or both are being 

used in their metaphoric sense for a person who tries to be ‘funny’. The consequence of 

this test for this study is that xošmaze can be used as a label to describe good taste of food 

as well as describing people good at pragmatics of playful language. Bāmaze cannot be 

used for taste of food even though morphologically it looks like an adjective primarily 

describing food. Bāmaze appears as a metapragmatic label to describe amusing people as 

well as amusing remarks and incidents. Bimaze, on the other hand, can be used for 

tasteless food and as a metapragmatic label for people who fail at their attempt at the use 

of playful language.  

To further examine these adjectives, some corpus inquiries will be insightful. I will 

present some examples below coming from my purpose-built corpora ML1 and MT1 in 

addition to Talkbank corpus. As discussed in 1.6.3, for corpus ML1, I used the 

computerised version of Persian poems from 10th century to early 20th century on Ganjoor 

website. This corpus has 69145 tokens; with 400 hits for maze; and bāmaze: 9 hits. 

Bāmaze is not a frequent word in historical texts and the meaning was slightly different, 

as depicted in [16]. 

 

Line [16] is part of a stanza by Sanai, an 11th century Persian poet, in his Hadiqeh (The 

Walled Garden of Truth). Using joint construction of two near-synonym adjectives to 

narrow down the possibility of semantic interpretation, Sanai uses bāmaze as a synonym 

[16] Taken from ML1 

Ons.e             delhāye            ārefān.e.        soxan,   tāze  vo   bā.maze na  

Fondness.LIG heart.PL.LIG mystic.PL.LIG word, fresh and with.taste no  

bi.sar             vo   bon  

without.head and root 

“The mystics’ hearts are fond of words of novelty and ?with.taste, but not 

incoherent and irrelevant words”. 
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for words which are ‘fresh or novel’. Immediately afterwards, he uses the opposites of 

such words; i.e. incoherent and irrelevant words. Hence, [16] resembles a structuralist test 

in itself and indicates that bāmaze here roughly means new and relevant speech for which 

mystics are famous. I did not find an example of this use for bāmaze in other corpora of 

today’s Persian.  

While this sense of bāmaze seems to convey a highly valued attribute (especially in [16] 

with regard to mystics’ rhetoric), it is very different from having maze in the sense of 

being amusing and good at playful language, as showed in explication [B].  

The common sense of bāmaze appears very frequently in a corpus of today’s Persian. The 

other purpose-built corpus was Corpus MT1 which contains all hits for maze in all forms 

used on Twitter between January and March 2017. This corpus has 5241 tokens; maze: 

87 hits; bāmaze: 159 hits. Example [17] comes from this corpus and describes the 

attribute of having maze: 

 

Example [17] is a case of double synonym adjectives in a sentence which indicates that 

the concepts of bāmaze and bānamak (lit. with salt) are semantically close (bānamak will 

be examined in Chapter 4). Bāmaze in [17] is the valued attribute of Ali Larijani, who is 

a politician. His brothers and cousin are also influential figures in Iran’s politics. The 

proposition in [17] compares the Larijanis in terms of having maze and to the speaker’s 

confusion, Ali is very bāmaze who had to endure his bimaze brothers at home when 

[17] Taken from MT1 

Bad    fekr konid           ali Larijani   inqadr      bā.namak  vo   bā.maze  

Then think-IMP.do.2P Ali Larijani   this.much with.salt   and with.taste  

četori nojavuni va   javāni.aš         rā    bā     ān   se       tā        barādar  

How   teenage  and youthPL.his   OM with that three NUMBER brother  

bi.maze            sar karde ast?   Jahannami      bude barāš 

without.taste spend.do.3S.PP? hell.INDEF   be.PP for.him 

“Think about it, Ali Larijani is so ?funny, how could he spend his adolescence 

with those three ?unfunny brothers? It must have been hell for him”. 
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growing up. As one brother seems to be good at playful language, the others are extremely 

bad. This example also provides a nice juxtaposition of bāmaze versus bimaze. 

In addition to these two, xošmaze (lit. good taste: tasty) is also used for a person having 

and showing maze. But as I mentioned above, the corpus data shows that xošmaze is 

predominantly used to describe tasty food. There is only one example of xošmaze in MT1, 

which is a play with both possible senses of the adjective (see [18]). Talkbank corpus 

shows 3781 hits for xošmaze, but only two on average in every 100 of them is used in a 

non-literal sense.  

 

In [18] xošmaze retains its both senses, ‘tasty’ and ‘amusing’. It draws on the fact that 

these shared memories (nostalgic ones) give you pleasure, and you want to laugh (smile) 

because of them (‘nostalži’ in Persian has taken a slightly different meaning). It is like 

having something with very good taste (the active metaphor). That is the final component 

of both explications [B] and [C] is where the conceptual relation of pleasure via tastebuds 

and the pleasure via reception of playful language are mapped together. 

To sum up this section, speakers of Persian share (heterogeneously54) the metapragmatic 

knowledge to identify certain speech practices being done by someone as bāmaze and 

failing to do so as bimaze. While xošmaze is predominantly used in the gastronomical 

sense, it is sometimes used synonymous to bāmaze. My explications elicit the levels for 

metapragmatic identification. The components depict the shared epistemic knowledge 

which underlies the use of metapragmatic labels and the valued attribute in the 

linguaculture. The speaker and hearer both know “it is good” to perform some speech 

practices, if one can, during interactions. This results in the intentional aspect of bāmaze 

as one partakes in a speech practice with the intention (and expectation) to provide others 

with a good time and to be praised. Once this intention is recognised and the content of 

 
54 See Sharifian (2011).  

[18] Taken from MT1 

Az    xošmaze.tarin             nostalži.hāye      moštarak 

From good.taste.most   nostalgia.PL.LIG     mutual 

“One of the ?tastiest and shared nostalgias for everyone”. 
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practice makes others present (want to) laugh, bāmaze as a metapragmatic label is 

applicable55. 

3.3. Maze: An Active Metaphor  

Maze (/mæz[z]e/) in its base meaning is translated to taste in English in its gastronomical 

sense. This puts maze-related concepts in the context of taste related semantics in 

anthropology and linguistics. I will begin this section with a review of what taste related 

semantics is about. This is supported with some semantic analysis of maze and its 

polysemous nature. Then I will provide proof that when Persian speakers use a 

metapragmatic label such as bāmaze, it is not a dead metaphor, but the food related sense 

of maze (taste) is activated and construed simultaneously. In doing that, I will carefully 

examine whether maze is an active metaphor in its metapragmatic sense.  

3.3.1. Taste Related Semantics 

Taste vocabulary, such as Persian maze and its derived, related words,  has attracted many 

scholars over the last few decades. Although many languages have been studied, there 

are very few studies on the Persian taste word (i.e. maze). Such vocabulary, in general, 

has been subject of examination by philosophers, anthropologists, philologists, biologists 

and linguists. While not every culture categorises the sensorium (senses), as it is done in 

the European tradition (Howes & Classen, 1991: 257), linguists have been especially 

interested in the metaphors that speakers of languages make with reference to taste (as a 

receptive sense) and tastes (as the flavours familiar to groups of peoples). 

Interestingly these studies on taste are relevant to this thesis in two ways. Firstly, they 

provide a contextual background for some of the arguments I make here. Secondly, this 

thesis examines maze (taste) and the cluster of words made with maze in the current 

chapter and namak (salt), another taste related concept, and the cluster of words around it 

 
55 It is worth mentioning here that some people might be identified as bāmaze due to their unintentional 

activities. For example, the way a person is dressed, or walks could be described as bāmaze too. Although 

the adjective here describes a set of attributes and would be translated as ‘funny’ and ‘charming’ (both with 

positive connotations), I am excluding that from the analysis here because, firstly, it is unintentional hence 

does not qualify for being a (speech) practice, secondly, it is not a metapragmatic label to describe language 

use. Thus, it falls into the discussion of polysemy that I will address in 3.3.2 and 3.4. 
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in Chapter 4. Both convince me to pay a special attention to this aspect of this research 

even though it might not look entirely related to my methodology and/or analysis.   

Having that in mind, both salt and taste words have been studied in other cultures 

(namely, for salt see Mintz, 1991; Gilmore, 1955; Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014a; for 

taste see Classen, 1993; Howes, 1991; Majid & Levinson, 2011; Majid, 2012; Senft, 

Majid, & Levinson, 2007; Enfield, 2011). Both are related to the mouth; i.e. they are 

labels for qualities of things that are perceived when they ‘touch someone’s tongue’.  

It is fair to claim that the definition of ‘taste’ is not easy to attain. There have been studies 

on the definition of taste from a cognitive point of view. A distinction, for instance, has 

been made between ‘taste proper’ and ‘flavour’ (Spence, Smith, & Auvray, 2015; Speed 

& Majid, 2019). Flavour is defined to be the multisensory combination of taste, odour, 

texture, temperature, and trigeminal sensation (Auvray & Spence, 2008). It is argued that 

“when we refer to taste in everyday talk, we most often mean ‘flavour’ according to 

current scientific terminology” (Speed & Majid, 2019: 11). I acknowledge the complexity 

and importance of this distinction in cognitive science, but I am inclined to stick with 

‘taste’ for Persian ‘maze’ in this study for practical reasons of a (ethno)pragmatic study.  

Culturally speaking, taste, as a faculty of perception, has also been significant in different 

languages. In English, for example, not only does it refer to a gastronomic sense, but it 

also means ‘to discern the aesthetic value of something’. This is a relatively new sense of 

the word taste in English which arose in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (cf. 

Classen, 1993: 48; Cohen, 2004), especially after David Hume’s essays. This is similar 

to what Bourdieu discusses on the same topic. He writes that “taste in the sense of the 

‘faculty of immediately and intuitively judging aesthetic values’ is inseparable from taste 

in the sense of the capacity to discern the flavours of foods which implies a preference 

for some of them” (Bourdieu, 2012: 93).  

In Persian linguaculture, Avicenna (980-1037), an Iranian physician and philosopher, 

argued that there are five taste qualities; i.e. sweet, bitter, sour, salty, and insipid (cf. 

Bartoshuk, 1978: 5). Bartoshuk (1978) claims that this is the first time insipid is included 

in the list of basic tastes. Though he was an Aristotelian, Avicenna’s inclusion of insipid 

in basic tastes, which was a deviation from the Aristotelian categorisation of tastes, was 

probably due to the fact that bimaze (lit. insipid or tasteless) is not only used frequently 

in Persian, it is used for aesthetic evaluation.  
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Another common observation in this field is that some researchers place ‘taste’ as one of 

the ‘low-ranking’ senses among the traditional five senses in Greek philosophy while 

vision or sight has a high cultural value in Western history and societies (cf. Vinge, 1975; 

Synnott, 1991). Perhaps more famously in linguistic typology, Viberg (1983) presents “a 

universal sense modality hierarchy for the lexicalization of (canonical) perception verbs” 

(Viberg, 2019: 20). Recently, however, some (e.g. McLuhan, 1962 ; also Foucault, 1972) 

have described and criticised the vision-centrism in the Western thought. In addition, 

Wierzbicka (2010) offers a comprehensive critique of the influence of empiricism on the 

Anglo-English understanding of senses, which leads to the application of the meta-

category of senses to other cultures and languages.  

Myers (1904) conducted one of the first modern comparative studies on taste words. He 

claims that taste words are ‘confused’ and used to refer to non-gustatory sensations. He 

describes the taste-vocabularies of indigenous people in Torres Straits. He mainly gives 

them different taste stimuli and asks them to describe it in their language. Then he applies 

the same technique to the speakers of Indo-European languages, including Persian. He 

writes, for the case of salty, that “the Sanskrit lavana [salt] … came to be applied to lustre, 

grace and beauty; the same usage occurs also in Arabic, Persian and other languages” 

(ibid: 119), which is wrong, at least, in the case of Persian. He also adds that “the Persian 

word for sweet is latli, derived from lat – taste. But the Persians also use shirin for sweet, 

derived from shir – milk” (ibid: 122). The latter word is a correct word in Persian; 

however, the former word does not exist in Persian. Notwithstanding numerous mistakes 

in his study, he is to be credited for conducting a multi-lingual study of taste related 

words.  

Among linguistic investigations, Majid and Levinson (2011: 9) posit that “the cultural 

world provides the sensory environment – the smells, the tastes, the colours, the shapes, 

the spaces, the sounds that we perceive”. Majid (2013) introduces what she calls ‘sensory 

pragmatics’ and ‘sensory semantics’; while sensory semantics focuses on culture-specific 

embodiments, particularly as they are reflected in the lexical categories of a language 

(Majid, 2013: 48), sensory pragmatics is “concerned with how speakers’ identities are 

expressed through linguistic forms” (ibid: 49).  

Ye (2007), one of the main figures of ethnopragmatics, searches into Chinese taste-related 

words to understand the Chinese conceptual world and the Chinese way of thinking, 

knowing and feeling. She compares the conceptualisation of English-speaking world of 
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taste as lower level sense, while the Chinese conceptual world is full of taste-related 

concepts and vocabulary.  

Her study examines wèi -related terms in the Chinese language where she highlights the 

word zīwèi in its base sense as the main ‘taste’ word in Chinese (zīwèi1). The explication 

for zīwèi is as follows (Ye, 2007: 115): 

 

Zīwèi2 also refers to feelings and emotions, thus the explication will follow below (ibid: 

116): 

 

Following the same procedure for a few other taste-related concepts in Chinese, she 

comes to the conclusion that the following model of mental states, processes and activities 

can be proposed in relation to the Chinese sensory experience of taste (ibid: 127):  

[D] explication for zīwèi 1 (‘taste’)  

a. something is touching some places inside someone’s zuĭ ‘mouth’ [m]  

b. because of this, this someone can feel something for some time  

c. because of this, this someone can know something about this thing 

[E] zīwèi2  (‘feeling’)  

a. someone felt something, because this someone thought something  

b. this someone felt like someone feels when this someone cháng ‘tastes’ [m] 

something 
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Ye’s analysis shows the striking differences between European conceptualisations of 

senses and other linguacultures. She refutes the scientific point of view that the sense of 

taste can rarely take on intellectual meanings (e.g. see Sweeter, 1990).  

These studies (especially the last one) are telling about the nuances and idiosyncrasies of 

sensory perception and its conceptualisation in different cultures. I think this has provided 

a suitable context for a more detailed examination of maze (taste) in Persian and maze-

related words. The next section discusses the meaning of maze starting with its 

polysemous nature. 

3.3.2. Polysemous Maze 

Maze is a noun with the dictionary translation of ‘taste (gastronomy), and flavour’. It is 

common knowledge in linguistics that words often have more than one meaning, and this 

makes lexical semantics challenging but exciting. However, there always seems to be a 

more used sense for concepts which makes it possible for lexicographers to produce 

dictionaries, for example. Semantics has dealt with this issue and we can confidently put 

forth that “every lexical form has at least one relatively well-utilised sense” (Cruse, 1986: 

68), with which communication is handled properly, treaties are made of and wars are 

fought or avoided because of them (Hofmann, 1993: 6).  

Wierzbicka (1996a) similarly points out that if we want to cover all senses of a word in a 

definition, we would get nowhere. In lexicography we talk about the notion of the 

[Chinese model of mental states in relation to the experience of wèi :]  

when someone cháng ‘tastes’ [m] something,  

this someone can feel something for some time because of this  

[this someone can feel something good; this someone can feel something bad]  

this someone can know something because of this  

[this someone can know that it is something good;  

this someone can know that it is something bad]  

this someone can think something about it for some time because of this 
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is maze (noun form for ‘taste’) added to čizi (something). The second is the verb češidan58 

(to taste), so the phrase literally reads as ‘to taste the taste of something’.  It is mostly 

used when one has an experience of something once and it was a lesson not to do the 

same. In addition, maze maze kardan (to taste slowly) refers to situations when one tries 

something little by little signalled by the reduplication of maze.  

Maze2 in (c) takes different collocations and makes a set of compound lexemes. The most 

common forms are when prepositions bā and bi (lit. with and without, respectively) are 

added to make descriptive adjectives. This sense of maze is also conveyed when it is used 

in the light verb constructions as co-verbs with rixtan and parāndan (lit. pour and throw, 

respectively) as light verbs. The canonical example comes in the form of maze added to 

kalām, i.e. the rhetorical expression for words that someone says, or someone’s way of 

speech.  

In addition to the above senses, it is worth mentioning that a cognate form of maze is 

becoming common in English as a section of menu in Middle Eastern restaurants: mezze 

or meze. Mezze refers to small food to share, usually with drinks. Data shows it is shared 

in some languages of the West Asia, including Persian, with the gastronomical sense. 

In order to discuss whether the three identified senses of maze indicate polysemy, I need 

to briefly treat whether maze in (b) and (c) are examples of ‘active metaphor’. It is only 

if bāmaze is an active metaphor coming from gastronomical taste that I can argue the 

meaning of maze2 (as in bāmaze) is related to maze0.  

3.3.3. Maze: An Active Metaphor? 

The first thing I ask before expounding on maze is whether we can talk about ‘metaphor’ 

as a very broad English category. Persian, like many other languages, has been studied 

using Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) as a popular approach in 

several studies (e.g. Afrashi & Ghouchani, 2018; Khajeh & Bin Abdullah, 2012; Golshaie 

& Golfam, 2015; Aliakbari & Khosravian, 2013; Safarnejad, Abdullah, & Awal, 2014). 

Within this framework, metaphors are seen as gateways to the structure of human thought 

and cognition.  

The challenge of applying this theory to Persian, however, comes from two sources. 

Firstly, we need to do due diligence to make sure what ‘metaphor’ means in the 

 
58 The sense of taste is Persian is called češāi coming from the verb češidan. 
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Conceptual Metaphor Theory can be applied to este'āre - the closest Persian trope to 

metaphor in meaning. They take a conceptual metaphor such as ARGUMENT IS WAR 

and look for examples in Persian or any other language for that matter. This study, on the 

other hand, argues that a pragmatic study must begin with cases from discourse – 

ethnographic observation, conversation analysis or corpus examination – based on which 

a hypothesis can be shaped, proven or rejected.  

Secondly, the history of Persian literature is a unique domain. Este'āre comes from a 

special tradition where poetry and poetics were highly valued and praised by the elite, as 

well as the general public. It is argued that “Persian literature is essentially symbolic. This 

is reflected in the abundant use of rhetorical figures in both prose and poetry, and also in 

the prominent place of poetry in Persian culture” (Seyed-Gohrab, 2011: 1).  

Making this as clear as possible, I acknowledge that a valid criticism can be applied here 

to my study as I would use ‘active metaphor’ to study Persian. While I believe that what 

metaphor means in English language and literature is different from what its closest 

equivalent este'āre means in Persian language and literature, I am using ‘active metaphor’ 

in its provisional and technical use in linguistics.  

For precision, I make use of Goddard’s categorisation of the meta-category of metaphor 

in English. He divides them into four types, namely “conventional  or fixed  metaphors  

(e.g., broken-hearted), systems of polysemes (e.g., she demolished my argument), ‘active 

metaphors’ (e.g., unemployment  is  a  contagious disease) and poetic metaphors (e.g., 

the fog comes on little cat feet)” (Goddard, 2004: 1213). The most relevant part of 

Goddard’s categorisation to this study is the concept of “active metaphor”. 

Active metaphor, here, means a non-literal use of a lexical item where the literal meaning 

can be activated easily using a metalexical tag vis-à-vis its non-literal meaning. It does 

not mean that both meanings exist or are inferred at the same time, but it implies that both 

can be triggered quite easily. 

For example, one way to test if a metaphor is active or fixed59 (or dead) is to conduct a 

lexical test. A useful solution has been put forth by Bogusławski (1994) (cf. Goddard, 

2004). It is a partial test and “relies on the existence of expressions like the following, in 

which the speaker directly comments  on  his  or  her  choice  of  words: so  to  speak, as  

 
59 There are some cases that a metaphor is both active and fixed (so-called ‘metaphorical clichés’), such 

as food for thought or the tip of the iceberg (Goddard, 2004: 1213). 
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it  were, if  you  like, speaking metaphorically” (Goddard, 2004: 1214; emphasis mine). 

Here more than indicating metapragmatic knowledge (as the focus of this study), it is 

testing the metalexical awareness of speakers. These expressions used to carry out this 

‘metalexical tag test’, Goddard argues, “can be taken as overt evidence of the speaker’s 

metalexical awareness” (ibid). Some examples, from Goddard (2004), are as follows: 

 

They all activate the awareness of speakers about the use of metaphor. If it is so, then we 

are dealing with a case of ‘active metaphor’. However, it is not straightforward or even 

possible to add the same expressions to a sentence in Persian. Most of these tags, if not 

all, do not have an exact equivalent in other languages. Having that mind, I looked for 

metalexical tags in Persian which, when used, can function in the same manner. I 

postulate that there are similar adverbial phrases in Persian which can reveal speakers’ 

metalexical awareness of metaphorical (non-literal) speech – even though being non-

literal and poetic is not uncommon in Persian. I argue that the best candidate after being 

tested in various contexts is be estelāh. 

 

The reason that be estelāh seems to be the best tag for checking active metaphors in 

Persian is that it hints to the twofold semantics of the lexical item which precedes in a 

secular way. By secular, I mean it does not infer other aspects of speech coming from 

Persian literature and imagery. For example, let us look at the below tags: 

[20] 

 Language is, so to speak, the mirror of the mind. 

 Unemployment is a contagious disease, as it were. 

 The past is, metaphorically speaking, a foreign country. 

 He was, if you like, in the semi-finals of his life. 

[21] 

Be estelāh  

to expression 

“As one would express” / “So to speak” 
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Both [22] and [23] have serious inadequacies, that is, the function in the opposite manner 

to secular tags. Be qol.e maruf is used as a Persian discourse marker for the use of a 

proverb or an intentional allusion to a famous literary quote, a dead metaphor, the 

opposite of what I am looking for. It works like a quotation marker in speech to admit 

that one’s next words are well-known quotes. Be tor.e este'āri on the other hand, refers 

to the speech involving the Persian trope este'āre. Este'āre in Persian, as I briefly touched 

on earlier, is a hyponym for the superordinate category-name of tašbih (lit. simile) without 

the similarity marker mesl (like). Needless to say, active metaphor is very different from 

an obscure simile.  

Hence, these two tags link with proverbial and literary speech in Persian, which means 

when they are used as metalexical tags, they direct language users’ attention towards 

something non-existent in the sentence – a proverb or an este'āre. This allusion is in turn 

part of the metalinguistic knowledge of Persian speakers who are familiar with the history 

of Persian literature. 

Be estelāh, on the other hand, can work as a tag to attract attention to the polysemic nature 

of the word in the spotlight. When used after maze-related lexical items, speakers agree 

[22]  

Be  qol.e        maruf  

To  said.LIG  known 

“As the saying goes” 

 

[23]  

Be   tor.e      este'āri 

To   like.LIG   este'āri 

“Metaphorically speaking” 
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that it seems peculiar to use maze (lit. taste) for people or speech as it elicits the literal 

(gastronomical) sense of maze, which is otherwise non-salient60. 

I will use the tag in a few sentences (Table 5) to assess if lexical items with maze1 and 

maze2 are active metaphors. A provisional translation for be estelāh is so to speak.  

 Lexical tag in a sentence Translation  

[24] Mina, be estelāh bāmaze ast 

 

Mina is with.taste, be estelāh. 

 

[25] Be estelāh maze-rixtan.ha.tun ro 

bas konid 

 

Stop your, be estelāh, taste-pouring 

[26] Suxi.ha.tun xeili, be estelāh, bimaze 

bud 

 

Your wit was very without.taste, be estelāh 

 

Table 5. Lexical tag test 

 

Be estelāh in all three sentences above works as if the adjacent lexical item were 

highlighted or put in the spotlight. This is to an extent the activation of what Derrida calls 

‘citationality’ by highlighting the possibility of any words being placed between two 

quotation marks, i.e. “in so doing it can break with every given context, engendering an 

infinity of new contexts in a manner which is absolutely illimitable” (Derrida, 1971: 12). 

The metalexical tag, in fact, changes the context of the lexical item it is imposed on and 

recontextualises it in the light of language users’ metalexical61 knowledge; pointing out 

that the lexical item has another, plainer meaning as well.  

The tags above highlight the polysemous nature of bāmaze in [24], maze-rixtan in [25], 

and bimaze in [26]. The mechanism at work here is that these tags, in English or Persian, 

divert the natural processing of inferences. This divergence, as a matter of fact, can point 

out whether or not the literal meaning is alive below the ashes of frequently used 

metaphors or not.  

In the case of maze, even if the case under discussion were not polysemy, then one would 

argue that it is homonymy, which I disagree because I argue that the meaning of maze0 

 
60 When someone is labelled as bāmaze or bimaze, the salient meaning is an amusing person or a not-

amusing person. The non-salient sense - a ?tasty or ?tasteless person - is not inferred immediately.  
61 metalinguistic in general. 
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and maze1 are conceptually related. To prove that, see the test62 below (cf. Deane, 1987; 

Cruse, 1986: 13; Taylor, 1989: 101) using the argument structures of maze0 and maze1 in 

parallel phrases63.  

 

As discussed above, in daily conversations, bāmaze (with.taste) is only used to describe 

amusing people and things and it is not used for tasty (with.taste) food. What I tried to do 

with the test above is to put both potential senses of bāmaze in one sentence with two 

parallel components. We know that people can be bāmaze, but food cannot be. The 

adjective which collocates with good tasting food is xošmaze (lit. good.taste). Therefore, 

the test above assumes bāmaze (with.taste) as the complement of both a human subject 

and a non-human edible subject. Although bāmaze is hardly used in relation to food, [27] 

works well structurally and semantically. Mina’s joke and mum’s food are both bāmaze 

(with.taste). Although there is a lexical ambiguity in the second part – where we are not 

sure if mum’s food was tasty or funny – the test shows maze0 and maze2 do not constitute 

a homonymous pair and they semantically related as in polysemy.  

The proposition that both senses of maze are polysemous is supported by the metalexical 

tag test above. This proves that maze as descriptor of speech is an active metaphor. In 

addition, I would like to provide another argument to support my claim that maze2 as 

descriptor of speech is an active metaphor and the base meaning of maze0 is alive in its 

other senses. My corpus of Twitter contains an example where a user says az yax ham 

 
62 On this test, Taylor (1989: 101) writes: “If the senses are distinct, the resulting sentence exhibits the kind 

of oddity, popular with punsters, which traditional rhetoric called zeugma”. 
63 Taylor (1989: 101-2) distinguishes between zeugma and the test I am conducting in [27]. He writes that 

zeugma is something like ‘Arthur and his driving licence expired last Thursday’ while the test I am 

proposing in [27] is a “closely related test exploits the fact that an anaphoric expression like do so too 

requires for its interpretation the same sense as its antecedent” (p. 102) like ‘I don't want a pig in the house, 

and neither does Jane’. The reason for this difference is that Taylor tries to tell apart ambiguity from 

vagueness, but I am only trying to establish the semantic relatedness. 

[27]  

Jok.e        mina  bā.maze    bud,   qaza.ye      maman   ham 

Joke.LIG   Mina with.taste   was,   food.LIG     mum     also 

“Mina’s joke was bāmaze, so was mum’s food”. 
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bimaze.tarid meaning ‘you are more without.taste [unfunny] than ice’. The complete 

sentence comes from corpus MT1: 

 

This sentence presents an example in line with the previous test. Yax (lit. ice) in Persian 

is used metaphorically for people or jokes which are very unfunny, mostly failed to be 

funny (like bimaze in 3.2.2). It is part of the taxonomy of metaphors of coldness for people 

who inherently lack the ability to make other people laugh with their words and 

behaviour. On the contrary, people who are bāmaze, amusing and good at playful 

language are known to be garm (lit. warm). On the literal level, yax (ice) is something 

which is known by speakers to be tasting like water, i.e. tasteless (aka, bimaze). This is 

another point to show that, firstly, maze2 is semantically related to maze0, and when maze2 

is used, the literal (gastronomical) sense of maze is actively construed.  

The metaphorical structure here gives rise to the active literal meaning of maze in the 

example below: 

[28]  

Bazi    az      tweet.a    qašang   malume   xodetuno            jer dadin  

Some from   tweet.PL  pretty    clear.is   yourselves.OM    tear.gave.2P 

tā       ye    čiz.e         bā.maze     dar.biād     vali az       yax   ham   bi.maze.tarid 

until one thing.LIG with.taste out.come.3S but from   ice    also without.taste 

more.is.2P 

“Some tweets are clear that you are trying so hard to be bāmaze (funny) but 

actually you are so bimaze like ice”. 
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In example [29], yax (ice) and bimaze (without.taste) are used as two synonyms and 

complements. Yax and bimaze are both used in their metaphorical senses in the joint 

construction, which is another example of the active metaphor. Besides, the bāmaze 

(funny) aspect of the joke is that because the user is connected via a German proxy, he is 

very “cold” and “unfunny”, reflecting some stereotypical idea about Germans.  

To sum up, I have made a case for the concept of active metaphor as a viable category to 

study maze in Persian. This proves that maze is polysemous and its senses are related. 

This is very important because I have situated my study partly in the literature on taste-

related vocabulary. Before I can further my ethnopragmatic analysis of speaking with 

maze, I will clarify what type of polysemy I am dealing with. To this point, I begin with 

a brief description of two types of polysemy: regular and irregular. 

3.3.4. Maze: Regular or Irregular Polysemy? 

At first sight, the polysemy of maze falls into a category that Apresjan (1974:16) calls 

“irregular polysemy”. To evaluate this, we need to first define regular polysemy. Apresjan 

defines regular polysemy by saying “polysemy of the word A with the meanings ai and aj 

is called regular if, in the given language, there exists at least one other word B with 

meanings bi and bj, which are semantically distinguished from each other in exactly the 

same way as ai and aj and if ai and bi, aj and bj are nonsynonymous” (Apresian, 1974: 16). 

In addition, he adds that “polysemy is called irregular if the semantic distinction between 

ai and aj is not exemplified in any other word of the given language” (Apresian, 1974: 

16). I apply this method to maze to determine the nature of the polysemy. 

[29] 

Age tweet.hām     xeyli   yax  o     bimaze         šode          bexātere         ine ke  

If      tweet.PL.my  very   ice and without.taste became.3S because.LIG this.is that 

filteršekanam    alan   be   server.e       ālmān         vasl šode 

proxy.my           now  to    server.LIG  Germany connect-became.3S 

“If my tweets are bimaze and yax (ice), it’s because my proxy has just connected 

through a server in Germany”. 
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ai: maze0 (as taste of food) 

A: maze  

aj: maze2 (as in bāmaze, descriptor of speech) 

Figure 6. maze an irregular polysemy 

 

Following the method, I need to answer if there is any other word (B) with meaning bi 

and bj in Persian. The short answer is yes, namak64 (salt) and bānamak (with.salt) can 

constitute the same relationship as depicted below. 

 

bi: namak (as salt – a food) 

B: namak  

bj: namak (as bānamak- descriptor of speech) 

Figure 7. namak an irregular polysemy 

 

So far, the first impression is that the polysemy of maze falls into the category of regular 

polysemy. But here comes the second question: are A and B are nonsynonymous? This 

time the answer is no: bāmaze and bānamak are synonyms in their metaphoric senses. 

They both function as metapragmatic labels denoting being good at playful language in 

Persian. Their identical semantics would be vouched for by lay speakers regardless of my 

efforts in this chapter and the next to discern their differences. 

In addition, semantically speaking, maze and namak are only two words with this 

polysemic relationship. Thus, based on this argument, I reiterate my argument that maze 

presents a case of ‘irregular polysemy’ and therefore, it is an active metaphor when used 

as a descriptor of speech. This is in line with Apresjan’s observation that “regularity is a 

distinctive feature of metonymical transfers; irregular polysemy is more typical of, 

metaphorical transfers” (1974: 16). 

 
64 See Chapter 4 on namak.  
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To conclude this assignment of the current chapter, I established that there are three senses 

of maze. Maze0 is the base meaning and appears in three ways: as noun modifier in mazeye 

qahve (taste of coffee), a modified noun – mostly modified by good and bad – in qazāye 

bad maze (bad taste food), and in light verb construction such as maze-kardan (to taste). 

Secondly, maze1 as a descriptor of experience presents as a case of a dead metaphor of 

experience without generative capacity. And finally, Maze2 is a descriptor of speech and 

appears in two ways: after prepositions bā and bi (with and without respectively), and in 

another set of light verb constructions when the light verb is either rixtan (to pour) or 

parāndan (to throw). This is the sense mostly under investigation in this chapter. 

In the following section, I will present a semantic analysis of maze0 and maze1. It is useful 

in two ways: first, it clears any ambiguity and makes it easier to focus on the 

metapragmatic labels later. Second, it testifies to the suitability of the methodology and 

NSM metalanguage to overcome semantic challenges.  

3.4. Maze0 and Maze1 

I have established that maze-related vocabulary in Persian falls into the category of taste-

related studies which spans anthropology to cognitive semantics. This study enjoys the 

insights from many of these studies, as I outlined in 3.3.1. 

As discussed above, maze0 is the base sense and maze1 is a dead metaphor. Even though 

they both are out of the focus of this study, they deserve clarification. To that end, I will 

briefly show how they appear in discourse using the corpus data and examples. Then in 

3.5, I will focus on maze2 as a descriptor of speech.  

3.4.1. Maze0 as Descriptor of Food 

As discussed above, maze0 is the most utilised sense denoting the ability to discern certain 

characteristics of things. As part of our sensory perception we know things have 

maze/taste when they touch certain areas of our mouth and, more specifically, our tongue. 

It is attested that different linguacultures have different ways of describing tastes (see 

3.3.1), but within the same culture people generally agree on their taste experiences, 
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which is represented, for instance, in their cuisines, or preferences for spices and 

ingredients. 

Moreover, I have shown through arguments and examples that, in Persian, maze0 (as a 

faculty of the body) and maze2 (as amusing; being good at playful language) are related 

in the speakers’ linguistic consciousness and when the latter is used there is an active 

epistemic correspondence to the former.  

Maze0 (as a noun) and maze-kardan (lit. taste-do; as a verb) are two main forms used in 

the language. Persian speakers also use the lexical verb češidan (to taste) as a more formal 

equivalent for maze-kardan to talk about tasting. Češidan is a transitive verb which can 

refer to the gastronomic sense and also to the experience of things (similar to maze1). I 

have identified a frequent trend that maze (as noun) usually complements the object of 

the predicate with cešidan, for example: 

 

With this insight, I will explicate the base meaning of maze0, which seems to describe an 

activity shared among humans. Although maze0 might seem to be easy to explicate, it is, 

in fact, the one with many intricacies. Goddard and Wierzbicka (2014a) touch on the 

semantics of taste as a sense briefly while they use TASTE as a concept with a molecule 

status – near universal.  

I incorporate their work in my explication with a direct reference to their component (b): 

‘some parts of someone [mouth] touches something’. Goddard and Wierzbicka (2014a) 

add in a footnote that “further investigation may be required as to whether component (b) 

should be phrased in terms of ‘some parts of the mouth’ or ‘somewhere inside the mouth’, 

or some combination thereof. Second, sentences about how things “taste”, e.g. This tea 

tastes sweet, will require a more complex format of explication: more subjective, focused 

more explicitly on the quality of the sensory experience, and expressing a degree of 

‘epistemic reserve’” (Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014a: 57, FN 1).  

[30]  

maze.ye     gušt     ro       cešidam 

Taste.LIG   meat  OM      tasted.1S 

“I tasted the meat”. 
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On the other hand, Speed and Majid (2019: 2-3) report that based on cross-linguistic data 

from across the world, it appears that there are basic distinctions of sweet, salty, bitter, 

and sour (Chamberlain, 1903; Majid & Levinson, 2008; Myers, 1904), although there can 

be some confusion when identifying basic tastes (O’Mahony et al.,1979), and lexical 

conflations across tastes exist (the same term being used to describe sour and bitter, for 

example) (Majid & Levinson, 2008). This insight adds to, the Iranian philosopher, 

Avicenna’s categorisation of taste (see 3.3.1), namely, that there are five taste qualities; 

i.e. sweet, bitter, sour, salty, and insipid, and shows the importance of folk categories of 

having taste or lacking taste (insipid) in Persian speakers’ world of meanings and 

sensorium.  

When Persian speakers use maze, the presupposed sense of the word is ‘good taste’ (tasty 

or xošmaze) for something; that is mostly realised in either sweet or moderately salty 

(among the basic taste distinctions). That is the reason a sentence such as X maze dārad, 

which roughly means ‘X has taste’, in fact, means X has ‘good taste’: i.e. it is tasty; as 

opposed to saying Y maze nadārad, meaning ‘Y does not have taste’ in the sense that it 

is not tasty (or xošmaze). While it can be a human universal that people tend to praise 

food than criticise it, it provides compelling reasons to take ‘X has taste’ as the base form 

for explicating maze.  

Thus, maze0 is predominantly construed as a good and pleasant quality when perceived. 

Both sentences (‘X maze dārad’ and ‘Y maze nadārad’) are, interestingly, used in their 

metaphoric senses, as well, for experiences and people (referring to their kalām – words). 

This insight is extremely useful to begin the explicating maze. Maze always has positive 

connotations, even in its metaphoric senses (maze1 and maze2). To convey a negative 

sense, it needs to be marked with a complement such as a preposition (bi) or an adjective 

(bad). That is the reason the person who is good at playful language (see 3.2.1) is bāmaze 

(with taste) and not ?bā.xošmaze (‘with.good.taste’). 

Based on such assumption, I explicate the semantic frame in čiz maze0 dārad (This 

something has taste), in which, in fact, maze refers to being xošmaze (good.taste). 
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The explication [F] illustrates the semantic content of maze in its most frequent use. I take 

eat (a molecule) as the prototype which includes eating and drinking. In Persian xordan 

(to eat) is used for both eating (food) and (drinking) liquids65.  

The knowledge of maze is derived from the kind of feeling as it happens inside the 

mouth’s receptors (as in line b). The processing of a maze (taste) happens in mind, in the 

form of thinking as (in c and d) one thinks that something has maze or it is bā maze (with 

taste) in the gastronomical sense66.   

I did not use KNOW instead of THINK in line d. A very important component of the 

explication is the distinction between ‘knowing’ a quality like taste versus ‘being able to 

think of something’ because of this quality intrinsic of the thing. While it seems a simple 

choice of which are the best primes to describe the experience, it actually opens up a 

longstanding divergence between realism and idealism in philosophy. 

Idealism takes the outer world as the imagination of mind while realism argues that mind 

is mirror of world (cf. Perry & James, 1921). The explication above offers a balanced 

cognitive picture of what happens in the mind while we receive sensory data. Neither is 

it of the nature of knowing and knowledge (idealism), nor a reflection of reality (realism). 

 
65 The specialised verb nušidan (to drink) is not common, especially in conversations.  
66 Bāmaze is not used in gastronomical sense as shown in 3.2.1. Here I want to emphasise that ‘having 

maze” is synonymous with being with maze. 

[F] Explication for in qazā maze0 dārad (This food has taste) 

a. when someone eats [m] something like this, the same thing happens many 

times, 

it happens like this:  

b.  some of it (or: a little of) is inside this someone’s mouth [m] for a short 

time  

c.  this someone feels something good (in the mouth) because of it 

d.  this someone thinks like this: "this is good, I want more". 
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it very much: the taste of the experience, so to speak, was good. The frequency of the 

verb in all inflections (both positive and negative) is 0.05 per million in Talkbank corpus. 

Example [34] below comes from this corpus: 

 

The sentence [34] indicates that without pain, any gain is worthless. Maze-dāštan in this 

sentence refers to the expected pleasure someone gains by doing something. If this 

something is not done properly (as expected), it does not have taste, i.e. pleasure. 

The final phrase in this category is maze-ye čizi rā češidan (to taste something’s taste), 

referring to ‘trying it for the first time’ or ‘experiencing something uncommon’. While it 

also can have a literal inference and denote maze0, maze-ye čizi rā češidan expresses such 

conceptions as depicted in example [35] below: 

 

There is a subtle witty word play at work in this example.  A Persian speaker can think of 

and talk about tasting food and having an experience using the same schemata, as in the 

phrase maze-ye čizi rā češidan. Hence, in [35], the speaker has the adequate linguistic 

[34] from talkbank 

Agar  saxti          nabāšad                be-dast-āvordan.e      in       jāyeze  ke   

 If     hardship      NEG.SUBJ.be   with-hand-come.LIG    this   prize    that     

maze-nadārad 

taste-NEG-have.3S 

“Winning the prize means nothing if there is no hardship on the way”. 

[35] from MT1 corpus 

Mote’asefane  ba’d.e  lazania   dige          natunestam  

Unfortunately      after   lasagne   nomore    NEG.can.1S  

maze.ye     ešq.e       vaqei    ro       bečešam 

taste.LIG  love.LIG    real   OM     SUBJ.taste.1S 

“Unfortunately, I haven’t experienced real love after lasagne”. 
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repertoire to mix two conceptual domains and says I have not ‘experienced’ (maze1) real 

love after ‘tasting’ (maze0) lasagne, and therefore the true love of his/her life is 

tasting/experiencing lasagne.  

The next example [36] is more literally referring to this sense: 

 

This example [36] has more details in the argument structure. Maze1 can be compounded 

with adjectives good or bad to give more detail about the quality of the experience. The 

mixing of senses is at work here in the form of maze-ye talx (lit. taste bitter), which is a 

common collocation for painful experiences. The students here have been unjustly 

deprived of their education (probably due to their political activism) and this fits the 

schemata of ‘tasting something bad’ or ‘bitter’ as the taste lasts for some time and makes 

one feel bad. 

Here concludes the brief review of maze1 for the purpose of clarification. This sense of 

maze has not been elaborated on in depth as it is the least relevant one to this study on 

metapragmatics of playful language in general and this chapter on ‘having maze’ in 

particular.  

[36] from MT1 corpus 

Aknun danesjuyan  bā     maze.ye    talx.e         mahrumiat   az  

 Now       students   with  taste.LIG   bitter.LIG deprivation from  

tahsil       dar  term.e     dovvom,  vared.e        eid        misavand 

education in   term.LIG second    enter.LIG holiday DUR.become.3P 

“Now students start their holiday with the bitter taste of being deprived 

(expelled) from school for the second term”. 
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3.5. Maze2 as Descriptor of Speech 

I previously discussed bāmaze, bimaze and xošmaze in 3.2.3. In this section, I will discuss 

a few other maze2-related expressions and pave the wave for the concluding remarks for 

this chapter on speaking with taste in Persian playful language.  

The two main and most frequent compound forms with maze2 are bā.maze (lit. with.taste) 

and bi.maze (lit. without.taste), both adjectives. They are descriptors used by speakers to 

describe the use of language in interactions. There are other constructions made with 

maze2 that I will list here, and they will be discussed subsequently. First, two similar Light 

Verb Constructions (LVC) bā.maze.gi-kardan (with.taste.NOM-do) and xoš.maze.gi-

kardan (good.taste.NOM-do) will be examined. Then, two closely related LVCs maze-

rixtan (lit. taste-pouring) and maze parāndan (lit. taste-throwing), the framing clause 

bā.maze ast [ke] (lit. with.taste is [that]), and finally the verbal phrase bā.maze bāzi dar-

āvordan (lit. with.taste play out-bring) will be discussed. 

3.5.1. Bā.mazegi-kardan vs Xoš.mazegi-kardan 

Bāmaze as an adjective takes the nominaliser gi to become a noun. A noun can be added 

to a light verb in modern Persian to construct a verb. As a result, bā.mazegi-kardan (lit. 

with.taste-do) is the verb form of bāmaze and means trying to be (perceived) a bāmaze 

person or what an English speaker would roughly say with ‘joking around’, ‘making witty 

remarks’, or ‘being humorous and amusing’. 

In addition, xošmaze (lit. good.taste) is an adjective predominately used to describe maze0, 

i.e. taste of things. In section 3.3, I presented tests which showed that xošmaze can replace 

bāmaze to act as a metapragmatic label. Xošmaze also takes the nominaliser gi to become 

a noun, and with added light verb kardan, it makes the verb xoš.mazegi-kardan (lit. 

good.taste-do). Corpus data and the intuition of native speakers show that xošmaze tends 

to be used in sarcastic sense; i.e. to call a person sarcastically ‘being with maze2’ when 

they are clearly not. The same goes for the LVC xoš.mazegi-kardan, that is, it seems to 

be used more sarcastically than bā.mazegi-kardan. 

From one perspective (e.g. Searle, 1965), verbs of this kind, such as bā.mazegi-kardan 

and xoš.mazegi-kardan, can be considered speech act verbs since they perform an 

illocutionary act. It is Austin’s postulation that a speech act is done with a design and 
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intention to produce a perlocutionary effect (Austin, 1962: 101). While a speaker 

produces an act, it might have consequences and effects which are intended or unintended 

(Austin, 1962:106). However, the hearer might not be able to recognise the illocutionary 

(i.e. intention) of the speaker who performs the speech act (cf. Allan, 2003). 

There are two problems with this model in the context of my study. First, according to 

Austin (1970: 238) all utterances are speech acts. Thus, it is in a sense meaningless to 

focus on a category as ‘speech act’ to make distinction. Second, as I showed in Figure 5 

in section 3.2.2, in cases of bā.mazegi-kardan and xoš.mazegi-kardan, the hearer might 

completely recognise the intention of the speaker to ‘play around’ or ‘joke around’, but 

they think it is not bāmaze enough, or just the person is not bāmaze enough. This 

recognition of intention but rejection of the content is not included in all those conditions 

that Speech Act theorists list for an ideal situation of the performative acts (e.g. cf. Allan, 

2003: 460-2). What really helps this study is to put both verbs in the context of 

metapragmatics. Both verbs describe some playful speech practices which are valued 

when they are done well.  

Another observation is that whereas someone can bā.maze.gi-kardan (v.), but it is not 

possible to talk about the opposite, bi.maze.gi-kardan (v. – lit. without.taste-do). One 

reason is that the light verb kardan is used in such constructions to denote the agentic 

mood of the verb. This is a slight deviation of the common account on this light verb (e.g. 

Karimi-Doostan, 1997, Vahedi-Langrudi, 1996) as in Family (2014), which argues the 

light verb kardan can express “carrying out an action on external entities or undergoing 

an internal process, but also carrying out activities that do not cause a change of state. 

Aspectually, kaerdaen [kardan] expresses achievements or activities” (Family, 2014: 61). 

Based on semantic evaluation, the most important component of kardan in any 

construction is, according to my analysis, that something is being done by an agent. 

Therefore, as no one intends to be bimaze (see explication [C]), the verb (i.e. bi.maze.gi-

kardan) does not exist in the actual lexicon.  

Both bāmazegi and xošmazegi refer to a speaker trying to be amusing by saying things 

(such as jokes) to others present; simply put, they want to be bāmaze. I checked the 

corpora for the sarcastic use of xošmazegi-kardan. Corpus examination shows that the 

frequency of xošmazegi-kardan in Talkbank corpus is as little as 0.02 per million and 

among them only 17% of them have a non-negative sense, i.e. to succeed to be bāmaze. 

On the other hand, bāmazegi-kardan has a less frequency at 0.01 per million and the data 
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shows the same amount of use in the negative sense. I cannot rely on this for any 

generalisations as long as there is no large corpus of spoken Persian. The only certain 

result is that xošmazegi-kardan as an LVC is much more frequent than bāmazegi-kardan, 

even though the latter seems to be more basic than the other. Below is an example from 

the corpus: 

 

In [37] xošmazegi-kardan conveys a negative sense: The speaker remembers more 

professional announcers in the past who would only announce the game. But these days 

– in the speaker’s opinion – football announcers spend too much time on making snide 

remarks at others (perhaps people related to the game) and try to be bāmaze (amusing), 

where it is not appropriate, or their intentions fail (almost) every time. 

In terms of my ethnopragmatic analysis, both verb constructions – xošmazegi-kardan and 

bāmazegi-kardan – are reiterations of the mental script for the component b and c in 

explication [B] for bāmaze which describes the intentional aspect of the practice.  

 

It is followed by the recognition of the speaker’s performing the playful speech, which 

can be formed as either a positive judgement or a negative. Both verbs describe the act of 

[37] from Talkbank  

Gozārešgarān.i         ke   bedun.e        ānke   matalak  beyandāzand      va  

Announcers.INDEF that without.LIG that      snide     SUBJ.throw.3P and 

xoš.mazegi konand, futbāl      rā be   behtarin  šive        gozāreš mikardand. 

Good.taste do.3P,     football OM with best    manner announce.DUR.did.3P 

“The football announcer that could announce a football game in the best way 

without making snide remarks or trying to be bāmaze”. 

[38] 

b) “It is good if I say something now, not like people say at other many times 

it is good if these people here want to laugh [m] because of it” 

c) this someone often says something because of this 
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An anecdotal story that I recorded goes as follows. A teacher is thanking her students for 

having given her high student evaluations. She says “What should I do with all these 

watermelons that you have put on my arms?”, which is an expression for situations where 

you have been highly flattered and treated very specially. She uses the expression in the 

metaphoric sense, but suddenly a student takes (advantage of) the literal sense of 

‘watermelon’ and loudly replies: “Drink the juice and hold on to the seeds!”, which has 

derogatory connotations. Everybody laughs except the teacher, who is obviously 

offended. Interestingly, although this maze parāndan seems to qualify for being an 

instance of hāzerjavābi, it is hardly the case because this attempt was not a javāb 

(response) to a previous remark (see section 2.5). 

Intuitively, it seems that the difference between ‘maze rixtan’ (lit. pouring taste) and 

‘maze parāndan’ (lit. throwing taste) deals with the semantics of the light verbs in 

Persian. Although being semantically and syntactically ‘light’, they serve a semantic 

purpose inside the construction, according to cognitive-constructional accounts (cf. 

Family, 2014; Golshaie, 2016). In other words, “each LV in Persian forms networked 

clusters of polysemous meanings for which specific types of NVs [Non-verbal elements] 

are appropriate” (Golshaie, 2016: 22). Hence, cognitively speaking, the difference 

between rixtan (lit. pouring) something (here maze2) and parāndan (lit. throwing) 

something (here maze2) hinges on the construal of these two light verbs in Persian.  

Rixtan as a lexical verb contains the meaning of letting something pour/drop non-

deliberately where you are not supposed to. It is an inchoative verb with a salient capacity 

for transitivity alternation. For example: 

 

[39] 

Mina qazā  ro      rixt 

Mina food OM poured 

“Mina poured/dropped the food” 

[40] 

qazā    rixt 

food   poured/dropped 
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In both [39] and [40], the lexical verb rixtan connotes that the action/incident of 

dropping/pouring was an undesired outcome. When used as a light verb, in the case of 

maze2, a similar sense is inferred. One lets a [context-related] joke drop/pour out of their 

mouth in an undesired/unexpected situation.  

Parāndan, on the other hand, has an intentional component – as a ‘Verb of Throwing’ 

(cf. Levin, 1993), that is, in a complex language, "instantaneously causing ballistic 

motion" (ibid: 147). The lexical verb parāndan is a transitive, causative verb which comes 

from the intransitive verb paridan (lit. to jump, to fly) by adding an infix (ān)68. Adding 

the affix ān to a set of intransitive verbs of actions in Persian can make a causative 

transitive verb. Parāndan here means to ‘have something jump or fly’. I prefer to use 

‘throw taste’ as the gloss for maze parāndan, because it gives a better picture of the 

inference by speakers themselves. 

Therefore, the case of maze parāndan seems to imply the sudden nature of the joke while 

maze rixtan is more common in a negative imperative form. Corpus data does partly 

support this assumption. The number of hits for maze rixtan in a negative imperative form 

(aka maze nariz – lit. don’t pour taste) is equal to the number of the verb in its all other 

inflections, which is relatively significant. It also shows a higher collocation of maze 

rixtan with adverbs such as inqadr (lit. so much) in the negative form. Both are indications 

of maze rixtan describing persistent attempts to be bāmaze (make others laugh) for some 

time. 

 

 
68 Meshkatoddini (1994: 119) calls this infix ‘the causative element’ [my translation]. 

[41] Taken from MT1 

Bā    menšenhāye             bi.rabt               o     maze-rixtanhāye          bi.namak  

With mention.PL.LIG without.relevance and taste-pouring.PL.LIG without.salt 

qarār       nist       kasi        az     to     xošeš           biād 

supposed isn’t somebody from you like.3S.PC SUBJ.come.3S 

“No one will like you with making irrelevant mentions [on twitter] and making 

unfunny and distasteful jokes”. 
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In example [41], firstly it is clear that the speech act of maze rixtan was unappreciated 

and undesired. What is more, the speaker describes them as binamak (lit. without.salt) to 

add that not only was the act unwelcome, but the intention failed as no one could laugh 

because of that. Based on these insights, I compare the explications for maze parāndan 

in [G] and maze rixtan in [H]. 

 

 

 

[G] Explication for maze parāndan - As in Mina maze parānd (lit. threw taste) 

a) This someone said something at a time because they wanted something to happen  

b) when this someone said it, it happened like this: 

 this someone was with some other people 

 these people were saying something about something else for some time,  

 they wanted to say more about it 

c) This someone thought something like this: 

  “I want these people to laugh [m]” 

 I want them to think about me “she is bāmaze [d]” 

d) because of it, this someone said something one time 

e) after this, it did not happen as she wanted 

f) these other people didn’t laugh [m] because of it 

g) they thought like this: 

  “it is not good to say something when other people are saying something 

  people know this.” 
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Both [G] and [H] start with the description of an event as they are pseudo speech acts 

referring to speech situations. They do not take a human object (they are directed at 

somebody), but they describe the speech event. Line a in both explications states the 

intentional aspect of both verbs. In [G] there is a time adverb of time (at a time) because 

maze parāndan refers to one incident, while in [H] there is no restriction on the number 

times so ‘things’ is in plural as maze rixtan usually happens more than once.  

Since it happens once in [G], the speech event is created following the expression of the 

intended (b). Component b (in [G]) clarifies the situation more: there were other people 

(at least one more) and they were speaking for some time. Besides they were not about to 

pause for the other to be allowed to say something (the mechanism of interactions). In 

addition, in Persian culture (like many others) it is not acceptable to interrupt someone’s 

speaking. Component c shows the thought process of this person who initiated the event: 

(s)he wanted others to laugh, wanted to be bāmaze – as if the value of being bāmaze can 

nullify the impoliteness of interrupting someone’s speaking. Due to the negative 

[H] Explication for maze rixtan - As in Mina maze rixt (lit. poured taste) 

a) This someone said some things because they wanted something to happen  

b) someone was with some other people 

when other people were doing other things, 

this someone said some things more than one time 

c) because she thought something like this: 

  “I want these people to laugh [m]” 

  because she wanted others to think she is bāmaze [d] 

d) other people didn’t laugh because of it, as she wanted. 

e) when something like this happens, other people here think like this: 

 “It is not good to say bāmaze [d] things when other people are doing 

something. 

  people know this.” 
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connotations of maze parāndan, it is usually used when the intention fails and backfires 

(as in e). The other people’s reaction makes up the rest of the explication with reference 

to the epistemic knowledge shared among all. This explication captures the 

metapragmatics of this label from the illocutionary to the perlocutionary with direct 

reference to the shared knowledge of interactions. 

In case of [H], maze rixtan does not necessarily interrupt the stream of someone’s speech. 

It is mostly an (repeated) attempt to be bāmaze. Component b provides a context 

description where other people might be doing things other than speaking. This person 

intends to be bāmaze with the same rationale; i.e. to make others laugh. It backfires and 

it does not lead to others’ laughter. It ends with the statement of the epistemic knowledge 

that interrupting others doing their things with being bāmaze is not acceptable. 

The negative connotations of both speech verbs are confirmed with native speakers’ 

intuition and corpus data. The fact of the matter is that nobody intends to ‘pour maze’ or 

‘throw maze’, but they intend to be bāmaze. These two verbs are indications of a backfire 

of the intention, as perceived by others present.  

In addition, there are several proverbs and famous Persian poetry lines on the importance 

of ‘there is time and place for any remark or word”. These two speech practices can 

signify that, for example, a hāzerjavābi (ready response) was performed in the wrong 

time as I explicated above. It is a violation of Persian cultural schema of adab, which can 

roughly be translated as ‘politeness’ (Sharifian, 2004) – see more in Chapter 4. In such 

situations, the value of maze, in the initiator’s mind, is overshadowed by the interruption 

of the other person who is saying (or doing something). Having said that, I have also come 

across these verbs – especially maze rixtan – in subjunctive or imperative forms. 
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Example [42] shows a scenario where a person asks if they can attempt to say something 

bāmaze while something else is happening. Often the situation is too serious or tense and 

this person asks if they are permitted to joke. This very question in itself is in fact a kind 

of ‘pouring maze’ by asking others if they would want him/her to ‘pour maze’. Although 

being a rhetorical question that indicates the seriousness of the current interpersonal 

situation it often receives a ‘no’ as an answer. 

Example [43] is an imperative which orders a person to ‘pour taste now’. This command 

happens in scenarios where a person has done some maze rixtan or maze parāndan before 

and they all backfired. The situation is either more tense now or it has reversed (the 

aspiring bāmaze person is doing/saying something important). The command to ‘pour 

taste now’ is in fact an echo (allusion) to the previous attempts by this person to be 

bāmaze. I categorise this imperative sentence as a Wilson and Sperber’s (1992) echoic 

irony, where a mention of a recent shared experience is made with a derogatory attitude.  

3.5.3. Bāmaze Ast 

A hardly noticed maze-related expression in Persian, which deserves an independent 

analysis elsewhere, is a phrase rather than a lexical item. Bāmaze ast [ke]69 is a copular 

phrase which can be translated (but not glossed) to the English cleft sentence it is ironic 

[that]. It is hard to determine if this phrase is a conceptual translation (calque) of the 

 
69 It is glossed as “with.taste is [that]”. 

[42]  

maze berizam? 

Taste SUBJ.pour.1S? 

“Should I pour taste?” 

[43]  

maze   beriz            hālā! 

Taste IMP.pour.2S now 

“Pour taste now!” 
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English phrase it is ironic or it is an in-grown expression out of the pragmatic necessities. 

While I intend to work on this phrase as a separate project later, I am discussing briefly 

the most significant elements of this phrase here. 

Bāmaze ast is semantically different from bāmaze as an adjective. It does not describe 

people, speech acts or practices; be they valued or not. Below examples from corpora 

show the dynamics of the phrase: 

 

Both uses of the phrase imply something that we would call situational irony in English. 

Recent studies show that when the label irony is invoked by speakers what it is often 

referred to is, in fact, situational irony (Dynel, 2017) to point to odd events which are 

incongruous with what has been, or could have been, expected (Shelley, 2001; Colston & 

Gibbs, 2007; Arab, 2016), and can be indicated by metareferential expressions 

(Haverkate, 1990: 78).  

The near equivalent form in English is ‘it is ironic that’, which is  a cleft sentence followed 

by a ‘that clause’ (similar to bāmaze ast), where the cleft construction, syntactically, is in 

the highest position and the content clause is embedded; i.e. Persian bamaze ast [ke] (lit. 

[44] Taken from Talkbank 

Az       sāl.e       91 dah yāzdah  ruzi             gozaste     va   bāmaze ast ke 

From year.LIG 91 ten   eleven  day.INDEF passed.3P and with.taste is that 

tanhā cizi            ke    azaš         yādam     munde       hamine 

only something that from.this mind.my remain.3S      this.is 

“Ten to eleven days have passed from the beginning of year 91 and it is ironic 

that this is the only thing I remember of this year”. 

 

[45] Taken from MT1 

Xeyli    bāmaze      as,   jang  sode 

Very     with.taste   is,   war    became 

“It is very ironic, a war started”. 
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with.taste is [that]) versus English it is ironic [that]. The English one is mostly categorised 

as an explicit irony marker (Barbe, 1993). 

In terms of translation of the phrase bāmaze ast, I prefer to use the cleft sentence it is 

ironic; however, it is often possible to translate them to a similar cleft construct like it is 

funny. Here funny means ridiculous or unexpected more than laughable (cf. Mullan, 

Goddard & Arab (forthcoming), for detailed discussion of ‘funny’). The content, in my 

opinion, is closer to the conceptualisation of the ironic in English.  

While the contrast makes sense in this case, the main goal of this thesis is to spell out the 

insiders’ cultural conceptualisations of such concepts and labels. Thus, instead of 

regarding such framing clauses as indicating sub-categories of situational irony, I propose 

that they are more suitably regarded as epistemic phrases (Wierzbicka 2006a: Ch 8), in 

line with my previous attempts to depict this aspect of collective (ethno)epistemology 

throughout this study.  

I also argue that such framing clauses reveal beyond speakers’ metapragmatic knowledge 

and correspond to speakers’ event knowledge of human life. They present 

conceptualisation of the unexpected – in humour studies it is framed as incongruous 

scripts which ordinarily violate our mental patterns and expectations (Morreall, 2016) – 

as well as “human fragility” – carried in the idea that “[these] events [are known to] 

‘mock’ the normal order of things” (Lucariello, 1994: 129).   

In both examples [44] and [45], the phrase bāmaze ast is used to show an incongruity as 

used in humour studies (cf. Attardo & Raskin, 2009). It indicates the perception of 

something incongruous, that is, perceiving two scripts which ordinarily violates our 

mental patterns and expectations. The best description for this conception of reality versus 

expectation is offered by Kierkegaard (1846, 459–468), who “locates the essence of 

humor, which he calls “the comical,” in a disparity between what is expected and what is 

experienced, though instead of calling it incongruity he calls it contradiction”. (Morreall, 

2016: online). 

Example [44] expresses a contradiction between what is experienced and what is 

expected. The speaker says ten days have passed from the new year, but she does not 

remember anything of this year. Ironically, the beginning days of a new year is expected 

to be filled with happy events and memories. So, the only things she remembers is the 

fact that ten-eleven days have passed. 
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Example [45] is a little concise, but it refers to an unnecessary conflict which could have 

been easily resolved, but now it helped a war get started. Again, ironically, such minor 

unsavoury incidents should not lead to a major confrontation as we expect, but it has in 

this case. The Persian use of bāmaze in this construction seems to be scalable 

(cognitively), as in [45] where xeyli (very) is inserted inside the construction to emphasise 

on the scale of the unexpectedness and fragility. 

To close this section, this epistemic phrase is based on a knowledge base with which the 

speaker identifies two scripts: One is what often happens so it is expected, and the other 

the unexpected (and sometimes undesired). Generally, ‘the unexpected’ precedes the 

perception of incongruity which happens in the form of a discovery (of the point, 

punchline, etc.). This comes with a discovery of the so-called human fragility that the 

unexpected can easily happen, and it can be perceived to ‘mock’ the expected. This is the 

point where the situation is interpreted as ironic or bāmaze, which comes with a ‘relief 

laughter’; i.e. they laugh “because they sense stress has been reduced in a certain way” 

(Meyer, 2000: 312; cf. Shurcliff, 1968). 

The idiosyncratic consequence is that Persian speakers cognitively process the experience 

of the ironic (in English) via the metaphor of maze (taste). This sheds new light on the 

conceptualisation of the ironic experiences in different linguacultures which are not 

equipped with the lexicon of European languages for ‘humour’ and ‘irony’. 

3.5.4. Bāmaze.bāzi.dar-āvordan 

The final analytical section of this chapter has a two-fold significance. On the one hand, 

the corpus shows that there is another related expression whose core component is maze2: 

bā.maze.bāzi.dar-āvordan (lit. with.taste.play.out-bring), which roughly means acting in 

a way to make others laugh. On the other hand, this phrasal expression contains the 

concept of bāzi (n. - lit. play), as I explained in section 1.2. Not only is bāzi important to 

understand the Persian pragmatics of playful language, but also it has been my argument 

that ‘play’ is a near universal term and the use of ‘playful language’ or ‘playful words’ is 

the best way to deal with ethnopragmatics of what is widely framed in linguistics as 

‘humour’. 

Bāmaze bāzi dar āvordan is an interesting phraseological unit with idiom status in the 

sense that they are “formally complex linguistic expressions whose meaning is not 

derivable from that of their constituents.” (Lipka, 1992: 94). Considering the clarity of 
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the sense of bāmaze in Persian, the idiom’s semantic content is fairly transparent for 

speakers even though it has a complex syntactic structure. Below I will try to discuss the 

syntax of the idiom as well as illustrating its semantics. 

Bāmaze (adj.) is followed by bāzi (n.) that means play (n.) and game. The best example 

for bāzi is the things children do to entertain, or video game which is translated to Persian 

as bāzi.e. computeri (computer bāzi). Bāzi as a noun used for games in a sentence like ‘it 

was a good game’ or a ‘football game’ in bāzi.e xubi bud and bāzi.e futbal respectively. 

It makes the compound noun asbāb.bāzi (lit. tools.play) meaning toys, or it can be added 

to ātaš (fire) to make ātaš.bāzi meaning fireworks. The verb form of bāzi is made by 

adding the versatile light verb kardan (do) to make bāzi-kardan (to play). 

Bāzi also can be added as a modifier to a range of nouns which denote a way of behaving, 

such as: 

 

In the case of bāmaze bāzi as a compound noun, it means trying to be bāmaze, i.e. 

performing speech practices to be identified bāmaze. There is a meaning of insistence on 

or tendency to doing such practices in using bāzi. The verb form can be made by adding 

the frequent light verb kardan (to do) to make an agentic verb or by adding dar-āvordan 

(lit. out-bring) which gives a meaning of trying to pull out (or make apparent) some tricks 

to be bāmaze. 

Some linguists like Lambton (1953:85-93 cited by Dabir-Moghaddam, 1997), put dar-

āvordan as an independent compound verb construction which is made of a prepositional 

pre-verb and a light verb: dar +  āvordan. However, dar āvordan is semantically opaque 

and idiomatically polysemous, so my focus is here on bāmaze bāzi dar āvordan as a 

[46] 

masxare.bāzi [مسخره بازی]  (lit. ridiculous.play) meaning playing/being 

ridiculous  

dalqak.bāzi [دلقک بازی] (lit. clown.play), meaning acting like a clown, doing 

unappreciated jokes 

kalak.bāzi [ لک بازی ک ] (lit. trick.play), meaning doing tricks to win 

xeng.bāzi [ خنگ بازی] (lit. dumb.play), meaning acting stupid or dumb 
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phraseological unit. The important elements in the unit are bāmaze and bāzi which bring 

to attention the affinity of the schema for bāmaze (amusing) with bāzi (game). 

3.6. Conclusions 

This chapter presented a careful study on speaking with maze (taste) as one of the valued 

ways of participating in Persian interactions. By analysing maze and the cluster of maze 

words in Persian, I shed light on the ethno-epistemological knowledge of what maze 

means and how a person’s speech can have it in interactions. This was in line with my 

main argument that hāzerjavābi, having maze and, having namak are the main strategies 

of (e)valuation of playful language in Persian.  

I provided evidence against some academic ideas that meaning is composed exclusively 

of abstract, arbitrary, amodal symbols (cf. Speed & Majid, 2019: 1). By exploring the 

potential of maze (in speech) being an active metaphor, this chapter illustrated how 

Persian language recruits sensory representations in attributing value to speech and ways 

of speaking. We cannot map out emic language comprehension without taking into 

account these taken for granted nuances. As a result, this chapter has made it clear how 

taste shapes Persian perception of ‘funniness’ and playful language.  

I started off this chapter with an introduction and clear analysis of bāmaze and bimaze. 

Then, via a detailed discussion of polysemy and active metaphors, I justified three senses 

for maze. I provided evidence that when a metapragmatic label such as bāmaze is used, 

the sense of maze0 is actively there (construed) by speakers. This makes frequent word 

plays with bāmaze, xošmaze and others possible.  

I identified six metapragmatic labels in Persian which refer to having / showing maze2 as 

a valued quality for speech practices in Persian. I presented bāmaze vs bimaze, bāmazegi-

kardan vs xošmazegi-kardan, and maze-rixtan  vs maze-parāndan. All six labels were 

explicated using explications and ethnopragmatic scripts. 

The cornerstone of this chapter was the ethnopragmatic label bāmaze signifying valued 

speech practices in the domain of playful languages. Being bāmaze seems to be an 

important way to be a pleasant speaker in Persian. There are ways to be a pleasant speaker 
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in different languages. People know about them because of language and its role in human 

subjectivity (Benveniste, 1998 [1958]). These ways are culturally determined, maintained 

and reproduced, and competence in a language is achieved through awareness and 

adherence to such ways.  

Another finding of this chapter was the intentional aspect of bāmaze when it refers to 

speech practices. When a person intends to be bāmaze, they have a variety of ways of 

being so. They can use all ways of words to do so, primarily, by using, for example, 

hāzerjavābi (see Chapter 2) in their interactions. The intention comes from a shared set 

of values that someone’s speech is favoured to have maze2 (taste). The shared aspect of 

the value (conventions) makes it possible to be perceived and praised widely. On the other 

hand, no one intends to be or say something bimaze (without taste). Bimaze is a label used 

when the speech practice is recognised (by audience) to have failed (cf. ‘failed humour’ 

in Bell, 2009, 2015). 

The main argument of this chapter was that concepts like bāmaze, bimaze, bāmazegi-

kardan, xošmazegi-kardan, maze-parāndan, and maze-rixtan are metapragmatic labels in 

Persian language referring to certain speakers and speech practices. While having maze 

is praised, the examples of failed attempts are dispreferred.  In addition to the fact that 

maze-parāndan, and maze-rixtan are dispreferred, they often violate Persian schema of 

adab (roughly politeness). They partially construct the limits of what Persian speakers 

would construe as a pleasant and amusing speaker. These labels categorise people into 

those “who are fun to talk to”, “who are not fun to talk to”, and “who try to be fun but 

fail to be so”.  I will discuss the final cluster of words, made with namak (salt), in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter 4. To Be with Salt 

 

4.1. Introduction 

The last cultural concept that I will explore in this study is namak (salt). It has been made 

clear so far that there are some valued ways of interactions in Persian in terms of playful 

language. People want to be able to perform them well and to be with people who can 

perform them well. In a linguaculture that values sociality, being together, and hospitality 

(cf. Mehran, 2019; Yarbakhsh, 2018), the Persian conceptualisation of namak plays an 

important role in the perception of cultural interactions and pleasantness. ‘Having namak’ 

(salt) in one’s speech is a major value attribute and probably the oldest as the Persian 

literature can show.  

Hence, this is the last one of the trio of analytical chapters in this thesis, which looks at 

namak (salt), to establish the cultural significance and conceptualisation of this term, to 

explore what it means when someone is labelled bānamak (lit. with salt) and to study 

other metapragmatic labels made with the concept. The main focus will be on bānamak 

(lit. with.salt) and binamak (lit. without.salt) as metapragmatic labels. I will also review 

the cluster of derived words and expressions made with namak which are used to describe 

(valued) playful use of language.  

I will begin with the cultural conceptualisation and historical meanings of namak in 

Persian literature and culture, in order to understand how namak is related to other cultural 

concepts and how it is that a person can be said to ‘have namak’ in their face, in their 

behaviour and in their kalām (words). Corpus evidence, especially the diachronic NL1, 

will be useful for this purpose. Then a brief areal semantics of namak is presented to 

further confirm the importance of the concept among peoples of the region. I intend to 

complement this part with an interesting discussion of ‘salt’ as a natural kind term. 

Natural kind terms are unique in language as their reference is “out there” and in the case 

of salt, it has proven crucial in the life of humans, as organisms and civilisations. I will 

present an explication for namak there. Next comes the analysis of ethnopragmatics of 
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having salt, so to speak, for Persian speakers, realised in metapragmatic expressions such 

as bā.namak (with.salt), bi.namak (without.salt), and namak-rixtan (pouring salt). Some 

of the considerations discussed in Chapter 3 apply here too, in relation to polysemy, active 

metaphor, semantics of taste-related words, and metapragmatics. I will not repeat them 

all, but building on those discussions, I will present my arguments in what follows. This 

will make this chapter a little thinner in size, but methodologically just as comprehensive 

as the previous ones.  

4.2. Cultural Conceptualisation of Namak (Salt) 

Namak (salt), even when referring to the substance of salt, is a culturally significant 

concept in Persian language. The substance of salt is culturally valued and respected, as 

well as being considered very important in cooking. Kwon (2017) writes that “there are 

significant differences between the ways that Eastern and Western cultures describe the 

taste of traditional foods”. As a personal observation, when an Iranian tastes the food 

during cooking, the first remark they usually make about the taste is whether the salt 

(namak) is enough or not.  

There are several important and frequently used sayings about cooking or ethnic food in 

Persian which make clear reference to salt. For example, when there is another person 

helping you cook (“too many cooks” situation), it is common for one to say (or others 

present to say) that “when there are two cooks, the food is either too salty (šur) or without 

salt (binamak)”. In addition, something that a mother in law, supposedly, checks on her 

new bride is the amount of salt she adds to the food. This is one of the stereotypes depicted 

in TV soap operas. They all show to some extent that in Iranian ethnic cooking, (the 

amount of) salt is (at least) one of the most important components.  

4.2.1. Namak0 and Namak1 

To provide a brief but comprehensive review of its cultural conceptualisation, I begin 

with Dehkhoda dictionary. This is the most comprehensive dictionary of Persian 
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language, with around 200 volumes70. Dehkhoda dictionary71 starts the definition of 

namak with its extension as a substance which is added to food so that it will ‘taste better’, 

i.e. I call this namak0. Then it presents meaning two, that is ne'mat (roughly grace, favour) 

and it is marked by the dictionary as ‘refer to the base meaning’. I refer to this sense as 

namak1. There are two examples, in the dictionary, for this meaning to provide the context 

of use: 

 

 

The two meanings, namak0 and namak1, are conceptually intertwined. Sentence [47] 

provides the example for namak being used as a metaphor of having someone’s food or 

enjoying their favour. The (frequent) collocation with nān (bread) is also highlighted in 

the dictionary. Besides, namak can be metaphorically used meaning nān (bread) that is 

consumed and shared. Salt and bread have long been connected in the Middle Eastern 

cultures as a way of welcoming and honouring guests. This, among other reasons, has 

given salt a highly respected status. Having someone’s namak, in terms of hospitality, 

equals being in debt to that person. Example [48], at a higher level, is mostly used for the 

grace of god who is believed to have done a favour or the speaker thinks they are in debt 

and thankful to him.  

 
70 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dehkhoda Dictionary  
71 I use the online version of the dictionary on http://www.vajehyab.com/ accessed in May and June 2020. 

[47]  

Namak.e kasi            rā xordan 

Salt.LIG somebody OM eating 

“To have someone’s salt”. 

[48] 

Az     ne'mat.e        ou    barxordār-šodan 

From favour.LIG  him     enjoy-becoming 

“To enjoy his favour (grace)”. 
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The concept of namak1 is the closest related to Persian hospitality and sociality (cf. 

Mehran, 2019), realised in numerous proverbs and anecdotes about namak (salt). One 

shares their food (and/or namak) with others and others are supposed to respect this 

favour. An entire sociology of interaction is actualised in this conceptualisation. When 

someone has partaken of other person’s namak in the form of any favour, there is a 

culturally binding bi-directional relationship. The receiver has to show respect for this 

namak and to the person who offered it (presumably forever). On the other hand, there 

ought to be a loyalty from the giver towards the guest/recipient of the favour too. I have 

come across two favour examples in this regard, one in an important piece of literature 

and the other a folk story. 

Ferdowsi's Shahnameh72 (the Persian Book of Kings) has been described as “the finest 

production of the kind which Oriental nations can boast” (Lewis, 2015: 315). It is the epic 

life story of Rostam, a national hero, who [according to the book] is believed to have 

saved and revived the Persian language (after the conquest by Arabic-speaking Muslims). 

The example comes from the section 12 of the story73 of the battle between Rostam, the 

hero, and Esfandiyār, another ancient hero, who was defeated by Rostam in the end. 

Before their battle, Rostam invites Esfandiyār to share a meal with him. Esfandiyār 

politely refuses because if he has Rostam’s namak and nān (salt and bread), it would be 

impossible for him to forget the favour. And if he does forget Rostam’s namak and nān 

(i.e. kills him in the fight), everyone would doubt his ‘pure blood’. 

The other example comes from a folk story related to a group of thieves called Ayyarun 

with special ethical beliefs (similar to the Robin Hood story in English). It is believed 

they existed from the pre-Islamic period of Persia to a few centuries after Islam. The story 

goes that the group breaks into the ruler’s treasury at night. They find a great amount of 

pearls and precious stones there. The head of the group finds a very beautiful, shining 

stone (crystal) among the pearls. He puts it under his teeth to see what the stone is. It turns 

out to be a salt crystal. As he fears that he has had the ruler’s namak (salt) and he cannot 

possibly disrespect that, he orders his coterie to leave the place immediately, leaving the 

treasury intact. The ruler finds them later and questions them as to why they broke in but 

took nothing. The leader of Ayyarun confesses that because he is namak.gir (lit. 

 
72 Estimated to have been written between c. 977 and 1010 CE. 
73 https://ganjoor.net/ferdousi/shahname/esfandyar/sh12/  
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salt.caught), which roughly means ‘in debt’ (cf. Zarrinkoub, 2006), to the ruler as they 

had his namak (salt) unwittingly. 

The same conception of respect for salt and someone’s salt (namak1) is clear in today’s 

Persian when we investigate the cluster of meanings made with namak. Namak.gir (lit. 

salt.caught), as mentioned above, is used for a person who is in debt because of someone’s 

favour. Namak.našnās (lit. salt.not-knowing) is commonly used about a person who 

disrespects the one who has done a favour. It works on the assumption that this person 

fails to understand (know) the importance of namak. Namak.parvarde (lit. salt.grown) is 

a metaphor for a person who has been brought up by/because of someone’s favours and 

generosity. It is mostly used to express humbleness towards a (non-family member) 

person who has given you a great deal. 

There is a network of meanings in the domain of Persian hospitality where namak and 

other related concepts play a crucial role in the universe of Persian cultural meanings. 

The folk conceptualisation of ‘hospitality as a Persian/Iranian virtue’ has been observed 

and studied before (e.g. Zonis, 1971; Matthee, 2009; Houston, 2009; Mehran, 2019; 

Yarbakhsh, 2018; Conway, 2009). There are certain ‘key symbols’ in this context such 

as the sofreh (roughly, tablecloth) and ‘the open door’ (Yarbakhsh, 2018: 1). Sofreh was 

(and still to some extent is) the most common way of having food: a specially made (and 

designed) tablecloth to be set on the floor. All members of the family and guests would 

sit around this sofreh to have food. The concept of ‘the open door’ is actualised in the 

saying and belief that ‘even if our sofreh is empty, our door is open’ to share some namak 

o nān (salt and bread) with guests. The whole social practice of sharing food in this 

context is a building block of the ethno-epistemology of sociality in Persian. “Sitting 

together around the sofreh and partaking in the communal meal is an element of Iranian 

hospitality that is so much a part of the taken-for-granted cultural landscape in Iran” 

(Yarbakhsh, 2018: 8). Figure 8 comes from Fars News Agency74 and depicts a rural 

family dinning around a sofreh.  

 
74 https://bit.ly/3lznWYE, Fars News Agency is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 

International License. 
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Figure 8. Iranian Sofreh 

Equally important is that salt has traditionally been considered an item of food on its own, 

especially in epic and mystic stories. There are stories of pious men having nothing for 

supper except some bread and a little salt to add more taste. In modern contexts, it is 

believed that salt must be present on the sofreh (or table) whose presence makes the sofreh 

a ‘sacred territory’. 

To further understand the significance and meaning of namak (salt), there are two more 

concepts that need exploring. The first is the code of practice at and around the sofreh (or 

more generally in the context of hospitality), and the second is the food (qazā) that is had 

and shared.  

The cultural and linguistic code of social practice is realised in the concept of t'ārof, which 

is glossed as “compliment, ceremony, offer, present” (Beeman, 1976: 312). “[I]t is an 

extraordinarily difficult concept encompassing a broad complex of behaviors which mark 

and underscore differences in social status” (ibid). T'ārof and the cultural-linguistic 

system around it have been studied extensively (Beeman, 1976, 1986; Sharifian, 2008; 

Koutlaki, 2002; Eslami, 2005; Izadi, 2015; Hillmann, 1978; Hodge, 1957; Moosavie, 

1986; Taleghani-Nikazm, 1999; Amouzadeh & Tavangar, 2005), and also compared with 

similar Chinese concepts (Asdjodi, 2001) and Japanese concepts (Beeman, 2001). 
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The ceremony of this ‘offer’ (t'ārof) necessitates one to offer food in one’s sofreh (usually 

a metonymy for all one’s food) to others. It is the major component of the Persian cultural 

schema of adab, which can roughly be translated as ‘politeness’ (Sharifian, 2004). 

Notably, the word adab not only denotes the Persian schema for ‘politeness’, but the same 

word (and its derivatives) also refer to ‘Persian literature’. This itself is another piece of 

evidence for the importance of Persian literature in the (meta)pragmatics of daily 

interaction. It places Persian ways of politeness (adab) at the same valued status as 

Persian literature (adab and adabiāt), and vice versa. 

The content of one’s sofreh is traditionally termed nān o namak (bread and salt). It is 

believed that the content of sofreh is highly valued because it contains salt, hence no 

disrespect to sofreh is accepted. Namak in this context is the symbol of the divine grace 

and the favour of God. This food is referred to as qazā in today’s language and as ta'ām 

(an Arabic word) in older use of the language. Both words are used interchangeably in 

Persian literature for the ne'mat (roughly grace, favour) that is a meaning for namak (salt) 

identified by Dehkhoda dictionary. 

One way in which awareness of this complex social system is realised in a common form 

of offering (t'ārof). It is very common that the host offers their qazā (food) to their guests 

by saying “befarmāid, namak nadāre” (please have some, it doesn’t have salt). This is an 

excellent example to show the host is following the code of t'ārof and assuring the guests 

not to worry about the binding respect expected after this namak (salt) is shared, i.e. they 

will not be namak.gir (lit. salt.caught). In reality of Persian interactions, nevertheless, this 

is only a t'ārof (as a figure of speech), and everyone knows that no one can cancel the 

effect and value of namak, even if the host insists on saying such a thing. 

4.2.2. Namak2 

Moreover, there is one more sense for namak, not singled out in Dehkhoda dictionary, 

that I refer to as namak2. It shares some semantic components of namak1, but it has 

evolved to be used more recently as a metapragmatic label – in the forms bānamak (lit. 

with.salt) and binamak (lit. without.salt). Bānamak has been used in Persian literature and 

language, traditionally, to refer to a person who is delightful, charming and pleasing, and 

probably as showing their hospitality and sociability very clearly in their kalām (words).  

In many cases, especially in classic literature, the person with namak is the female 

beloved of the poet or the protagonist, as the necessary element of one’s endearment. 
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Namak is often found in the face of such a person, used in poetic expressions such as 

bānamak (lit. with.salt) face, or bānamak eyes, meaning extremely pleasant, appealing, 

and endearing face or eyes. Two near synonyms for this pleasantness in Persian are širin 

(lit. sweet) and del.nišin (lit. heart.seat), as in [49]. 

 

In [49] someone’s way of speaking is described as having namak (salt), which appears in 

a joint structure with širin (sweet) and delnešin (lit. heart.seat). Sharifian (2017) discusses 

the cultural conceptualisation of del (lit. heart) as the container of the emotions in Persian. 

On the lexical item del.nišin (lit. heart.seat), he writes “for something to be pleasing to 

one’s senses, it should be able to ‘sit’ in one’s del [heart]” (Sharifian, 2017: 32), and adds 

that such expressions “suggest that the intake of all human senses is conceptualised as 

affecting one’s del in one way or another” (ibid). 

As Sharifian points out, del.nišin is at the ‘basic level’ (Rosch, 1973) in the conceptual 

categorisation of perceptual ‘pleasantness’ in Persian. Things (or people) which are either 

bānamak (with.salt, salty) or širin (lit. sweet) should be construed as being able to ‘sit in 

one’s del’. Even an adjective like bāmaze (see Chapter 3), which more exclusively refers 

to verbal humour, can be categorised under del.nišin as its basic level.  

 

[49] from Talkbank  

Čeqadr       ham širin   o    bānamak   o    delnešin          harf-mizane 

How.much also sweet and with.salt   and   heart.seat speak-DUR.do.3S 

“How ?sweet, ?salty, and ?pleasant (s)he speaks”.  
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4.3. With Namak 

‘Having salt’ (namak2), as expressed in the adjective bānamak (with.salt), attributes high 

value to someone’s pleasant being (character) in general and to someone’s way of 

speaking in particular. In the previous chapter, I argued that maze (taste) is regarded as 

the essence of playful language in Persian. A joke or a person is funny when one can 

attribute maze to them. I also showed that this (meta)pragmatic maze2 relies on an active 

metaphor based on maze0 in its gastronomical sense. Now I borrow the same discussion 

on active metaphor to be applied here. In terms of ethno-epistemology, the meaning of 

namak0 (as salt) is actively construed when a person is described (evaluatively) as offering 

namak1 or having namak2. This section deals exclusively with ‘having namak2’ as realised 

in the label bānamak.   

I surveyed 12 native speakers of Persian on what the difference is between bāmaze 

(with.taste) and bānamak (with.salt). Everyone needed some time to answer this 

seemingly simple question. The most common response was that “bāmaze thing/person 

has maze” while a “bānamak thing/person has namak”. Among other interesting 

responses were: “bāmaze is something like a good joke that you laugh at”, while “a child 

can be bānamak and not necessarily bāmaze”. Many tried to substitute one for the other 

in a sentence, like a structuralist, to see what difference it would make. In [50] and [51], 

I do the same. Example [50] comes from the corpus MT1, while [51] is the same sentence 

with bānamak substituted in place of bāmaze. 
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While I have established several semantic nuances of namak and maze, they both seem 

to the native speakers to be roughly meaning the same in such contexts. This similarity 

appears to be due to a recent shift of meaning (of bānamak) in Persian that I will explore 

shortly using corpus evidence. The substitution test, nevertheless, between [50] and [51], 

[50] Taken from MT1 

Māmānam    ye    axlāq.e   bāmaze    dare     ke    masalan      beheš    payām-midam  

Mum.1S.PC one habit.LIG with.taste has.3S that for.example to.her message-gave.1S  

xune nisti?              Bad  peydāš mikonam   telefoni   harf mizanim,  

home NEG.is.2S? after   find-CONT.do.3S   phone    word-CONT.hit.2P,  

čan      sāat.e     bad     javāb mide                 na  azizam  xune nabudam 

some hour.LIG after answer-CONT.give.3S no  dear       home NEG.was.1S 

“My mum has a ?funny/cute habit like I text her if she is at home. Then I find her on 

the phone somewhere else and we talk on the phone. Hours later she replies to my 

[earlier] text that “no dear, I wasn’t at home””. 

[51] 

Māmānam    ye    axlāq.e   bānamak    dare     ke    masalan      beheš    payām-midam  

Mum.1S.PC one habit.LIG with.salt has.3S that for.example to.her message-gave.1S  

xune nisti?              Bad  peydāš mikonam   telefoni   harf mizanim,  

home NEG.is.2S? after   find-CONT.do.3S   phone    word-CONT.hit.2P,  

čan      sāat.e     bad     javāb mide                 na  azizam  xune nabudam 

some hour.LIG after answer-CONT.give.3S no  dear       home NEG.was.1S 

My mum has a ?cute/funny habit like I text her if she is at home. Then I find her on 

the phone somewhere else and we talk on the phone. Hours later she replies to my 

[earlier] text that “no dear, I wasn’t at home”. 
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indicates there is a difference in the emotion packed in the adjectives. In [50] what the 

mum does seems to be described as ‘making others laugh’, but in [51] the mum’s action 

seems to be described as ‘making others feel good’ coming from the conceptualisation of 

namak (salt) in Persian.  

In my view, the perceived similarity between maze and namak comes from the fact that 

both their conceptualisations hinge on the component: ‘this is good, I want more’ (see 

explication [B] for bāmaze). This is the active metaphor component in both adjectives: 

bānamak and bāmaze. They both relate to the sense of taste. As discussed in Chapter 3, 

having maze (taste) in Persian, in fact, equals ‘having a good taste’ and  naturally 

‘everyone wants more’ of something with a good taste. Besides, in addition to its 

importance in Iranian sofreh (tablecloth), namak (salt) is the most fundamental ingredient 

in Iranian (Persian) cuisine. Just as binamak (without salt) food is completely bimaze 

(without taste) in people’s opinions, people naturally want more of something with (good 

amount of) namak. 

On namak (and maze) being the active metaphors, there is a parody75 written in Persian 

by a famous author, Shahram Shahidi, which works by leveraging this metaphorical 

relation. The title of this witty article is “namak (salt) in Iranian culture”.  My translation 

of the first paragraph of this parody comes below: 

 

He continues the same comic line until he concludes that this “national xošmazegi 

(‘tastiness’)” is because Iranians consume too much namak (salt)” – playing on polysemy 

(and active metaphor) of maze (taste) and namak (salt) all throughout his article. This is 

similar to a fixed expression in Persian roughly meaning that “some has been laid in 

saltwater for a while76”. This is a common expression for when someone tries constantly 

 
75 Accessed on June 18, 2020, here: https://www.bartarinha.ir/fa/news/156833/طنز-نمک-در-فرهنگ-ایرانی  
76 Tu.ye āb.e namak xābunde šode. 

[52]  

“You just need to take a walk around your town or virtual internet towns, for 

that matter, to see that it is not only the Iranian cuisines which are xošmaze (lit. 

good.taste; meaning ‘tasty’), but many of the citizens of this land are extremely 

xošmaze and bāmaze (with taste). The level of xošmazegi (being tasty) in this 

country is above standards and out of control.” 
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to be bānamak and pleasing – but often overdoes it, like when the amount of salt in food 

is too much. This is built on the shared conceptualisation that this person must have been 

laid (marinated) in saltwater so much that now (s)he cannot help not being bānamak. This 

expression is often an indicator that an attempt to be pleasing and funny has gone 

unrecognised or been rejected. Example [52] to an extent is a metapragmatic use of 

bānamak (with salt), but not a very clear one because of the word play at work.  

There are more clear examples in my corpora, highlighting bānamak as a metapragmatic 

label. Firstly, based on concordances in Talkbank corpus, bānamak is frequently used in 

joint structures (bānamak and adj.) with other positively (e)valuative adjectives, such as 

jazzāb (roughly, attractive), šux (roughly, witty), bāhāl (lit. with.mood, roughly, cool). 

These all point to the subtle difference between bānamak and bāmaze. Before discussing 

this in detail, let us read another example from the NT1. 

 

One the one hand, there are three morphologically similar adjectives in [53] in a joint 

structure: bā.hāl (with.mood), bā.savād (with.literacy), and bā.namak (with.salt). All 

three designate highly valued traits of a person in terms of sociability. A person you can 

spend time with, learn something from and feel good with, respectively. On the other 

hand, bānamak is used here as a metapragmatic label, referring to the pleasing quality of 

the words that this person can say. This is much different from making them laugh (as in 

bāmaze), that is having namak, which has a higher status, culturally speaking, than maze. 

A person who says something bāmaze makes you laugh, as maze seems to be the essence 

of playful language (or humour in the literature) in Persian. A joke that has maze will 

make people laugh. But the person who says this bāmaze joke might not have namak. 

[53] Taken from N1 

Jedi          ādam.e         bāhāl         o     bāsavād        o bānamak   age   mišnāsid  

Seriously person.LIG with.mood and with.literacy and with.salt   if   DUR.know.2P 

ye  neda    bedin               fālo-konam  ke      do  zār.am   be  mā    ezāfe še 

one shout SUBJ.give.2P follow.do.1S  that two cent.also  to  us   add.PP-become.3S 

“Seriously, if you know anyone [on twitter] who is knowledgeable, cool and 

?pleasing, let me know to follow them, maybe I learn something”. 
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Namak is a pleasantness, charm, and attractiveness that people or their words have. Many 

times, this makes their words bāmaze and trigger others to laugh as well. This semantic 

shift in the meaning of namak, from a property of being to a property of someone’s kalām 

(words) – is apparently quite difficult for lay speakers to reflect on. 

In short, there seem to be three major differences between the metapragmatic label 

bānamak and its counterpart bāmaze: (1) bānamak is frequently used for non-intentional 

words and practices. There are many examples, in my corpora and on the social media 

(esp. YouTube and Instagram) of children (or even pets) labelled bānamak because of 

things they do. (2) Even though bānamak in today’s Persian is moving, semantically, 

towards referring to playful language and thereby becoming a synonym for bāmaze, it  

still predominantly refers to a pleasant person in general, according to Iranian social 

conventions. The point is that a ‘pleasant person’ in terms of valued ways of speaking 

and behaving has gone through a paradigm shift towards a person who can essentially 

make others laugh. (3) Intuitively speaking, bānamak is not an equivalent of foreign 

adjectives like English funny, humorous, or witty. It is more the equivalent for words like 

delightful, pleasant, and charming (in the sense of attracting people). 

To elaborate the difference (1), I searched the keywords bačeye bānamak (kid with.salt) 

on YouTube. Many videos of children being perceived and described as bānamak come 

up as results. The first one77, for instance, is a girl around 2-3 years old who is described 

as saying some very bānamak things in a bānamak accent while she herself is extremely 

bānamak. She has drawn on the wall with a permanent pen. Now her mother sees her and 

asks her “Who did this on the wall?”. She replies, “kitty did”. Then she starts telling the 

story of how kitty came and drew the pictures on the wall as she watched. While the 

viewer probably smiles when they see this girl talk, it is not the kind of smile or laughter 

(haha) which comes after a joke or an adult saying something intentionally to make others 

laugh. 

Another example78 on the same platform (YouTube) is about bānamak.tarin heyvānāt 

(the most bānamak animals) around the world. On this list there are Fennec foxes, 

penguins, Amazon dolphins, quokkas, red pandas, and the slow loris. They are on the list 

of the most bānamak animals because of their faces (non-intentional) and their behaviour 

(our perception). The narrator uses other synonyms for bānamak while introducing these 

 
77 https://youtu.be/kSdnA6Bgwmw  
78 https://youtu.be/8lWtMWOyNjY  
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animals, such as jazzāb (roughly, attractive) and malus (roughly, cute). In the case of 

penguins, she uses bāmaze to further describe this animal. The reason, in my opinion, is 

that penguins have been anthropomorphised, i.e. depicted as comedian animals in popular 

movies and TV shows, such as Mr. Popper's Penguins (2011), Pingu79, and some others. 

With this understanding of bānamak as a primarily non-intentional, perception-based 

label to describe pleasantness, it is time to present the semantic dynamics and cultural 

conceptualisation of bānamak in the form of an explication. (see Appendix 8 for the 

Persian version). This explication spells out the core or general meaning of the label, as 

if this could replace the dictionary definition of the word bānamak. 

 

 

 
79 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM88mtSE0zRTn5ae4EbYcuw  

80 It is fair to question the translatability (and universality) of the phrase “feel something good 

towards someone” because of the semantic status of the preposition ‘towards’. This is pending 

further investigation in other languages. The evidence from English, Persian and several other 

languages support such combination.  

 

 [I] Explication for bānamak (adj)  

As in: This someone (e.g. Mina) is bānamak 

a) This someone (e.g. Mina) is someone like this: 

b) when this someone is with other people, these other people often feel like 

this: 

  “this someone is not like many other people 

c) when I see this person’s face [m], I feel something good because of it, 

I want to see (it) more 

 when this person says something, they say it not like many other 

people, I feel something good because of it, I want to hear more” 

d) when these other people think like this, they feel something good towards80 

this person because of it 

e) because of this, they often want to be with this someone more. 
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It is possible to replace “this person” with “this child” or “this animal”. Then the final 

component would change to a variation of “they often want to see it more”. Other than 

that, explication [I] depicts the conceptualisation of the label bānamak as referring to an 

intrinsic quality in someone’s appearance or their way of speaking.  

The explication begins as a perception-based scenario on how others think when they see 

this bānamak person. The uniqueness of this person is in the way they look and how say 

things, which make others feel good towards them. Everyone wants that and as a result 

they want to spend more time with this person, or see this person (child, or even pet) 

more. The active metaphor is again illustrated in (c) with the desire to have more of this 

‘salt’. 

As illustrated in 4.2., the cultural concept of namak is intertwined with Iranian 

conventions and social codes. To some extent, some intensions of salt is not entirely 

unique to Persian and it seems to be a result of language contact. In the following section, 

I will review some other aspects of the cultural conceptualisations of namak through a 

brief areal semantic review.   

4.4. An Areal Semantic Perspective 

Areal semantics is not a popular aspect of studies in semantics or pragmatics. Ameka and 

Wilkins (1996) write that “semantics typically does not show up as an entry in indexes of 

general textbooks dealing with contact issues” (p. 136). They continue that such issues 

are scattered in these books under topics such as ‘lexical borrowing’, ‘morphological 

transfer’, ‘social factors in second language learning’, ‘pidgins and creoles’, etc. (ibid). 

For example, on areal studies on Iranian and Western Asian languages see Haig and Khan 

(2018), and Haig (2001, 2011).  

Notwithstanding, there have been recent studies on ‘areal semantics’ and ‘areal lexicon’ 

(cf. Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Liljegren, 2017; Matisoff, 2004). Koptjevskaja-Tamm and 

Liljegren (2017), among recent attempts, define areal semantics as a field that “in its 

concern with the diffusion of semantic features across language boundaries in a 

geographical area, is a potentially vast field, spanning the convergence of individual 
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lexemes, through the structuring of entire semantic domains, to the organization of 

complete lexicons” (p. 204). 

It is helpful to be clear about the areal features in the realm of semantic studies. Looking 

at “salt words” in West Asia, among Iranian languages and other neighbouring languages 

such as Arabic and Turkish, shows that many languages of the region seem to lexicalise 

‘respect for salt’. Unlike some European languages, for example English, where there are 

semantic neutral or negative salt-related expressions such as ‘with a pinch of salt’,  ‘salty 

language’, or ‘salty person’, the areal semantic distribution of salt in West Asia and the 

Middle East appears to be valued and positive through shared formulaic expressions. 

From an anthropological perspective, Myers’ (1904) comparative study was a pioneer in 

showing similarities in taste-words and salt-words in Indo-European languages. He found 

the Sanskrit lavana [salt] was applied to lustre, grace and beauty, which the same usage 

that has been borrowed by Arabic, Persian and other neighbouring languages (Myers, 

1904: 119).  

A similar sense of the salt word (maloh81) is still in use in Arabic. Moreover, salt and 

bread have been connected in the Middle Eastern cultures as a way of welcoming and 

honouring guests, boasting their hospitality. Many other Iranian languages share the same 

conception of salt, namely Kurdish (Western Iran), Mazani (Southern Caspian Sea), 

Balochi (South Eastern Iran), among others.  

Other studies show the importance of salt in hospitality in West Asian and Indian 

subcontinent cultures (cf. Metcalf, 1984), and how much welcoming guests is considered 

a privilege and doing it well is an indicator of adab (Persian politeness). 

While the morphological transfer has not happened in this case, namak shows an example 

of ‘interlingual identification’ (Weinreich 1968: 7), where the semanteme, in Weinreich’s 

words, is shared among several neighbouring languages. This means that while there is 

no evidence for simple loanwords being borrowed, there has been co-lexicalisation of the 

concept of elaborated ‘salt’ meanings in the languages of the region. This conceptual 

spread fits interestingly the notion of ‘polysemy copying’ (Heine & Kuteva, 2005) or 

‘polysemy calquing’ (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Liljegren, 2017). This means that the 

replication of a polysemy pattern exists in two or more languages. While each language 

has a distinct lexical form for the natural kind concept of ‘salt’ (e.g. Sanskrit lavana, 
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Arabic maloh, Persian namak), its polysemy in other domains (cf. namak1 and namak2) 

has been replicated in other languages as well.  

This areal semantic situation can be attributed to the status of Arabic in the past and to 

the status of Persian today: both present cases of ‘metatypy’ (Ross, 2007).  “Metatypy is 

a diachronic process whereby the morphosyntactic constructions of one of the languages 

of a bilingual speech community are restructured on the model of the constructions of the 

speakers’ other language” (Ross, 2007: 116). It is fair to argue that calquing would only 

qualify for metatypy at some levels. Nonetheless, in the case of salt it is relevant to draw 

attention to the possible effect of extended bilingualism. For centuries after the Muslim 

conquest over Iran (Persia), the Iranian elite became bilingual in Arabic and Persian. In 

modern times, similarly, speakers of ethnic languages in Iran are bilingual in their mother 

tongue and Persian.  

The example for the first historical context is that Persian speakers borrowed the Arabic 

word maloh (salt), which in Arabic also means a pleasant and good-looking person (there 

was phonological adaptation: Arabic maloh became Persian melh or malh). Persian 

speakers have also copied the morphosyntactic features of Arabic to make the adjective 

form, i.e. malih (having salt). Malih is used in Persian to describe a person’s looks and 

face being pleasant. A similar polysemy calquing is evident in some situations for ‘taste’ 

(maze). In Arabic a person who is bimaze (or even binamak) – in cases of failed humour 

– is describe as adim alta'ām82 (lit. without taste). 

The other example for the modern aspect is the existence of bilingual speakers of 

peripheral and ethnic languages. My informants for this study, specifically for the Mazani 

and Gilaki languages (both Southern Caspian Sea), state that namak (also maze) is used 

in the context of evaluating playful language in their languages. But when used, they seem 

to be more a Persianised version of their first language.  

In terms of namak as the main component of Iranian food (qazā) on the sofreh, as well as 

a metaphor for generosity, hospitality and mutuality, this conceptualisation also seems to 

be a shared in linguistic lexicalisation in all languages of the region. Namak2, however, 

in the domain of playful language and humour is a recent Persian semantic shift which is 

traditionally less shared among other languages of the region; though as another form of 
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polysemy copying, it is used by bilinguals in the minority languages of Iran and 

surroundings.  

Areal semantic distribution is very complicated and there are many factors at work, 

especially in the case of the lexicon, which is subject to more rapid changes than other 

linguistic subsystems. This aspect of these (co)lexicalisations deserve a separate and 

thorough study. This brief discussion intended to pay due attention to areal semantics in 

this cultural linguistic context to show how the conceptualisation and polysemy of salt is 

shared among Iranian and neighbouring languages.  

In the following two subsections, I will review, how namak is used in natural discourse 

by making use of the corpora. 

4.4.1. Namak in Diachronic Corpus 

Namak1 appears very frequently in the historical data in NL1 corpus. As mentioned 

earlier, the concept comes from sharing salt, bread and food (qazā) with others in the 

context of Iranian hospitality. This seems to be the oldest metaphoric use of namak that 

appears in the literature corpus (NL1).  

 

The frequent collocation of namak and nān (bread) – the main food – as in [54], is the 

main gateway to the semantics of namak. I explained this correlation in the context of 

hospitality before. Another historical interpretation of this relation would be the fact that 

in mystic (sufism) literature, the modest food of the pious is believed to be a piece of 

bread and some salt (to add taste). It is deemed as a virtue of the pious to share that piece 

of bread and salt with guests.  

While namak1 has retained its meaning through history, there has been a shift in the 

meaning of namak2. For example, the corpus of literature (NL1) indicates that bānamak 

[54] From NL1; Ferdowsi's Shahnameh 

marā     bā     to    nān    o namak xordan  ast,  nešastan hamān mehr parvadan ast 

me.OM witih you bread and salt    eating   is,    sitting      like    liking growing is 

“I have been sharing bread and salt with you, conversing with you increases my 

likings towards you”. 
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(with.salt) – in the sense of namak2– goes back to Rumi (1207-1273), where bānamak is 

rather frequently used in several of his poems. I present two examples of Rumi’s poems 

below. The interlinear gloss is mine, but I used the translation of bilingual Masnavi (one 

of Rumi’s collections) on a website dedicated to this book83.  Masnavi is also the name 

of a form of poem which is comprised of a two lined stanza with ending rhyme at the end 

of each line. 

 

Bānamak person in [55] has been translated to ‘excellent man’, which is clearly 

unsatisfactory. It seems that the translator intended to execute an intra-system shift 

(Catford, 1965) in his choice of equivalent for bānamak. Such shift means that the 

translator thought that source and target language systems “share the same constitution 

but a non-corresponding term in the TL [Target Language] is selected when translating 

(Panou, 2013: 3; after Catford, 1965: 80). What I interpret here is that the translator found 

‘excellent’ in the context of history of English a near equivalent to bānamak or ‘having 

salt’ in the context of history of Persian. However, the adjacency of ey bānamak as an 

apostrophe84 form, in [55], with speech verbs such as tahlil.e namāz (saying prayer) and 

salām āvardan (saying hello) is indicative of an intended speech-related sense of 

bānamak, even though it is not close to playful use of language at all. Examining other 

Rumi’s poems where bānamak is used, it is frequently seen that bānamak often appears 

in the argument for speech verbs. I present another example for this in [56]: 

 
83 http://www masnavi.net 
84 According to Abrams and  Harpham (2005: 279-280), an apostrophe is a direct and explicit address either 

to an absent person or an abstract or nonhuman entity. Often the effect is of high formality or else of a 

sudden emotional impetus. For example, John Milton’s opening of Paradise Lost, where he writes: And 

chiefly Thou, O Spirit, that dost prefer. 

[55] NL1 corpus: Rumi, Masnavi, book 5, part 130 

Vaqt.e         tahlil.e              namāz   ey   bānamak 

When.LIG exhaustion.LIG   prayer    O   with.salt 

zān    salām     āvard            bāyad    bar   malak 

then    hello    SUBJ.bring    should   on     angel 

“Hence, when thy ritual prayer is finished, O excellent man, it behoves thee 

to offer a salutation to the Angels”. 
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Similarly, [56] shows the conceptual relation between the quality of having namak and 

how speech is performed perfectly (hence valued). Rumi, as a believer in Islam, highly 

respects Mohammad, the prophet of his religion. The first line of the stanza pictures a 

type of salt (one’s quality of character and speech) from which Mohammad is refined and 

that makes his words85 (kalām) eloquent, pleasant, and bānamak. Modern corpus 

examples show that ‘having namak’ refers predominantly to being good at verbal humour 

and playful language, rather than being eloquent. 

There is another example from Persian literature which opens an interesting discussion 

about the conceptual relations between namak (salt) and namakdān (saltshaker), where 

the salt comes out of. The example comes from the sixteenth century poet, Orfi Shirazi 

(1556-1590), in the form of a couplet where namak does not refer to speech but to 

personal traits in general.  

 
85 In Islamic theology, hadith is believed to be Mohammad’s words based on which Islamic laws have 

been formed. 

[56] NL1 corpus: Rumi, Masnavi, book 1, part 89 

ān   namak    kaz          vey   mohammad  amlah   ast 

that   salt      that.from   that  mohammad  refined   is 

zān           hadis   bānamak    ou    afsah.ast 

from.that  hadith    with.salt       he   eloquent is 

The (spiritual) salt through which Mohammed is more refined (than all others): he 

is more eloquent than that salt-seasoned (elegantly expressed) Hadíth. 
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The interesting point in this poem is the metonymy of saltshaker, which stands for a 

person’s capacity for all good qualities associated with having namak. In today’s Persian, 

the same metonymy is used for having the aptitude to be good at playful language (more 

ironically) – see 4.6 for more discussion.  

Such use of metonymy has been studied by cognitive linguists with various approaches 

(e.g. Gibbs, 1994; Langacker, 1993; Lakoff, 1987; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Kövecses & 

Radden, 1998; Croft, 1993), all postulating that metonymy goes beyond a mere matter of 

words but is conceptual in nature. Kövecses and Radden (1998) define metonymy as a 

“cognitive process in which one conceptual entity, the vehicle, provides mental access to 

another conceptual entity, the target, within the same domain, or ICM86” (p.39).  

Lakoff (1987), Lakoff and Johnson (1980), and Croft (1993) refer to ‘contiguity’ and 

‘proximity’ of concepts at work, but Kövecses and Radden (1998) maintain that such 

‘proximity’ is imbedded in ICMs which account for knowledge structure of speakers. 

Applying these studies to namak (salt) and namakdān (saltshaker) in Persian, the 

ontological relationship between the concepts, word form and referent (the thing/event 

out there) have been conceptually defined within the knowledge structure of the 

language/speakers as it has been illustrated so far in this chapter.  

 
86 ICM: Idealised Cognitive Models. 

[57] NL1 corpus: Orfi Shirazi, Ghazal 7 number 25 

az     tabassom  bar  sar-e        xub.ān   čerā    mennat         nahand  

from smile        on  head-LIG good.PL why indebtedness put.3P 

in  melāhat   bānamak   hast az   namakdān-e    šomā  

this cuteness with.salt    is   from    salt-shaker-LIG your  

Why do they oblige the good people with their smile, This cuteness is 

pleasant as coming from your salt-shaker. 
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4.4.2. Namak in Synchronic Corpus  

The concept of namak1 and namakdān (saltshaker) as the capacity for namak1 creates a 

cluster of concepts and proverbs in modern Persian. One frequent one is the proverb about 

‘breaking the saltshaker’, which denotes a person who dishonours a favour, hospitality, 

and kindness. Another related proverb is [58], which roughly means ‘I wish I broke my 

hand because it does not have any salt (namak)’: 

 

It is framed as a wish or prayer for one’s own hand (a metonymy for the giver). This 

proverb draws on the belief that a hand (especially of a giver) has salt, and this salt is the 

essence of hospitality. Therefore, when this generous hand is taken for granted, the 

essential quality of the hand, having salt, has been disrespected. Talkbank corpus shows 

that this proverb with exact phrasal construction has a frequently of 15 (0.03 per million) 

in the corpus and dast (lit. hand) and namak are collocates 37 times. Dast (hand) is the 

means of giving (offering) namak, as the namakdān (saltshaker) is the inner capacity for 

being generous. 

This goes further when not only is the favour taken for granted but the giver is 

disrespected after the favour. This scenario gives rise to another metaphor of ‘breaking 

the saltshaker’, as in [59]: 

[58] From NT1 

Beškane       in  dast    ke   namak   nadāre 

SUBJ.break this hand that   salt     NEG.have.3S 

“May this hand break that doesn’t have salt”. 
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A similar conceptualisation is at work here by which salt is the essence of generosity and 

grace. When you offer (t'ārof) this salt to someone and they disrespect that, they break 

your namakdān (saltshaker), the essence of your good will and hospitality. 

A word sketch query for namak in Talkbank provides more detailed information about 

the frequency and collocates of namak as a corpus lemma: 

 

 

Figure 10. Namak collocation in Talkbank corpus 

 

Figure 10, although in Persian script, shows noun collocates with namak in different 

syntactic compositions. The majority of collocates, as expected, are those which come 

[59] From NT1 

Uni                  ke     nun    va       namaket    ro    xorder   umade  

That.INDEF    that   bread and      salt.your  OM  eaten     came.3S  

tā  namakdun     beškane  

to  saltshaker SUBJ.break.3S 

“The person who had your salt and bread now has come back to break your 

saltshaker”. 
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together with namak0 in its literal sense, the substance. The examples of these collocates 

are ta'ām (lit. food), felfel (lit. pepper), qāšoq (lit. spoon), tufān (lit. storm, in salt storm 

in desserts), yoddār (iodised), daryāče (lit. lake), etc. 

However, there are a few collocates matching with the metaphoric meanings of namak, 

namely našnās (lit. not-knowing) as in namak.našnās, which is used for an unappreciative 

person; gir (lit. caught) as in namak.gir, which refers to the situation when someone is 

caught in one’s namak (and favours); and zaxm (lit. wound) for the well-known metaphor 

of salt on one’s wound. 

Another common collocation in Persian colloquial language is sabze and bānamak. Sabze 

literally means sprout (n.), something green, small plants, but in colloquial Persian it 

refers to the skin colour which is known as ‘olive complexion’ in English. Sabze is the 

complexion of the majority of Iranians, especially those groups who live in central regions 

or on the coast of Persian Gulf on the southern side of the country. It is very common to 

refer to people of those cities as sabze o bānamak (roughly olive skin and fun). It is also 

common to hear someone is described (seriously or jokingly) as a sabze o bānamak 

person87.  

It is useful to read a couple of examples from the other tailor-made corpus (i.e. NT1) to 

view how bānamak is used on social media these days.  

 

 
87 Two of the native speakers that I consulted to inform my study made an interesting observation about the 

use of sabze and bānamak together, especially used to describe a woman. They observe that this joint 

construction is used when someone’s complexion is sabze (olive), which is not viewed favourably by 

Iranians (even though the majority are sabze). So when one wants to refer to a sabze person (who is not 

beautiful because of their complexion), they use “sabze but bānamak”; which means although this person 

is sabze (i.e. not beautiful), she is very bānamak and fun to talk to. My current corpus data does not support 

this because it is based on written language, but this observation needs further investigation in the colloquial 

use of Persian.  
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Example [60] is an excellent one for indicating the valued status of ‘having namak’ in the 

things people say in Persian universe of meaning. It illustrates a semantic shift from 

bānamak (namak2) as the evaluative descriptor of eloquence to humour and play. As the 

writer of the tweet puts forward, it is expected of those fellow Twitter users to write posts 

(say words) that are bānamak (with salt) as the first rule of being on the platform. Words 

that make you feel good, sometimes make you laugh, and you want to hear them more. 

The large number of likes and retweets of these rules show the recognition of the 

underlying message by other speakers. The most appealing level of speaking, in this 

person’s opinion, is to speak ‘with namak’.  

The next example [61] shows speaker’s regret that they did not manage to be bānamak 

enough in a conversation even though they really wanted to (a regret similar to missing a 

an opportune moment for hāzaer javābi (see Chapter 2). 

 

Example [61] is the combination of bānamak and bāzi (lit. play, game). Namak shows the 

same combinatorial characteristics as maze. It appears with bāzi in colloquial Persian 

[60]  From NT1 corpus 

Qavānin.e       tuiter: 1. Bānamak baš      2. Age  nemituni     bānamak   bāši,  

Law.PL.LIG twitter: 1. with.salt be.IMP 2. If   NEG.can.2S with.salt  SUBJ.be.2S,  

bāhāl           baš             3. Age nemituni bānamak   yā  bāhāl          bāši,  bargard feysbuk 

with.mood SUBJ.be.2S. 3. If NEG.can.2S with.salt or with.mood SUBJ.be.2S return.IMP 

facebook 

“Laws of twitter: 1. Be ?funny. 2. If you can’t be funny, be cool. 3. If you can’t be funny 

or cool, go back to Facebook”. 

 [61] From NT1 corpus 

Xeyli sa'y kardam tu goftegu  bānamak bāzi dar.biāram,        dar.nayumad 

Very try.did.1S     in dialogue with.salt play out.brought.1S, out.NEG.came.3S 

“I really tried to be ?funny in our conversation, but didn’t work”. 
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frequently which indicates that channelling the conceptualisations of speaking and being 

bānamak (similar to bāmaze) via the idea of play and playful language. 

All such corpus examples indicate that namak2 and bānamk have shifted semantically 

from a general attribute of pleasantness and eloquence to being good at playful language 

(e.g. English funny or witty). To further examine that, I used Talkbank corpus, as a larger 

corpus, to conduct a ‘word sketch difference’ between bānamak and bāmaze. While both 

frequently collocate with comparative and superlative suffixes, bāmaze is very frequently 

(score 8.288) collocates with the adjective xandedār (laughable) and with the infinitive 

xandidan (to laugh). Bānamak does not show collocation with either. Bāmaze also 

collocates with jok89 (joke as a noun) with the score of 7.1. On the other hand, bānamak 

collocates frequently with ādam (person) with the score of 6.1 and with the human 

adjective dustdaštani (lovely) with a high score of 9.5. They confirm the differences 

between two labels as I listed in 4.3. 

Other evidence for the semantic shift in the meaning of namak can be found in Dehkhoda 

dictionary. There is a similar cluster of verbs around namak to what I discussed in Chapter 

3 for maze. Dehkhoda dictionary defines namak-pāšidan (salt-sprinkle), namak-rixtan 

(salt-pour), namak.bar-afkandan (salt-on-cast), namak-afšāndan (salt-spray), etc. all as 

either adding salt to the food, or adding salt to a wound. The only exception is namak-

pāšidan (salt-sprinkle), which the dictionary adds that it also means ‘saying something 

far from polite, saying something inappropriate”. These definitions are not supported by 

my intuition of today’s language and also the other two modern corpora: my tailor-made 

NT1 and Talkbank. Such derivations of namak are used today to describe playful use of 

language. 

4.5. Namak: A Natural Kind Word 

This section dives deeper into exploring the concept of namak with a discussion on the 

semantics of natural kind words, such as salt. It is important to ask what salt is and why 

it is important. To answer, one finds an unavoidable anthropological aspect to a study on 

 
88 The highest possible collocatability score in this set of data is 10.5. 
89 Different from English, jok in Persian only refers to canned jokes (cf. Dynel, 2009 for definitions of 

canned jokes). 
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salt, whether it is a linguistic study or any other branch of humanities, because salt is 

undoubtedly a very important substance in human history and is indeed a topic of great 

anthropological interest (e.g. Kurlansky, 2003; Harding, 2013). 

One example is Laszlo (2001) who presents a multicultural review of the importance of 

salt around the world. Laszlo’s study fails to dive deep into one or two cultures, but there 

are brief insights to cultures that the author had familiarity with. One section of the book 

(Laszlo, 2011: Ch 2)90, titled MIND OF SALT, touches on the metaphor of ‘mind of salt’ 

for a person with a sharp mind. His translator from French to English, Mary Beth Mader, 

adds a footnote to clarify the polysemy at stake. She writes: “The connection between the 

senses of sel (salt) and esprit (mind or spirit) is tighter in French than in English. English 

does have a sense of salt as “sharp humor or wit,” as well as the expressions “Attic salt” 

or “Attic wit,” which also occur in French. But a primary figurative meaning of sel is that 

which gives flavor to works of the intellect, a liveliness of mind that spices up or refines 

a discourse or thought” (Laszlo, 2011, Ch 2).  

Many prominent linguists have tackled the definitional challenge of natural kind words 

like ‘salt’ by relying on the scientific knowledge. Bloomfield, for instance, famously 

wrote: “we can define the names of minerals, for example, in terms of chemistry and 

mineralogy, as when we say that the ordinary meaning of the English word salt is sodium 

chloride (NaCl)” (Bloomfield, 1933: 139). Palmer, on the other hand, concentrates on the 

folk understanding, that is, salt is something we put on food to taste better. He defines 

salt by saying “the stuff we put on food, with a salty taste” (1976:109). 

Then comes Wierzbicka (1985: 193) who criticises both accounts, first because when 

someone uses salt, they might not know that it is sodium chloride, and second, because 

the word salty must be defined via salt, not the other way around. Thus, Bloomfield’s 

definition is unacceptable because it relies on the assumption that salt being NaCl is 

universally shared knowledge. Palmer’s definition fails on the ground of the principles of 

semantics: defining a word by using a more complex derivation of the same word (salt → 

salty). 

Wierzbicka offers her definition of salt as follows: “the stuff which people add to food, 

in small amounts, to cause the food to have more taste, and without which food of the 

kind that people cook for people to eat in order not to be hungry doesn’t taste good; it is 

 
90 The online version of the book that I had access to did not have page number, but it was a long list of 

sections to scroll down and read. 
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white and it can be seen to be made up of hard tiny particles; it dissolves in water” (1985: 

193-4). 

This is an early work by Wierzbicka, and the definition does not appear in the form of an 

explication as we know today. Even so, it is still composed of much simpler terms than 

any other attempts to paraphrase salt. Moreover, as a semantic description of a natural 

kind word, it more satisfies Putnam’s criteria for meaning which is expected to be “a 

finite sequence whose components should certainly include the following: (1) the 

syntactic markers that apply to the word, e.g., “noun”; (2) the semantic markers that apply 

to the word, e.g., “animal”, “period of time”; (3) a description of the additional features 

of the stereotype, if any; (4) a description of the extension” (Putnam, 1975: 190). 

The important point that I would like to make in this section is that the meaning of salt 

does not entirely depend on what it is scientifically made of (the extension), but what we 

know we do with salt in our lives (the intension). This is what Putnam (1975: 141) hints 

at with the example of water; that the extension of water in English has been (almost) the 

same in 1750 and 1950, even though people of earlier time did not know about H2O while 

in the later period it was part of general knowledge. Putnam uses Paul Ziff’s (1960) 

suggestion that natural kind words typically possess a number of senses, or in other words, 

they possess a continuum of senses. Even senses that are so far out that they have to be 

regarded as a bit ‘deviant’ may bear a definite relation to the core sense (Putnam, 1975: 

157), which is in line with the theme of this chapter.  

Furthermore, natural kind words are not free of our (ethno)epistemology in spite of 

realism in metaphysics having always argued that natural kinds exist independent of 

cogniser’s mind (cf. Ellis, 1999: 139-140). This illuminates another important distinction 

as far as the semantics of natural kind terms are concerned. Quine (1969: 7) distinguishes 

properties and sets with a basic and familiar contrast, properties being intensional while 

sets are extensional.  

The extensive semantic work within NSM approach shows that the intensional aspect of 

natural kind terms (epistemological aspect) can be fruitfully explicated with a rigorous 

semantic methodology. For example, in English the adjective ‘salty’ refers to the property 

of having salt more than expected in things one can taste. Goddard and Wierzbicka 

(2014a) offer an excellent explication for salty as an adjective that “characterizes the 

objective property […] via reference to a certain kind of sensation” (Goddard & 

Wierzbicka, 2014a: 57). Goddard and Wierzbicka (2014a) maintain that the semantics of 
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salty, in their opinion, is “self-evident” because “the thing in question contains salt” (ibid: 

57).  Hence, their explication for salty comes as follows: 

 

In explication [J], the authors have decided (rightly) to explicate the intension of salt/salty 

in English. One reason is that the epistemic knowledge of the natural kind term makes up 

the meaning of the word concerned. The other reason is that it is (almost) impossible to 

make reference to the extension of a natural kind such as salt (namak). Even if we can 

narrow down the extension to a clear prototype, there will always be a possibility of 

exemptions hanging over its head, similar to Quine’s (1969) example of a non-black crow 

when you start to explicate ‘crow’91.  

However, as shown in [J], the intensions, the epistemic construal of the natural kind 

set/term can be explicated efficiently. In the case of English adjective salty, there is a 

literal reference to salt, in the form of a direct morphological relationship between salt 

and salty (cf. sugar ~ sugary)” (Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014a: 57). On this note, Goddard 

and Wierzbicka add that “it should be noted, however, that the literal presence of salt is 

not essential for something to taste salty, since people know that a salty taste can be due 

to the presence of some chemical ingredient other than salt” (ibid).  

 
91 This puzzle has been known as ‘the Raven Paradox’ or ‘Hempel's Puzzle’ in philosophy of language. 

Quine (1969) reviews some possible answers. In general, ‘Crow” designates a KIND, and it is not required 

that every instance of the kind in question has every typical property of the kind.  

[J] This thing (e.g. soup) is salty. 

a. this thing is like this: 

b. if some parts of someone’s mouth [m] touch this thing, 

this someone can feel something in these parts because of it 

c. because of this, this someone can know something about this thing 

d. because of this, this someone can think like this: 

“there is a lot of salt [m] in this thing” 
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In this context of semantics of natural kind terms, Persian namak (n.) is the word for the 

substance92, and, similar to maze (taste), when something or someone is described as 

having namak (salt), it denotes a good, adequate amount of salt. The right amount of salt 

is a presupposed fact when one tastes (cooked) food (qazā). This makes the food tasty, 

hence they want to have more. This namak in qazā makes the food valued and when 

offered (t'ārof) in the context of Iranian hospitality and mutuality, it builds a reciprocal 

relationship as described in 4.2. The explication for the conceptualisation (intension) of 

namak is presented below:  

 

Explication [K] does not include any extensional features such as ‘white substance’, 

‘powder’, etc. The quality of bānamaki (with.salt.NOM; or saltiness) can be created in 

food by added rock salt, salt stones, salt tablet, or any chemical that adds the same taste 

 
92 Persian namak (n.) is the word for the substance, kam.namak (lit. less.salt) is the adjective used to describe 

something (e.g. soup) with less amount of salt than expected/desired, and šur (salty) is the adjective used 

to describe something (e.g. soup)  salty in which there is too much salt – more than expected/desired. There 

is no one-word adjective for food with ‘right amount of salt’. However, there is a possibility of making an 

adjective by adding xoš (good) to namak (salt) to have xoš.namak (lit. good.salt) which means, according 

to Dehkhoda Dictionary, “good amount of salt”, “a little more than required but not offensive or too much”. 

 
93 There might be disagreements about the relation between salt and the food in terms of locative expression. 

To resolve this issue, I would suggest using ‘this something (salt) can be in things of some kind (food)’ or 

‘this something (salt) can be part of things of some kind (food)’. The preference to use ‘in’ in this 

explication is due to the fact that namak sometimes (non-figuratively) exists as qazā on the sofreh, 

especially in traditional contexts.  

 

[K] explication for namak (in food) 

a) Something of one kind, is called [m] ‘namak’ 

b) this something can be in93 things of some kind (qazā), people often want to 

eat such things, it is good if people eat such things with other people 

c)  ‘when people are eating something like this (qazā), 

 if there isn’t something of this kind in it, they often don’t want to eat 

[m] it 

 if there is something of this kind in it,  they often want to eat [m] 

more’ 

d)  they think something like this: 

 “It is good if people eat like this with other people 

  because of it, people often feel something very good” 
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to the food. In (b), it is made clear that namak is in qazā (food), which is prepared, eaten 

around the sofreh (or table in more modern families) and it is expected to be shared with 

others (component b). Component b is, in fact, a mini explication for the culture specific 

concept of qazā (roughly food, meal) in Persian. Component c describes the feeling one 

gets after eating something with good amount of namak, which if not enough, (in d) they 

might not want to eat the food. Finally, d illustrates the good feeling that comes from 

sharing your namak (the polysemy of food and favour) with others. 

The fundamental elements of the concept of namak (intension) in Persian is that it makes 

food desirable, people want to have more, and it’s the essence of their generosity and 

hospitality. This, in turn, is reflected in the cultural conceptualisation of the 

metapragmatic label bānamak, as explicated in [I], as people think ‘they feel good’ and 

they ‘want more’ of this person’s namak, so to speak.  

To conclude this section, I have established the status of namak as a natural kind word in 

the context of previous anthropological studies on salt, and semantic studies on natural 

kind terms. I argued that the intensions of natural kind terms are suitably and usefully 

explicated. I presented the explications of (the intensions of) salty in [J] and ‘namak in 

food’ in [K] to prove the main argument of this section. 

The conceptualisation of (the intension of) namak will become even clearer when I 

discuss and explicate binamak (lit. without.salt) in the next section. It will show what it 

means when someone lacks namak in their face or words. 

4.6. Without Namak 

Preposition bi (without) added to namak, makes a negative adjective; i.e. not having 

namak. It is used for food in which, there is literally no salt, due to a possible mistake or 

oversight by the cook, or about people who think themselves to be bānamak, but fail in 

observers’ opinions (this being closely related to the concept of bimaze and failed 

humour, discussed in Chapter 3). 

The shift of meaning in ‘having namak’ for people is also evident in the case of the 

(mis)quality of ‘not having namak’, realised in the adjective binamak (without.salt). The 
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gastronomical meaning, which refers to food not having an adequate amount of salt, 

appears to have been the base meaning and the most common in historical data. Dehkhoda 

dictionary defines binamak as “food that has no or little salt” and “bimaze” 

(without.taste). This is another evidence for the importance of salt in Iranian gastronomy, 

that is ‘lacking adequate salt’ in food is culturally interpreted and referred to as ‘not 

having any taste’ at all.  

Apart from the base meaning, in classic literature binamak was predominantly used in 

namak1 sense (generosity and hospitality). There are numerous examples in which a 

person is called binamak, denoting a disloyal person, or a person who had enjoyed 

another’s favour (shared their namak), but disrespected it afterwards (flouting the social 

expectations and conventions). There are also some instances of collocations of nān 

(bread) and binamak, as well as dast (hand) and binamak as defined in section 4.2. Two 

examples below come from NL1 corpus: 

 

In [62] the narrator is criticising the disloyal and unappreciative people who owe 

everything they have to the poet’s generosity and favour: they are somebody because they 

are ‘under my shadow (support)’ and have been treated at my sofreh (shared my salt and 

bread). In [63] the poet is complaining about ignorant people around him who are 

disloyal, unappreciative, and ignorant (bixabar). They both show the conceptualisation 

[62] from corpus NL1; by Nezami 

In     binamakān         ke  nān xorānand,  dar  sāyeye         man  jahān  čerānand 

This without.salt.PL that bread  ate.3P,     in   shadow.LIG me  world  grazed.are 

“These disloyals who eat my bread [favour] are grazing the world under the 

shadow of my support”. 

 

[63] from NL1; by Attar, The Conference of the Birds 

Hast  xalqi   binamak     bas       bixabar 

Is      people without.salt much without.news 

“They are some disloyal and ignorant people”. 
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of any violation of the conventions of hospitality, mutuality which constitute the bi-

directional code of practice (Iranian adab, i.e. politeness).  

Although I found a few examples of a person’s way of speaking being described as 

bānamak in NL1 (see section 4.3), there were no hits in the corpus for a person’s speech 

being described as binamak or similar forms. The frequent motif in classic literature for 

use of namak is in the context of hospitality and disloyalties of friends. 

This contemporary corpus, however, indicates a shift of meaning for binamak. NT1 

shows a quarter of all instances of binamak refer to the gastronomical sense while the rest 

designate the metapragmatic sense describing playfulness, jokes and joking (namak2). For 

example: 

 

It is clear that in [64], the speaker believes that X (an anonymised user) was the source of 

namak (salt) (because of their words: jokes) on Twitter and since X left the platform, they 

have not found anything with enough funniness and amusement on Twitter. The other 

interesting point in this example is the possibility of presenting wit or jokes but being 

“totally binamak”, that means others tell jokes, but none has as adequate amount of namak 

as X used to have.  

I also found some examples of a person who uses binamak as a disclaimer before telling 

a joke. It seems the person is sure that the joke would not lead to laughter, or often his 

jokes are insensitive; however, he wants to ‘break the ice’ and say something so he begins 

with a disclaimer as “can I tell a binamak joke?”. Then he tells a few jokes which are 

mostly ethnic jokes. 

It is interesting to deduce that this puts binamak very close, semantically, to the 

conception of bimaze (without.taste), as ‘failed humour’. Based on the corpus evidence, 

this recent shift of meaning has brought bānamak closer to the meaning of bāmaze, and 

in turn binamak to bimaze. While having namak in one’s speech has been consistently 

[64] from NT1 

ba'd  az       raftane    X   tanz.e    tuiter  binamak        šode    kollan   dige 

after from going.LIG X wit.LIG twitter without.salt became totally anymore 

“Since X left twitter, the jokes here have become totally unamusing”.  
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valued, this semantic shift can be attributed to the fact that today’s culture values playful 

language more than it used to value eloquence and rhyme. People used to enjoy and value 

it when a speaker could share their eloquent words and sublime verse. Now they enjoy 

and value when a speaker shares interesting, amusing, and bāmaze words. Consequently, 

‘having namak’ in one’s speech has moved from referring to (broadly) being well-spoken 

to being good at playful language94.  

On the basis of the discussion so far, explication [L] provides the cultural 

conceptualisation of binamak, as a metapragmatic label, when used to describe a person:  

 

 

Explication [L] depicts the semantics of binamak as it is commonly used in today’s 

Persian. Slightly different from bānamak, binamak is used very similarly to bimaze in this 

sense. The major difference is that bimaze has an intentional aspect which is realised in 

the form of an intended speech practice to make others laugh. While in the case of 

binamak, the process is reception-based, i.e.  others think that the speaker thinks of 

him/herself to be bānamak and this opinion influences their behaviour and words. There 

is an incongruity between the subject’s (attributed) thought process and the things this 

person does or says. The audience do not think this person specially has any namak 

(roughly, fun, attractiveness).  

 
94 Further study on this topic can reveal a possible change in cultural sentiment towards joking and 

playful language too. 

 [L] Explication for: This someone (e.g. Mina) is binamak (adj)  

a) This someone is someone like this: 

b) when this someone is with other people, it is often like this: 

 this someone thinks like this: “I am bānamak [d]” 

 this someone often says some things because of this 

c) when this happens, these other people can’t feel something good because of 

it, as this someone wanted 

d) They think like this: “this person is not bānamak [d]” 

e) because of this, they often don’t want to be with this someone more. 
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While I highlighted one of the differences between bānamak and bāmaze being an 

intentional component, it seems challenging to do the same for binamak vis-à-vis bimaze. 

Even corpus data shows that of all instances of binamak in the discourse, half of them 

appear in a joint construction with bimaze. All such examples are found in NT1 and 

Talkbank, both today’s use of language.  

The final example in this section is about puns, jokes, and word plays that are possible 

because of the active metaphor of someone’s lacking namak (like salt-less food). I came 

across a video ad95 by a famous Iranian cartoonist spreading a simple health message that 

‘consumption of excessive amount of salt is bad’. The video starts at the entrance to a 

young person’s funeral. The father (or an old relative) of the deceased is at the door when 

a friend comes across the sign for the funeral. Both characters dressed like Iranians in 

previous centuries and speak a Persian filled with archaic words and verb inflections. The 

passer-by asks how the old man’s son died. “Bānamak” (lit. with.salt), the old man replies. 

The passer-by takes the word in its metaphoric sense, i.e. things, words, or events that 

make one laugh. Therefore, he laughs and tells a few bānamak scenarios which could 

have caused the man to die and inquires if that is what happened to the deceased. All the 

scenarios are of the kind that we often see on YouTube, Facebook, or Instagram as 

bāmaze or bānamak incidents. The old man gets frustrated and yells: “No, none of these 

things”. The passer-by wonders what more bānamak could have happened to this guy? 

The old man answers, in a wise tone, that by using too much namak (salt), he got high 

blood pressure, heart attack and then died. Not only is there a word play between 

bā.namak (lit. with/because-of salt) and bānamak (fig. amusing), the title of the video 

which is repeated as a health advice at the end is: 

 

 
95 http://www.salamatnews.com/news/272402/دیرین-دیرین-بی-نمک-زیستن-خیل ی-بهتر-از-بانمک-مردن ه 

[62] 

Binamak        zistan     xeyli   behtar   az    bānamak    mordan.e 

Without.salt   to.live   very    better   than   with.salt     to.die.is 

“Living bi.namak (no salt / not amusing) is much better than dying bānamak 

(because of salt / amusingly)”. 
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There are many examples, online and in daily interactions, that someone playfully 

‘mentions’96 bānamak versus binamak to make a point while being amusing and bāmaze. 

This is another reason for bānamak or binamak qualifying for being active metaphors 

where the base meaning is evoked (even minimally) when metaphoric senses are 

primarily being referred to. Some of the other lexical items made with namak are 

discussed in the next section, after which we will come to the conclusions for this chapter.  

4.7. Cluster of Words with Namak  

This section touches on the cluster of word meanings formed with namak, which all fall 

in the category of metapragmatic labels. They mainly include namak-rixtan (lit. salt 

pouring) and its inflections, noun phrases such as namak.e jame' (lit. salt of group) and 

gulle.ye namak (lit. a ball of salt), and the compound verb bānamak.bāzi.dar-āvordan (lit. 

with.salt.play.out-bring). 

On the light verb rixtan (to pour), I dedicated a section in 3.5.2. There I compared maze-

rixtan (lit. taste pouring) with maze-parāndan (lit. taste throwing) as two closely related 

speech acts verbs. Rixtan as a lexical inchoative verb refers to letting something pour/drop 

non-deliberately where you are not supposed to. When added to namak, it connotes that 

the action/incident of offering one’s namak2 was not welcome. This also indicates that 

namak2 has semantically shifted towards the meaning of maze2 in recent times. Most 

instances of namak-rixtan (lit. salt pouring) have a negative connotation, which means 

the person, who intended to show that they ‘have namak’ in their action or words, failed.  

 
96 The reason I am highlighting ‘mention’ is that I am drawing on the philosophical distinction between 

use and mention. Mention is a self-referential use of words or other linguistic expressions (cf. Wilson & 

Sperber, 1992: 57-8). 
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While namak is essentially something inherent to a person, as explained above, in [63] 

namak-rixt (lit. salt poured) is used in a construction which is more suitable for maze (as 

in maze-rixtan). Even the evaluative adjective which comes after the description of the 

person’s action affirms this understanding; i.e. such person would be bāmaze (if they were 

successful in performing the speech practice). 

While namak has shifted towards intentional locution of playful practices, realised in 

namak-rixtan, very interestingly the similar construction ?namak-parāndan (salt 

throwing) does not appear to exist in the lexicon. As discussed in 3.5.2, when parāndan 

added to maze, it conveys a sense of one-off interruption to the stream of discourse by the 

playful speech practice. 

The fact that there is no combination ?namak-parāndan in the Persian lexicon, I argue, 

indicates that namak (despite its recent shift in meaning) does not have that dynamic 

nature and intentional aspect of maze. That is, one cannot simply ‘throw’ namak in a 

conversation. Because of the static quality of namak, as I explicated above, namak is 

inherent to some people, even though they attempt to “pour” some at times (as in namak-

rixtan). 

The innateness of namak to some people – in the form of them being inherently amusing 

or naturally good at playful language, being able to share good time with others – is best 

illustrated in expressions such as namak.e jame' (lit. salt of group) and gulle.ye namak 

(lit. a ball of salt). Namak.e jame' is used as a descriptor for one person in a group of 

friends or family; a person whose playfulness (wit and humour), when shared, is always 

appreciated because they seem to have a knack for it (i.e. it seems innate to them). This 

expression usually appears in sentences like [64]. 

[63] from Talkbank corpus 

Belaxare   har    ke   namak-rixt       xiyāl-nakonad           bāmaze     ast 

After all  every  one salt-poured.3S  imagine-NEG.do.3S with.taste    is 

Anybody who poured salt (made joke) shouldn’t think they are with.taste 

(amusing). 
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Example [64] is part of a conversation of a group of friends who are planning a trip. Mina 

cannot make it this time; therefore, one member of the group says it is not worth going if 

Mina is not coming, because she is the source of the amusement and fun among them. A 

small distinction is that a person who makes other members of a small group (of friends) 

laugh is also called dalqak.e jame (lit. clown of group), but such expression often has 

negative connotations; that is, such a person overdoes it (the playfulness). However, when 

a person is known and referred to as namake jame', it means the right amount namak 

(salt), like in food, is shared with others.  

Gulle.ye namak (lit. a ball of salt) is used positively about children, but mostly ironically 

about adults. It means what it literally expresses: a person is just like (s)he is made of 

only namak (salt). It is often used for a person who makes others feel good and amused 

with whatever they say. Some children are naturally like this because of the way they say 

some words, or the words they use, or even the things they do.  

 

In [65] the speaker describes himself as a ‘ball of salt’ in an ironic way. He attributes his 

excessive joking to the fact that he has retained the amount of namak he had as a bānamak 

(with.salt) child. It is also frequent in interactions to (sarcastically) call someone gulle.ye 

namak when they are clearly or inappropriately bimaze (without.taste; see 3.2.2). 

[64]  

Mina namake jame'.e, bedun un fāyde nadāre 

Mina salt.LIG group.is, without her benefit NEG.has 

“Mina is the fun of the group. It is not worth [going] without her”.  

[65] 

Az  hamun  bačegi    gule.ye namak     budam  be  jun.e šoma 

From that  childhood ball.INDEF salt was.1S  to  soul.LIG you 

“I swear I was a ball of salt (?fun) since I was a kid”. 
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Finally, bānamak.bāzi.dar-āvordan (lit. with.salt.play.out-bring), which is the 

combination of bānamak, play, and a compound light verb, similar to bāmaze.bāzi.dar-

āvordan in section 3.5.4.  

As previously discussed, bāzi (n. lit. play) is a significant concept in understanding the 

cultural conceptualisation of playful language and its reception in Persian language. In 

case of bānamak, bāzi plays the same role when added to other ways of playful behaviour 

and speaking. There is a meaning of insistence on or tendency to doing such practices in 

using bāzi.  

 

Adding bāzi to the perception-based label bānamak adds a voluntary and intentional 

aspect to the speech event described by bānamak.bāzi.dar-āvordan. This is clearly the 

conceptual contribution of bāzi, as play is voluntary in nature. The volition to play around 

with (the hope of) being bānamak in the eyes of others indicates the highly valued status 

of being perceived as bānamak (or bāmaze) in Persian social interactions.  

These compounds with namak at their core point to semantic shift happening to the valued 

attribute of namak in one’s words. It appears that playful language has become a valued 

way with words to be shared with others to prove one’s sociability and even hospitality. 

This change is also reflected in social practices, as sitting around sofreh and sharing 

merely ‘bread and salt’ are becoming less common, these days, in the linguaculture. 

4.8. Conclusion 

Building on the assumptions and discussions developed in previous chapters, I have 

examined the metapragmatic label bānamak and the cultural conceptualisation of ‘having 

(or lacking) namak (salt)’ in social interactions. I began this chapter with the cultural 

[66] from NL1 corpus  

Xeyli sa'y kardam tu goftegu bā.namak.bāzi dar biyāram 

Very try-did.1S in dialogue with.salt.play out-bought.1S 

“I tried very much in our conversation to be bānamak”. 
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conceptualisation of namak. I identified three senses for namak in the historical discourse: 

namak0 for the substance of salt; namak1 the cornerstone of Iranian sociality and 

hospitality; and namak2 the attractiveness of words, which has changed its semantic 

content from being eloquent to being amusing.  

Namak0 is a natural kind term and refers to the substance of salt, so I put the analysis in 

the context of semantics of natural kind terms. Both meanings, namak0 and namak1, which 

is a way to welcome guests in the context of highly valued Persian hospitality and 

sociality. The cultural and linguistic code of social practice (t'ārof) governs the bi-

directional relationship between the host (giver of the favour) and the guest (benefactor), 

which constitutes Persian adab (politeness). 

Namak2 is a member of the higher status evaluational category of del.nešin (lit. heart.seat) 

in Persian. “For something to be pleasing to one’s senses, it should be able to ‘sit’ in one’s 

del [heart]” (Sharifian, 2017: 32). There is ample evidence that namak2 has been valued 

throughout the history of Persian language. Some people ‘had namak’ in their kalām 

(words); they could attract others to listen to them. Folk stories and storytelling (as a 

profession or in families) have been a prominent feature of Iranian literature and culture. 

A good storyteller was perceived to be able to share/tell these folk stories with namak, 

which could have attracted others to ‘want to hear more’. 

I have also documented a recent shift in the meaning of namak2, which has shifted the 

meaning of namak towards maze. Namak seems to signify more the (innate) knack for 

playful language than its more traditional sense of general attraction of someone’s kalām 

(words) in terms of eloquence and verse.  

I also highlighted the relation between the concept of namak, as an active metaphor, and 

maze, in terms of them both containing a component of ‘wanting more’ and ‘feeling 

good’. The conceptualisation is indebted to, firstly, the importance of salt in the taste of 

food and this has been extended to the metaphorical uses, and secondly, the virtue of 

sharing one’s food (salt and bread) with others. In addition, namak is always associated 

with good things, be it pleasantness of the salt in food (namak0), the favour, hospitality, 

mutuality and their appreciation (namak1), or the ‘salt’ in one’s words (namak2). I also 

reviewed this from an areal semantic perspective backed by corpus evidence. 
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Apart from establishing the highly valued status of namak, I also offered an important 

comparison between bānamak and bāmaze. Bāmaze refers to the intentional locution to 

make others laugh and feel good. In recognition of the illocution people want to hear more 

and spend more time with such a person. It also frequently collocates with the adjective 

xandedār (laughable) and infinitive xandidan (to laugh). Bāmaze also collocates with jok 

(joke as a noun). Bānamak does not show frequent collocations with any of these three. 

On the other hand, bānamak collocates frequently with ādam (person) and with the human 

adjective dustdaštani (lovely), all consistent with the corpus observation that bānamak is 

a more general adjective describing innate traits, despite its recent semantic shift towards 

maze.  
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Chapter 5. Summary and 

Conclusion 

 

This final chapter brings previous chapters together in an attempt to provide a self-

sufficient summary of the thesis as well as presenting concluding remarks. I will begin 

with a summary of previous four chapters, the main arguments and evidence. This will 

lead us to the (re)iteration of the major findings and contributions of this study to the field 

of linguistics in general and pragmatics in particular. Following that, I will present the 

implications of this study. Findings cannot be appreciated fully if limitations that I had to 

deal with are not taken into account. The final section of this chapter is dedicated to some 

recommendations for further research in this area. 

5.1. Summary  

The main aim of this thesis has been to explore and elucidate that there are three groups 

of metapragmatic labels describing highly valued speech practices (by speakers 

themselves) in the domain of ‘playful language’ in Persian. These three groups revolve 

around three main label/concepts, namely: hāzerjavāb (lit. ready.response), bāmaze (lit. 

with.taste), and bānamak (lit. with.salt). These three are the conceptual repertoire 

speakers have to express their construal of playful language. I further maintained that 

being ‘ready to respond’ (roughly quick wit), having maze (taste) and namak (salt), as 

defined in this thesis, are attributes of a speaker who is regarded as extremely good at 

playful language in Persian. Like any complex lexical items, these metapragmatic labels 

are surrounded and supported by a cluster of (related) word meanings, which enable 

speakers to describe their linguistic behaviour, social interactions, and (valued) 

illocutions.  

In so doing, I defined what I mean by metapragmatic labels relying on the existing 

literature in the field. I established the relationship between metapragmatic knowledge of 

speakers in describing (and referring to) the speech practices they perform. But I found it 

suitable to employ a relatively new definition of speech practices in this study. ‘Speech 
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practices’, in my definition, refer to is a set of things people do with words in certain 

contexts due to the native skills and knowledge they have (habitus), which can be grouped 

by the speakers themselves under a descriptive (metapragmatic) label. These labels in 

turn can shed light on nonpropositional knowledge of speakers, or what tends to be called 

in cross-cultural communication their emic (or insiders’) understanding. 

Another relatively novel definition that I presented was the idea of ‘playful language’, the 

domain in which I have been scrutinizing some labels and practices. The preference for 

‘playful language’ was on the basis of avoiding the ethnocentrism packed in the concept 

of ‘humour’. I began my working definition by placing playful language in the context of 

literature on play in general and language play in particular; on why play is used, what 

functions it serves and how it is culturally interpreted.  

I touched on the Kozintsev’s (2010) notion of humour as a variety of ‘disorderly play’ as 

opposed to orderly language in a Saussurean sense. However, I showed that ‘playful 

language’ has its own conventions which are different with ‘normal’ interactions, and it 

hinges on the participants recognising the intention for play at work (also cf. Chiaro, 

1992). Hence, ‘playful language’, in this study, refers to a distributed system of play-

related acts and practices, i.e. a semiotic system with distributed conventions among 

members of a linguaculture. I proposed the near universal semantic status of components 

of this concept – i.e. ‘play’ and ‘language’ – as the strengths of its suitability.  

In addition, I highlighted the cultural significance of ‘playful language’ in Persian. There 

is cultural value to be a good speaker in interactions in Persian because of the importance 

of (using) Persian literature in daily talk as well as the social preference to opt for playful 

language – whenever appropriate – instead of serious, normal way of words. This was 

also emphasised when I reviewed the Persian words for ‘play’ and ‘language’ bāzi and 

zabān respectively. 

Thus, the premise of this thesis is that it is hard to find Persian concepts to point at the 

essence of playfulness in Persian language without almost entirely relying on maze 

(taste), namak (salt), and hāzerjavābi (ready response), and their related vocabulary. The 

corresponding interactional strategies and qualities are established to be metapragmatic 

gateways to the ethno-epistemology of Persian speakers when they recognise and 

evaluate playful language and speakers who are good at playful language. I proposed that 

ethnopragmatics, as defined in the Natural Semantics Metalanguage approach to the study 
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of meanings and cultures, is a fit for purpose methodology for such an investigation. In a 

metapragmatic study (or metalinguistic for that matter), the researcher is supposed to 

bridge between the metalinguistic understanding of speakers on one hand, and the 

(neutral) scientific metalanguage on the other. Ethnopragmatics’ advantage is that it uses 

the cross translatable syntax and primes of NSM which correspond to the intersection of 

the common core of all languages. Moreover, its metalanguage consists of a well-

specified vocabulary from which phrases, sentences or texts can be constructed according 

to well-specified grammatical rules, without the challenges of ethnocentric biases.  

I began the analytical work in Chapter 2 with hazerjavābi, one of the three that make up 

the most part of the repertoire of Persian speakers to describe playful language. I defined 

hāzerjavābi in the context of folk literature while I presented examples from folk stories, 

literature, TV shows and some corpus examples. Then the explication for the 

concept/practice depicted the cultural conceptualisation of being hazer javāb in Persian.  

I concluded that to study metapragmatics of hāzerjavābi in Persian, there are two 

considerations to take into account: one ‘side’ being a perception and the other a tendency. 

There is a perception in a conversational setting that a speaker has satisfied the 

expectation of providing a response in a shorter span of time, as opposed to the expected 

time t. While it is often not faster than normal talk, the verbal content that has been 

produced in time t is deemed (by observers) to be of a higher verbal/mental quality than 

the one that other, ‘normal’ speakers produce in time t, which in turn indicates the mental 

ability of the speaker. The other side is a shared tendency among speakers of Persian to 

come up with a response to an utterance or an event more quickly – i.e. their knowledge 

of speech practices in practice (metapragmatics in use). A successful attempt of 

hāzerjavābi is very likely to be described as bāmaze and the person who is so good at the 

opportune response is probably a bānamak. On the other hand, failed attempts for 

hāzerjavābi might be described as bimaze, or maze-parāndan; saying (throwing) 

something when not appreciated or polite (cultural schema of adab). 

In Chapter 3, bāmaze (lit. with taste) and the metapragmatics of having maze (lit. taste) 

were under investigation. Through corpus evidence it became apparent that the most 

important component of maze2 is the intention of the speaker to say something (sometimes 

doing something) to be bāmaze. I delineated this sense of maze from other possible senses 

in a careful discussion of polysemy and [active] metaphors. The explication for bāmaze 

covered the characteristics of the term as an evaluative adjective as well as a 
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metapragmatic label. The explication began with the intentional aspect of taking part in 

valued speech practices, then the recognition of the intention shown as a necessary 

component for any playful speech practice to be labelled bāmaze. The recognition is 

confirmed with a feeling like when people laugh, and the final component was the 

conceptualisation of maze2 via the active metaphor of good maze0 (gastronomical taste), 

illustrated in the mental script of people “wanting more” to hear or to be with that person. 

On the other hand, failure in having others laugh was established as the pivotal part of the 

meaning of bimaze: when there is a clear intention by a speaker to be bāmaze, but it fails. 

Other people do not recognise (or respond to) speaker’s intention with laughter. This was 

another good piece of evidence for the valued status of being bāmaze in Persian 

interactions. The other maze-related words were also discussed to provide as 

comprehensive picture of the cultural conceptualisation of maze as possible.  

Chapter 4 presented a corpus informed examination of namak (salt) and its cultural 

conceptualisation in Persian. The main metapragmatic label in focus was bānamak which 

describes the quality of ‘having salt’ in someone’s speech. The cultural conceptualisation 

of having namak in someone’s speech was explicated following the methodology of the 

study. It seems to hinge on the component ‘this is good, I want more’, which is the 

metaphoric component in both adjectives: bānamak and bāmaze. They both relate to the 

sense of taste, and I tried to place them in the context of taste-related semantics in 

Chapters 3 and 4. I also showed the close relationship between something (e.g. food) 

having good taste with the adequate amount of salt in Iranian cooking and thinking about 

cooking. More importantly, the importance of the concept of namak in the context of 

Iranian sociability, hospitality and mutuality was described and analysed. 

The challenging semantic differences between bānamak  and bāmaze were delineated, as 

one (namak) comes from the context of sharing food, and, more recently, sharing good 

words and moments, while the other (maze) is the key term in evaluation of verbal humour 

in Persian. Importantly for this conclusion, both bānamak and bāmaze can be combined 

with the lexeme bāzi (play) to form verbs such as bānamak.bāzi and bāmaze.bāzi kardan, 

roughly acting in a way to make others laugh, i.e. performing speech practices to be 

identified bāmaze. There is a sense of insistence on or tendency to doing such practices 

in using bāzi. While bāmaze.bāzi refers broadly to the recurring instances of throwing out 

amusing remarks and jokes, bānamak.bāzi usually refers to all interactive ways to be 
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pleasing. Adding bāzi to the perception based – mostly unintentional – label bānamak 

gives a voluntary and intentional aspect.  

5.2. Major Findings  

I would like to divide the findings and contributions of this study into two groups: the 

main findings and the peripheral findings. Main findings are the answering to the 

questions of this thesis, i.e. an inquiry on metapragmatics of playful speech pragmatics in 

Persian. The peripheral findings were not the main topic of the research, but they were 

discovered and/or discussed on the way to answer the main questions.  

The main findings were several: Firstly, speech practices in the domain of ‘playful 

language’ in Persian are highly valued. Secondly, hāzerjavāb (lit. ready.response), 

bāmaze (lit. with.taste), and bānamak (lit. with.salt) are the main metapragmatic labels 

with which speakers describe and evaluate the use of playful language. These labels 

indicate the valued nature of these speech practices. Thirdly, there is a cluster of words 

around each of these labels which support the evaluation and recognition of such speech 

practices. They can denote the success or failure of these practices, the insistence or 

interruptive nature of these speech practices. Some refer to the dispreferred speech 

practices, such as maze-rixtan or maze-parāndan. Fourthly, I utilised corpus tools to 

establish the morphosyntactic, syntactic and semantic difference between bānamak and 

bāmaze. Fifthly, the significance of namak in the cultural conceptualisation of Iranian 

hospitality and mutuality was established as well as its correspondence with the Persian 

cultural schema of adab (politeness). Besides, the diachronic semantic shift occurring to 

the concept of namak2 (descriptor of speech) became clear with comparing synchronic 

and diachronic corpora.  

The peripheral, but necessary and equally important findings include these: Firstly, this 

study proposed and defined ‘speech practices’ and ‘playful language’ as two concepts to 

improve the current literature on humour and interactional pragmatics. Secondly, the 

suitability of ethnopragmatics for metapragmatic research was attested and examined in 

a detailed study of lesser studied language, i.e. Persian. Thirdly, it proved how a 

systematic corpus study and philosophical insights can benefit (ethno)pragmatics in 
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substantiating their claims. Fourthly, a metalexical tag test was proposed for examining 

active metaphors in Persian.  

5.3. Implications 

The findings of this study show that the metapragmatic labels in use are excellent sources 

to investigate the ethno-epistemic knowledge of speakers about how they interact. This 

gives an outstanding understanding of the cultural conceptualisation of social interactions 

and speakers in different linguacultures.  

The major implication is that ethnopragmatics, which is an offspring of Natural Semantics 

Metalanguage, provides a robust analysis using a systematic metalanguage. The 

application of this approach is not common to either metapragmatics or Persian concepts 

and practices. This study supported its claim for suitability of ethnopragmatics.  

In addition, this thesis made a contribution to the field of humour studies, by introducing 

the possibility of alternative (more inclusive) concepts such as ‘playful language’. The 

case study of Persian valued playful practices showed how cultural intricacies involved 

can be described without laying oneself open to the accusation of using noncompatible 

concepts and methods.  

Finally, this thesis is an important contribution to Persian linguistics, especially 

pragmatics of Persian. Even though, hāzerjavāb, bāmaze, and bānamak are the primary 

means by which Persian speakers can describe their own interactions (in terms of 

playfulness), none of them had been studied before. This thesis provided semantic 

analysis of the concepts, corpus investigation of their meanings, trends and uses, and 

provided analysis of their metapragmatic status in today’s Persian language.  
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5.4. Limitations 

This study had a few different limitations that need to be reviewed here. The first and 

foremost limitation was due to the novelty of the case study. The three metapragmatic 

labels under investigation here had not been studied before. Therefore, this study had to 

start all arguments and examinations from the scratch. It is common in scientific work 

that the first study on a topic becomes the subject of revision after some time by the author 

and other researchers.  

Another related limitation was due to the lack of suitable corpora of Persian for a 

pragmatic study. I touched on the challenges I faced to find and then compile tailor made 

corpora in section 1.6. Throughout the research I found the need for a corpus of Persian 

interactions dire. It was beyond my resources as a PhD student to record a body of 

interactions in Persian and then compile and tag the corpus. This issue will be rectified in 

future as there are a few newly compiled corpora of Persian (such as Talkbank) available. 

None are corpora of spoken Persian, but there is room for optimism.  

In addition, this study dealt with the (ethno)pragmatic aspect of ways speakers talk about 

playfulness. This study provided valuable insights into the ethno-epistemology of these 

ways. The social and cognitive aspects of these interactional ways never became the main 

topic of this study, but they deserve further studies in future.  

5.5. Recommendations for Further Research  

All three limitations that I faced would be excellent topics to further research valued 

speech practices in the domain of playful language in Persian. The findings of this study 

can be examined in a corpus of conversations. This would be a valuable addition to the 

literature on the topic of playful language and playfulness in Persian language. As well, 

interviews can be conducted with native speakers to evaluate how they reflect on their 

metapragmatic knowledge of these labels when used to describe playfulness. In addition, 

social and cognitive research can investigate the finding of this research. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1 – Persian (Farsi) exponents of semantic primes 

 substantives بدن ,آدم)ها(~افراد ,چیز)ی( ,فرد)ی(~کس)ی( ,تو ,من

MAN, TO, KAS)I)~FARD(I), ČIZ)I(, AFRĀD~ĀDAM(HĀ), BADAN 

I, YOU, SOMEONE, SOMETHING~THING, PEOPLE, BODY 

 relational بخش  ,نوع

substantives 
NO', BAXŠ 

KIND, PART 

ی( )دیگر ,همان ,این  determiners 

IN, HAMĀN, DIGAR(I) 

THIS, THE SAME, OTHER~ELSE 

 quantifiers همه ,بعضی/مقداری ,کم ,خیلی/زیاد ,دو ,یک

YEK, DO, XEYLI~ZIYĀD, KAM, BA’ZI~MEQDĀRI, HAME 

ONE, TWO, MUCH~MANY, LITTLE~FEW, SOME, ALL 

 evaluators بد  ,خوب

XUB, BAD 

GOOD, BAD 

گبزر  descriptors کوچک  ,

BOZORG, KUČAK 

BIG, SMALL 

 mental predicates شنیدن ,دیدن ,حس/احساس کردن ,نخواستن ,خواستن ,دانستن ,فکر کردن

FEKR-KARDAN, DĀNESTAN, XĀSTAN, NAXĀSTAN, HES/EHSĀS-

KARDAN, DIDAN, ŠENIDAN 

KNOW, THINK, WANT, DON’T WANT, FEEL, SEE, HEAR 

 speech درست ,حرف~کلمات ,گفتن

GOFTAN, KALAMĀT~HARF, DOROST 
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SAY, WORDS, TRUE 

 ,actions, events حرکت کردن  ,اتفاق افتادن ,)کاری( کردن/انجام دادن

movement 
(KĀRI) KARDAN~ANJĀM-DĀDAN, ETTEFAQ-OFTĀDAN, HARKAT-

KARDAN 

DO, HAPPEN, MOVE 

داردوجود  ,)در جایی( بودن  ,location )کسی/چیزی( بودن ,

existence, 

specification 

(DAR JA’I) BUDAN, VOJUD-DĀRAD, (KASI/ČIZI) BUDAN 

BE (SOMEWHERE), THERE IS, BE (SOMEONE/SOMETHING) 

 possession مال من )بودن( 

MĀL-E MAN (BUDAN)  

(IS) MINE 

 life and death ُمردن ,زندگی کردن

ZENDEGI-KARDAN, MORDAN 

LIVE, DIE 

~)چه( وقتی کی   time لحظه ,برای مدتی ,مدت کوتاهی ,مدت زیادی ,بعد ,قبل ,االن ,

(ČE) VAQTI~KEY, AL'ĀN, QABL, BA’D, MODDAT-E ZIĀDI, MODDAT-

E KUTĀHI, BARĀY-E MODDATI, LAHZE 

WHEN~TIME, NOW, BEFORE, AFTER, A LONG TIME, A SHORT TIME, 

FOR SOME TIME, MOMENT 

 place لمس کردن ,داخل ,سمت ,نزدیک ,دور ,زیر ,باال ,اینجا ,جایی که

JA'I KE, INJĀ, BĀLĀ, ZIR, DUR, NAZDIK, SAMT, DĀXEL, LAMS-

KARDAN 

WHERE~PLACE, HERE, ABOVE, BELOW, FAR, NEAR, SIDE, INSIDE, 

TOUCH 

~نه -ن   logical concepts اگر ,بخاطر این~چون  ,توان)ستن( ,شاید ,

NA, ŠĀYAD, TAVĀN)ESTAN(,ČON~BE XĀTER(E), AGAR 

NOT, MAYBE, CAN, BECAUSE, IF 

تر ()بیش  ,خیلی  intensifier, 

augmentor 
XEYLI, (BIŠ)TAR 
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VERY, MORE 

 similarity ِمثل

MESL 

LIKE~AS 

 

Notes: • Exponents of primes can be polysemous, i.e. they can have other, additional 

meanings • Exponents of primes may be words, bound morphemes, or phrasemes • They 

can be formally, i.e., morphologically, complex • They can have combinatorial variants 

or allolexes (indicated with ~) • Each prime has well-specified syntactic (combinatorial) 

properties. 
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Appendix 2: The number of each poet’s poems in the corpus of namak and maze in 

literature (NL1 and ML1): 

Century Poet Number of poems in 

Corpus of namak 

Number of poems in 

Corpus of maze 

10th 

Century 

Rudaki 

Ferdowsi 

1 

10 

 

5 

 

 Abusa'id 

Abolkhayr 

1  

11th 

century 

Baba Tahir  

Sanai  

Manuchehri 

Nasir Khusraw 

Hajveri 

Masud Sa'd 

Salman 

 

3 

5 

1 

2 

 

6 

 

27 

9 

3 

12th 

century 

Nezami  

Attar  

Anvari  

Khaqani 

Rashid al-Din 

Vatvāt  

 

47 

33 

7 

38 

 

4 

1 

1 

3 

13th 

century 

Rumi  

Iraqi  

85 

2 

21 

 

 Amir Khusrow 

Saif Farghani  

23 

5 

1 
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Awhadi  16 

14th 

century 

Hafiz  

Saadi Shirazi  

Ubayd Zakani 

Khwaju 

Kermani 

4 

19 

1 

14 

 

 

15th 

century 

Jami 4 3 

16th 

century 

Vahshi Bafqi  

Muhtasham 

Kashani  

Orfi Shirazi  

15 

12 

8 

 

1 

 Shaykh Bahāʾi 

 

2 1 

17th 

century 

Saib Tabrizi  

Fayz Kashani  

Bidel Dehlavi 

 

5 

9 

18 

3 

5 

18th 

century 

 

 

  

19th 

century 

 

Foroughi 

Bastami  

13  

 Iqbal  

Qa’ani 

 

2  

1 

Early 20th 

century 

Bahar  10 8 
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E’tesami 1  
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Appendix 3: Ethics Approval 
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Appendix 4 – Persian transcript of the interview with the little girl: 

 

 شما چه غذاهایی دوست داری؟ -

 ... کباااااب، یعنی مثل جوجه کباب، ترشی کباب اووو، یعنی مثل تن ماهیییی، یعنی مثل جوجه، -

 ترشی کباب دیگه چیه؟ -

 !خوب یعنی غذایی که توش بهتره با ترشی بیارن بخورن -
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Appendix 5 – Persian transcript of the Dorehami television show: 

 

میگن فالنی شنبه یشنبه ست یعنی چی؟ –مدیری  

بوده، بعد تیکه هاش زده بیرون از زیر، مثال یه لباسی که نافرمه مثال اینجوری )به  یعنی لباسش چن تیکه  -ش

...سمت مدیری می رود و به لباسش اشاره و دست می زند( که این شنبه و این یکشنبه  

 )همه می خندند( 

)دست روی سینه اش می گذارد(  -ش  

)مدیری با تعجب و غافلگیری به حضار نگاه می کند(  -م  

ست می زنند( )حضار د  

)با تعجب( منو مثال زد؟ -م  

 )خنده( 

این شنبه است این یشنبه ست؟ –م   

دقیقاْ. بله -ش  

خوب                حاال بت میگم    میگن فالنی شیش میزنه  –م   

شیش میزنه؟                یعنی تو انتخاب لباسهاش با همدیگه مثال اصن تناسب نداره -ش  

اههم –م   

پارچه ای رو با تی شرت مثال آستین کوتاه )خنده( می پوشه     بالنسبت شما  مثال شلوار -ش  
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Appendix 6 – Ethnopragmatic script for HāzerJavābi (Persian version): 

 حاضرجوابی 

اینجا در یک لحظه چیزی می گوید،   الف. وقتی فردی  

بگویم،ای بعدتر چیزی خوب این است که من بتوانم لحظه  

گویند دیگران در خیلی از مواقع مینه مثل چیزهایی که   

 خوب است اگر کلمات خیلی خوبی بگویم 

خندند ]م[ دیگران اغلب بخاظر این کلمات می  

گویند نه مثل کلماتی که دیگر افراد اغلب می  

کنند:را بگویم، افرادی که اینجا هستند در مورد من اینطوری فکر می ]ها[ب( اگر بخوبی این  

تواند سریع ]م[ فکر کند این فرد می   

تواند چیزهای خوبی با کلمات بگویداین فرد می   

 ج( در همان زمان، بخاطر این، آنها حس خوبی دارند  

خواهند بخندند ]م[ی میتهمانطور که آدمها اغلب حس می کنند وق  

. خواهممن چنین چیزی مید(   
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Appendix 7 – Explication for bāmaze (Persian version): 

کند:الف( وقتی این فرد با دیگران است، این فرد اغلب چنین فکر می  

گویند ب( »خوب است اگر من االن چیزی بگویم، نه مثل چیزهایی که افراد دیگر در خیلی از موارد می  

« افرادی که اینجا هستند بخاطر این ]حرفها[ بخواهند بخندند ]م[خوب است اگر این   

گوید ج( بخاطر این، این فرد اغلب چیزی می  

خواهند بخندند ]م[، همانطور که این فرد خواسته بودشنوند، اغلب می د( وقتی دیگران این را می  

 به این خاطر، دیگران اغلب حس خوبی دارند وقتی با این فرد هستند 

خواهند بیشتر با این فرد باشندن خاطر، آنها اغلب میه( بدی  

.کنند: خیلی خوب است اگر فردی چنین باشدی( دیگران چنین فکر می  
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Appendix 8 – Explication for bānamak (Persian version): 

مینا( چنین فردی ست: الف( این فرد )مثالا   

افراد دیگر اغلب چنین احساسی می کنند: ب( وقتی این فرد با دیگران است، این   

 »این فرد مثل خیلی از افراد دیگر نیست: 

بینم، حس خوبی بخاطرش دارم، من میخوام بیشتر ببینم)ش( ج( وقتی صورت ]م[ این فرد را می  

بیشتر  خواهم رشان دارم، میطگوید، مثل خیلی از افراد دیگر نیست، من حس خوبی بخاوقتی این فرد چیزی می

« بشنوم  

کنند، آنها حس خوبی نسبت به این فرد دارند د( وقتی این افراد دیگر چنین فکر می  

.خواهد با این فرد بیشتر باشندبدین خاطر، آنها اغلب می  
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